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Abstract
This thesis studies the effects of increasing shares of variable renewable energies (VREs),
such as wind and solar energy, in the European power system and evaluates two VRE
system integration measures, transmission grid extensions and energy sector coupling.
Their benefits for the power system are quantified, but also their contribution to reduce
the impacts of VREs on the electricity markets are analyzed. This dual approach adds
a new perspective to the current debate on VRE system and market integration.
For the combined analysis, an energy system model, based on linear optimization of

total costs, is employed. The model includes a high level of technical detail, high spatial
and temporal resolution, while covering a wide geographic area and a large range of
possible future VRE scenarios, thanks to a parametric approach. These features make
the approach uniquely positioned to evaluate VRE integration measures.
The results show that a powerful overlay transmission grid, a supergrid, can facil-

itate the integration of VREs considerably. The achievable contribution of VREs to
power supply can be increased from 60% to more than 85% with a European supergrid.
Through smoothing, the grid reduces excess electricity and consequently the necessary
VRE capacity. The resulting savings outweigh the grid’s costs by a factor three approx-
imately. Thanks to the parametric approach, ideal system design features in terms of
VRE mix and share, supplementary power mix and crucial transmission corridors can be
identified. At the same time, the smoothing effect of the supergrid impacts positively
on the electricity prices. The merit order effect caused by projected VRE capacities is
found to be reduced from 5 e/MWh without to 3 e/MWh with grid extension. This
is to the advantage of most generators. Their revenues and market values increase as a
consequence of higher and smoother prices and increased full load hours of dispatchable
plants.
The analysis of the more local measure of energy sector coupling reveals a central role

of the heat sector, which provides a large and economically attractive sink for temporary
excess electricity from VREs. According to the results, the power-to-heat coupling
displaces the usage of long term electricity storage or methanation. The identified
optimal conversion paths from power to heat are complementary to the regional VRE
supply. Again, the adaption of the power system to high VRE shares reduces their impact
to the electricity prices. Compared to grid extensions, the coupling acts more directly
on VREs. It sets a lower bound to electricity prices, as excess electricity regains a value
in the coupled sectors. The market value of VREs increases as a consequence.
The findings suggest that both measures are highly beneficial for VRE system inte-

gration. Furthermore, the analysis of their interaction reveals that the simultaneous
investment in both measures would not be contradictory: the local measure of en-
ergy sector coupling mitigates grid extensions initially, but with increasing VRE shares,
transmission grid extensions are still desirable. The analysis from the market perspec-
tive demonstrates that the adaption of the power system to increasing shares of VREs
boosts the value of VREs to the system, their market value. At the same time, the
infrastructure measures also bear important benefits for other generators.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird der Einfluss steigender Anteile von Wind- und Solaren-
ergie auf das Stromversorgungssystem in Europa untersucht und zwei Maßnahmen für die
Integration der fluktuierenden erneuerbaren Energien werden bewertet: der Ausbau des
Europäischen Übertragungsnetzes und die Kopplung des Stromsektors an den Wärme-
und Wasserstoffsektor. Die Vorteile dieser Maßnahmen für eine Stromversorgung mit
hohen Anteilen an erneuerbaren Energien werden quantifiziert. Zusätzlich wird gezeigt,
dass diese Infrastrukturmaßnahmen den Einfluss von Wind- und Solarenergie auf den
Strommarkt abschwächen können. Diese duale Herangehensweise bietet eine neue Per-
spektive in der Debatte zur Integration erneuerbarer Energien.
Die Analyse wird mit einem Energiesystemmodell durchgeführt. In dem auf Kostenop-

timierung basierenden Modell können kosteneffiziente Infrastrukturmaßnahmen identi-
fiziert aber auch die Dynamik der Preisbildung am Strommarkt abgebildet werden. Das
Modell zeichnet sich durch seine hohe zeitliche und räumliche Auflösung, den hohen
Detailierungsgrad, sowie der Abdeckung eines großen Gebiets und der Berücksichtigung
von vielen möglichen Szenarien in einem parametrischen Ansatz aus.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass ein leistungsfähiges Europäischen Übertragungsnetz, ein

sogenanntes “Supergrid”, die Integration von fluktuierenden erneuerbaren Energien er-
heblich vereinfachen kann. Der mögliche Beitrag von Wind- und Solarenergie zur
Stromversorgung kann durch ein Supergrid von 60% auf über 85% angehoben wer-
den. Durch die Ausgleichseffekte kann ein höherer Anteil an Erneuerbaren Energien
direkt genutzt werden, was die auftretenden Überschüsse und den notwendigen Ausbau
an Erzeugungskapazitäten für Wind- und Solarenergie reduziert. Die hierdurch erzielten
Einsparungen überschreiten die Kosten des Netzes in etwa um den Faktor drei. Durch
den parametrischen Ansatz können zudem ideale Systemeigenschaften identifiziert wer-
den, so wie der Beitrag von Wind- und Solarenergie, die Struktur des konventionellen
Kraftwerksparks und die entscheidende Netzausbautrassen. Die Ausgleichseffekte des
Netzausbaus mildern gleichzeitig den Einfluss der fluktuierenden erneuerbaren Energien
auf die Strompreise. Während ohne Netzausbau, der berechnete, mittlere Strompreis
aufgrund der prognostizierten Wind und Solarkapazitäten um 5 e/MWh sinkt, ist er mit
Netzausbau nur um 3 e/MWh niedriger. Durch den höheren und auch weniger fluktu-
ierenden Strompreis sowie den höheren Volllaststunden der konventionellen Kraftwerke,
steigt der Marktwert und Umsatz für die Mehrheit der erneuerbaren und konventionellen
Stromerzeuger.
Bei der Untersuchung der vermehrt lokal wirkenden Maßnahme der Sektorkopplung,

stellt sich heraus, dass der Wärmesektor ein großes und wirtschaftlich sehr attraktives
Potenzial zur Nutzung kurzzeitiger Stromüberschüsse bietet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
durch die enge Kopplung des Strom- und Wärmesektors saisonale Stromspeicher und
Methanisierung aus dem kostenoptimalen Maßnahmenportfolio verdrängt werden. Die
idealen Kopplungstechnologien zwischen dem Strom- und Wärmesektor ergeben sich aus
der regional vorherrschenden Mischung von Wind- und Solarenergie. Auch hier hat die
Anpassung des Stromsystems an hohe Anteile fluktuierender erneuerbarer Erzeugung zur
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Folge, dass deren Auswirkungen auf die Strompreise abgeschwächt werden. Die Effekte
der Sektorkopplung wirken sich jedoch hauptsächlich positiv für Wind und Solarenergie
aus. Durch die Sektorkopplung wird eine Untergrenze für den Strompreis eingeführt, da
Stromüberschüsse in die gekoppelten Sektoren verkauft werden können. Der Marktwert
von Wind- und Solarenergie steigt stark an.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass beide Maßnahmen Vorteile für eine Stromversorgung

mit hohen Anteilen an Erneuerbaren Energien mit sich bringen. Zusätzlich konnte
dargelegt werden, dass gleichzeitige Investitionen in beide Maßnahmen nicht wider-
sprüchlich wären. Durch die Einführung der Sektorkopplung kann zwar zunächst Übertra-
gungsnetzausbau vermieden werden, mit steigenden Anteilen fluktuierender Erzeuger ist
Übertragungsnetzausbau jedoch wieder notwendig um eine volkswirtschaftlich optimale
Lösung zu erreichen. Die Analyse aus Marktperspektive lässt positive Auswirkungen der
Infrastrukturmaßnahmen für die Marktintegration von erneuerbaren Energien erkennen.
Umso besser das System an hohe Anteile Erneuerbarer Energien angepasst ist, umso
höher ist ihr Wert für das System. Gleichzeitig profitieren auch andere Marktteilnehmer
von den Infrastrukturmaßnahmen.
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1. Introduction
To combat global warming and to address the fossil fuel scarcity, a shift to less carbon
intensive resources in energy supply is necessary [73]. The power sector plays a central
role in the decarbonization of the energy sector. Today, more than 40% of energy-related
carbon emissions stem from the power sector [79]. Furthermore, the final energy carrier
electricity is widely applicable and can thus contribute to the decarbonization of other
sectors such as the residential, industry or transport sector. Finally, the power sector
offers the possibility to efficiently use renewable energies and therewith provide carbon-
free electricity from non-exhaustable resources. Already today, the majority of renewable
energy deployment takes place in the power sector and the observed learning and growth
rates suggest that the share of renewable energies in electricity supply will continue to
rise steeply [74, 34].
Especially in Europe, where ambitious green house gas emission reduction targets have

been legislated, renewable energies play a key role. Wind and solar energy are bound to
be the most important sources, due to their large potential in Europe [e.g. 26, 134], the
observed growth rates, but also the existing support schemes [78].

Wind and solar generators, however, are not just another type of power plant that is
set to replace other means of generation. They differ from conventional, i.e., thermal
dispatchable, generation in at least three respects: First, generation from wind and sun
fluctuates: the temporal availability of wind and solar energy is driven by the meteo-
rological conditions, such as the momentary wind speed or solar irradiation. They are
therefore called Variable Renewable Energies (VREs) in the following. Second, wind
and solar supply is not spread uniformly over Europe: regions with high meteorological
potential for renewable generation are dispersed. Above all, they are not aligned with
load centers, as the bulk of today’s power generation is. Third, generation from wind
and solar energy has no fuel costs. This can be challenging for electricity markets, where
market prices are mostly driven by the marginal costs of generation, being the fuel costs
of conventional power plants. The inclusion of fluctuating generation with low marginal
costs can affect the prices significantly.
The integration of VREs in the power sector thus entails important challenges. On the

technical system side, the temporal and regional variability of the resources may not be
compatible with the current system operation and design. Also on the market side, the
influence of fluctuating generation at low marginal costs challenges current electricity
markets.

In the last five years, the installed wind capacity in Europe has doubled and solar
photovoltaic capacity increased by a factor ten [57, 51]. The growing contribution
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of VREs in power supply, promoted by national support policies and the goal of the
European Union (EU) to strongly curb its greenhouse gas emissions emissions [40, 41],
suggests that adaption measures may be needed in the power system in the years to
come. On top of that, the political goal of coupling the European electricity markets
also points to changes in the system. National power markets shall be linked more
closely to facilitate international electricity trade [39], which implies additional cross-
border flows [50].
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)

plans the addition and refurbishment of more than 50 000 km or 15% of the transmission
lines until 2020 [50, 3]. This is a first step to comply with the increasing importance of
power transmission in Europe driven by the two above mentioned trends.

This thesis analyses the effects of large shares of VREs on the European power system
and evaluates two VRE system integration measures. Following the above described
developments, first, the role of international transmission grid extensions for VRE in-
tegration is studied. Second, adapting electricity demand to the VRE supply via the
coupling of the power sector to the heat and hydrogen sector is analyzed for the exam-
ple of Germany as alternative VRE integration measure. Both measures are evaluated
with respect to their contribution to the technical system integration and the market
integration of VREs.

In the following two sections of the introduction, the VRE integration challenges are
described in more detail, and the research questions of this thesis and its structure
defined.

1.1. Challenges of renewable energy integration

The challenges of power generation from wind and solar energy are the temporal fluc-
tuations of the resources, which are only partly predictable, their regional availability
constraints and also the small unit size of the technologies potentially leading to a more
decentralized system.
Today’s electricity system, however, is based on centralized supply in proximity to

load centers. The different power plant types are designed to follow the demand pat-
tern, while power transmission over large distances and storage play only a minor role.
This changes significantly in energy systems with high shares of VREs.

As mentioned above, the temporal availability of wind and solar resources fluctuates.
It underlies seasonal and diurnal fluctuations but also short term fluctuations from hour
to hour or from minute to minute. Figure 1.1 illustrates the resulting problem for the
power system. The upper part shows the hourly electricity supply from VREs together
with the load for selected months in a scenario of high VRE share (70%). The supply
from wind and solar is highly variable: hours of oversupply but also hours of very low
VRE supply occur. The remaining system has to be able to fill the so-called residual
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Figure 1.1.: Illustration of the residual load and residual load duration curve in Europe
with a high share of VREs (70%) (based on data from 2006 [64])

load, the electricity load minus the electricity provided by VREs. Conventional power
plants, such as gas or coal power plants, have to supply the highly variable residual load,
where fast ramps can pose difficulties. The lower part of the figure shows the sorted
annual hourly load, also called the load duration curve together with the residual load
duration curve, the sorted annual hourly residual load. The residual load duration curve
is steeper than the load duration curve: the maximal load remains similar, but the total
annual residual electricity demand is lower. The necessary supplementary dispatchable
capacity remains similar, but it will be used at lower rates. Furthermore, overproduction
occurs in several hours as can be read off the negative residual load.
The power system has to balance the VRE fluctuations and provide adequate infras-

tructure to satisfy the residual load.
Additionally, the residual load contains more elements of uncertainty than the load.

For solar energy, the position of the sun, and therewith the hours of daylight, are pre-
dictable, but cloud cover, fog and snow cover of the photovoltaic (PV) modules adds a
component to the availability of solar energy, which is difficult to predict. The diurnal
and short term fluctuations of wind energy do not follow a regular patter and are also
only partly predictable.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the second major problem of VREs: the geographic distribution
of wind and solar resources in Europe is not well aligned with the load centers. The figure
shows the average wind speed and global solar irradiation in Europe from 1980-2010,
together with a satellite image of Europe at night from 2012. The regional distribution
of light emissions is a good indicator for electricity demand.
High wind speeds and thus good wind park sites are located at the coasts: in and
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(a) Average wind speed at 80 m height (b) Average global solar irradiation

(c) View of the Earth at night, 2012

Figure 1.2.: Distribution of VRE resources and load centers in Europe [105, 100]. Aver-
age wind speed and solar irradiation data are from the years 1980-2010.

around the North Sea, at the shore of the Atlantic Ocean, etc. The annual solar irradia-
tion increases from North to South. The usage of solar power is thus most advantageous
in southern Europe. The load centers show a different distribution. They are located in
Northern Italy, North-Western Germany, Northern England and in and around the capi-
tals, such as Paris, Madrid and Amsterdam. Also Belgium has an important electricity
demand, but as its highways are illuminated, the satellite image overrates the Belgian
electricity demand.
To use VRE resources efficiently, the VRE generation sites should be located in areas

with high potential. As a consequence, these remote sites need to be connected to the
load centers or the load centers shifted to areas of high VRE supply.
Furthermore, VRE technologies, especially solar PV units are installed at low voltage
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levels of the power grid. Historically, power flow was directed from large power plants
at high voltage levels to consumers connected at the low voltage level. With increasing
decentralized generation connected to the grid at low voltage levels, the direction of
the power flow changes. This challenges the grid operation and can require adaption or
extensions at the low voltage level, in the distribution grid.

1.1.1. VRE system integration challenge

The technical adaption of the power system design to efficiently integrate large shares
of VRE generation is called VRE system integration in this thesis. System integration
measures refer to all infrastructure measures, which facilitate system reliability and cost-
effectiveness in the presence of high VRE shares. Overproduction should be avoided and
the maximal residual load, i.e., necessary peak capacity of conventional power plants,
reduced. Furthermore, the fast changes in residual load should be reduced or followed
by the power system.
The four major infrastructure measures available for VRE system integration are [27]:

– Grid extensions to connect remote sites of high VRE potential and allow increased
exchange between regions.

– Additional storage capacity to balance VRE supply and demand.

– More flexible demand, via demand side management shifting demand to periods
with high VRE supply.

– More flexible power plants that can adjust to VRE supply quickly.

The measures can act on different timescales. On the short, operational timescale, the
measures can increase the system’s flexibility. More flexible power plants, storage and
demand side management raise the system’s ability to react to unforeseen load changes
on short timescales of seconds to hours. On a longer timescale, relevant for investment
decisions, all four measures can contribute to form an adequately designed energy system
which efficiently accommodates large shares of VREs, while maintaining the system’s
reliability. The focus of this thesis lies on this adequacy of the power system design.
Two system integration measures, transmission grid extensions and the flexibilization
of the electricity demand via energy sector coupling are evaluated with respect to their
contribution to reduce total system costs from a system planner perspective.

1.1.2. VRE market integration challenge

In addition to the temporal and geographic variability of wind and solar energy, their
low level of variable costs influences the electricity market: VREs and other renewable
energies such as hydro or geothermal power have negligible variable costs.
Bids on current European wholesale electricity markets are mainly based on the

marginal costs of generation. In periods of scarcity, they can be increased by mark-
ups. The supply curve in these so-called energy-only market is obtained by the sorted
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Figure 1.3.: Schematic merit order curves for the German electricity market

variable costs of available generation units. It is also called the merit order curve and
shown in Figure 1.3a. Wind and solar energy technologies rank first in the merit order:
they are the cheapest power supply in terms of variable costs. Due to this cost structure
and additionally fixed by the regulator through priority feed-in, the supply curve is shifted
to the right whenever renewable energies contribute to the satisfaction of demand. Con-
sequently, the demand curve intersects the supply curve at lower prices and the price
level declines due to renewable supply (see Figure 1.3b). This is called the “merit order
effect” [135].
The momentary electricity price level is lowered whenever wind or solar energy is

entering the market. This has considerable consequences for the electricity market and
its participants. Volatile prices affect conventional generators and also VRE technologies,
if they participate in the market.
The integration of VREs in the electricity market thus entails important challenges.

Questions arise, which power system properties aggravate the price effects of large VRE
shares and which can possibly reduce or mitigate them. Furthermore, the impacts on the
profitability of different market participants has to be examined in detail. Especially, the
question under which circumstances VREs can be competitive at the wholesale market
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is pertinent. These questions define the VRE market integration challenge.
In this thesis, the market effects of VREs in Europe in terms of price and revenue

changes are quantified. The marginal costs of electricity generation are used as indica-
tors for electricity prices. This corresponds to assuming a perfectly competitive market
excluding strategic mark-ups. The implications of the two analyzed infrastructure mea-
sures for VRE market integration are evaluated.

1.2. Objective and structure of this thesis

If high shares of VREs are to be integrated in the European power sector, large system
changes are necessary. Yet, it is not at all clear, which changes of this rather complex
system would be most advantageous. Thus, for a successful power system transforma-
tion, the analysis of different VRE system integration measures is necessary.

The objective of this thesis is to analyze how transmission grid extension and en-
ergy sector coupling can facilitate the integration of VREs in the European power sys-
tem. The system advantages are examined with an energy system model based on
cost-optimization. Subsequently, the market effects of the two VRE system integra-
tion measures are studied based on the marginal costs of electricity resulting from the
optimization.
This overall objective is broken down in individual research questions defining the

structure of this thesis, which is depicted in Figure 1.4. In Chapter 3 the system ad-
vantages of a powerful European overlay transmission grid are examined. Chapter 4
focuses on the market effects of this VRE integration measure. In Chapter 5 energy
sector coupling is analyzed as an alternative VRE integration measure. Its system and
market implications are studied.

An overarching requirement for the analysis is to dispose of a suitable analytical frame-
work. Chapter 2 presents the applied methodology, an energy system model. First, the
requirements to the model are specified and an overview on existing energy system mod-
els given. Then, the employed methodology, the URBS model generator, is introduced.
Based on URBS, two energy systems are implemented, to analyze high VRE shares in
Europe and to evaluate infrastructure measures for their integration. A benchmark of
the modeling framework demonstrates its suitability for the defined objective.

The regional dispersion of VRE sources in Europe, but also by the political efforts
to foster international transmission grid extensions motivates the focus on a powerful
European overlay transmission grid. The distribution grid is not included in the analysis.
Chapter 3 studies the role of large transmission grid extension for VRE system integra-

tion in Europe. Concerning this measure, the first research question is: To what extend
can a powerful European overlay transmission grid, a so-called supergrid, facilitate the
integration of wind and solar electricity in Europe? To answer this question, the exact
challenges of increasing VRE shares have to be quantified first. What is the effect of
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Figure 1.4.: Infrastructure measures for VRE system integration and structure of this
thesis

different shares of VREs in the electricity generation? How does the mix between wind
and solar energy influence the results? The effects of a supergrid are analyzed in a
second step. What are the benefits of a supergrid for different VRE shares and mixes?
Which VRE shares and mixes are achievable, which desirable? How do the costs of this
measure compare to its benefits?
Chapter 3 contributes to the literature in providing a systematic and comprehensive

cost-benefit analysis of transmission grid extensions in Europe exploring a large parame-
ter space of different VRE shares and mixes. While previous studies have shown, that a
powerful European overlay transmission grid, is advantageous for fully or highly renew-
able power supply in Europe [e.g. 26, 32, 134, 63], a comprehensive study of costs and
benefits of this measure for different VRE shares and mixes has not yet been presented.
Furthermore, the detailed modeling framework, yet covering a large parameter space,
provides insights about robust design features of a future system with high VRE shares.

Having identified the benefits of transmission grid extensions for VRE system inte-
gration, the second research question arises: what are the effects of transmission grid
extensions for the market integration of VREs in Europe?
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Chapter 4 addresses this question. Again, first, today’s market environment has to be
studied and the market effects of VREs in this current environment and infrastructure
quantified. Based on this, the impact of transmission grid extensions can be analyzed.
How are the electricity prices influenced by VREs with and without transmission grid
extensions? What are the effects of VRE for the different market participants with and
without transmission grid? How do benefits or disadvantages of a grid extension differ
between region or technologies?
Chapter 4 analyses the effects of VREs on the European electricity market together

with the effects of transmission grid extension. The analysis of the regional electricity
prices and the generators’ revenues per technology reveals who benefits where from the
transmission grid extensions. Several studies have analyzed the price effects of VREs
and the principal implications for market participants [e.g. 135, 142]. The region- and
technology-dependent effects, however, are resolved for the first time in Chapter 4,
revealing important insights on potential pro- and opponents to transmission grid exten-
sions. Furthermore, the combined analysis of the VRE system and market integration
sheds light on a new aspect in the current discussion on VRE market integration.

The VRE system integration measure of a European supergrid implies the construction
of large transmission corridors. However, the public acceptance and timely feasibility of
this approach is questionable. Without transmission grid extensions, high VRE shares
can lead to temporary regional excess electricity generation. The question arises, how
to integrate this excess electricity, if no transmission grid extensions are realized.
Chapter 5 explores the possibility of adapting the electricity demand to the VRE supply

as alternative system integration measure. The coupling of the power sector to the heat
and hydrogen sector is analyzed for the example of Germany. Through this coupling
the temporary excess electricity can be integrated – it can be used to supply heat or
hydrogen demand – and the possibility for large storage is opened. To evaluate this
integration option, the multitude of technical options for the energy sector coupling has
to be untangled first. Is the coupling to the heat or the hydrogen sector more economic?
Which technologies are economically most attractive and how do they interact? Having
identified the economically most viable options, their effects for VRE integration can be
analyzed: what are the benefits of the identified coupling configurations for VRE system
integration? Second, what are the effects of the energy sector coupling for VRE market
integration? How does this measure compare and interact with the European supergrid?
Chapter 5 adds to the existing literature in three respects. First, to the author’s best

knowledge, it provides the first regionally resolved analysis of energy sector coupling for
Germany. Existing literature focuses mainly on Nordic countries or only on one other
sector [e.g. 95, 141]. Second, the interaction of a European supergrid and the usage
of excess electricity for other sectors has not yet been analyzed. Finally, in analogy to
Chapter 4, the analysis of energy sector coupling from a market integration perspective
contributes to the current debate.
Finally, overall conclusions are provided in Chapter 6. It summarizes the findings from

the individual chapters.





2. The modeling framework

2.1. Modeling a highly renewable power system
To accommodate high shares of VREs in power supply systems, integration measures
are necessary. These can involve important infrastructure investments, such as trans-
mission grid extensions. To evaluate VRE system integration measures a mathematical
representation, i.e., a model of the energy system is required. This chapter introduces
the employed energy system model.

2.1.1. Choice of included model features

Modeling energy systems with a large share from renewable energies requires high spatial
resolution to account for regionally differing potential, as well as high temporal resolution
to capture the short term fluctuations, especially those of VREs. For the evaluation of
the VRE system integration measures, the relevant technical and economic properties of
these measures need to be included. To capture the challenges of stable power system
operation for example, variations within seconds in one specific unit can be crucial.
At the same time, due to long investment cycles in the energy sector, the long-term
development of an energy system is of interest. To take into account the long-term
development and path dependency of investments, for example in power grid or plants,
time frames of several decades would need to be included in the analysis. The impact
of green house gas emissions on our climate occurs on even larger timescales of at least
100 years. On top of that, unpredictability of VRE supply but also of the behavior of
market participants can play an important role.
As the model size is limited by the available computational power, a choice of desired

modeling depth and scope has to be made.

In this thesis, VRE integration measures are evaluated with respect to their contri-
bution to an adequate, cost-efficient system design. The power system therefore needs
to be modeled in sufficient detail to resolve the VRE integration challenges and the
effects of different integration measures. In addition to that, the model should be able
to identify, which investment decisions for new infrastructure are beneficial.
Figure 2.1 shows the most important features and properties, that an energy system

model ideally should have for the analysis of VRE integration into the power sector (after
Haller [63]). The features are classified with respect to their corresponding temporal
and spatial resolution and range from a temporal resolution of seconds to decades and
a spatial resolution of single utilities to the entire world. The higher the temporal
resolution of the model, the stronger is commonly the focus on system operation and
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its technical details. With increasing focus on the long-term development of energy
systems, the operational details are neglected and macro-economic dynamics included
instead. However, for infrastructure investment decisions, as much operational detail
as possible should still be taken into account. The diagonal shape resulting from the
classification shows that the temporal and spatial model resolution are related: the
inclusion of certain features can only be realized with a certain temporal and spatial
resolution.
In addition to the temporal and spatial scope, a third dimension can be added to

distinguish between different modeling approaches. Strategic behavior or uncertainty
in terms of prices or VRE forecasts can influence the decisions on system operation
or investment in new utilities considerably. How this aspect is treated adds a third
dimension to the classification of energy system models.
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Figure 2.1.: Classification of model features for energy and power system models (after
Haller [63]). Model features included in the model URBS-EU and URBS-D
are in bold, italic features are optional.

Not all of these features are necessary to address the research questions defined in the
introduction. According to the scope of the analysis, the evaluation of different VRE
integration measures and their contribution to adequate energy system design, selected
features are included in the modeling framework in this thesis. They are shown in bold
in the figure.
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Hourly temporal resolution and a scope of one typical year are chosen for the analysis of
the power system design. This allows to capture the short term and seasonal variations
in VRE supply, but excludes variations on timescales of seconds and minutes, highly
relevant for the flexibility requirements or grid stability, but less so for the system design.
Depending on the model setup, the inclusion of all 8760 hours of the year can exceed
the available computing power. In this case, selected representative periods of the year
are modeled only.
The technical details of the power system, such as hourly power plant and storage

dispatch are included. Ideally, a high level of technical detail of power plant operation
such as ramping, start-up constraints and balancing should be simulated, especially if
the integration measure of more flexible power plants is to be analyzed. Here, the focus
lies on transmission grid extensions and energy sector coupling. Therefore, a simplified
representation of these restrictions via ramping constraints is chosen.
To account for regional differences in VRE supply and load, and to resolve the grid

structure, high spatial resolution is essential. While the analysis of individual transmission
lines would be desirable, the general effects of smoothing through transmission grid
extensions can also be captured on an intermediate level of spatial resolution. This
allows to keep the size of the model manageable. Therefore, aggregated transmission
and generation capacities are taken into account.
In the same time, infrastructure extensions, such as investment in generation capacity,

transmission lines or energy sector coupling technologies have to be included. The
inclusion of infrastructure extensions provides insights to advantageous system design
for VRE integration. Elastic demand and the effects of emissions from the power sector
to the climate are excluded, as these points do not directly influence power system design.
The path-dependency of investment decisions, i.e., the long-term effects of investments,
are not included either, but the analysis is performed for one typical year only. By
defining different scenarios, representing different steps in future, the development of
the power system can be analyzed nonetheless.
Finally, perfect foresight and a central planner are assumed in the model: decisions

are taken based on perfect information about the situation in all regions and time steps.

The models developed in this thesis are based on the energy system model generator
URBS, which includes all the above listed features. URBS (Urban Research ToolBox
Energy System) was introduced by Richter in 2004 [124] and has since steadily been
enhanced through further research projects, including this thesis. More detail on the
evolution, properties and application fields of the model generator is provided in Sec-
tion 2.2.
URBS is based on the optimization of total system costs. The properties of the energy

system are described via boundary conditions to the cost-minimization. URBS computes
the capacity and storage dispatch as well as grid usage for the energy sector: it simulates
the energy systems operation. At the same time, capacity expansion for a typical year
can be optimized and therewith cost-optimal system design proposed.
The inclusion of the above listed model features results in a large number of variables,
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for example the hourly power plant dispatch in different model regions and technologies.
Due to the large size of the problem, a linear approach is taken, i.e., all system properties
are described with linear equations. Linear programming is a powerful approach for large
optimization problems and standard solver algorithms can be applied (see Annex B).
The URBS model generator is applied to the European and German power system in

Chapter 3-4 and Chapter 5 respectively. In Chapter 5, the heat and hydrogen sector are
included as well.

2.1.2. Positioning of the modeling framework

Before going into the details of the modeling methodology, its position relative to other
energy system models is specified in this section.
In analogy to the classification of model features, energy system models can be cate-

gorized. Based on the temporal scope, three groups have been proposed by Pina et al.
[119] and Haller [63]: models focusing on the long term development, models focusing
on the short term, operational system behavior and those in between, the “hybrid” mod-
els. The later gain importance in the light of increasing shares of renewable energies.
The nature of renewable energies make the inclusion of more operational detail neces-
sary when analyzing investment decision and long term development. The URBS-models
developed in this thesis contribute to the field of hybrid energy models.
Just as the URBS model generator, most of the energy system models are based on

optimization. Total costs or welfare are optimized under a set of boundary conditions
describing the properties of the energy system. Mostly, linear optimization problems are
formulated, as linear programming allows for the inclusion of a large number of variables.

Figure 2.2 categorizes an exemplary selection of energy system models with respect
to their temporal scope and spatial resolution.
To study the long term development of energy systems, an inter-temporal optimization

has to be realized. Pursuing an inter-temporal approach means, that several years or
decades are included in the optimization. The optimization can choose between possible
system configurations for the entire modeled time period, for example for 50 years. As a
consequence, investment decisions are taken for the entire period. The decision in one
year depends on future and past investments. This allows to compute optimal pathways
of decarbonization for example, but also to analyze the long term drivers of energy system
development. The system boundaries of these models differ: in General Equilibrium
Models (GEMs), demand and fuel prices are determined endogenously based on a macro-
economic equilibrium across all markets and sectors. Partial Equilibrium Models only
include an equilibrium within one commodity, as it is the case for example in EFDA-
TIMES [e.g. 104]. In GEMs, often an integrated approach including the environmental
restrictions and response of the climate (climate module) is chosen. One of the first
models of this kind is the DICE model by Nordhaus [108] and its regionally resolved
version RICE [109]. Other prominent examples of such Integrated Assessment Models
(IAMs), are ReMIND [90], WITCH [17] and POLES [128] (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2.: Classification of selected energy system models

Operational models have higher temporal and spatial resolution. They have a large
depth of technical detail and are technology explicit. A dynamic transmission grid
simulation, for instance, has a temporal resolution of seconds and simulates transmission
lines individually. Unit commitment problems, which take into account many of the
technical restriction such as start-up or ramping constraint in the optimization of power
plant dispatch, commonly have a resolution of 15 minutes to one hour. They often
model every power plant individually. Operational models can be pure simulation, like
the grid simulation, or also optimization problems. Mostly, the capacity dispatch, but not
the infrastructure expansion is studied in pure operational models. Furthermore market
mechanism or regulatory restriction can be captured in detail in these models. The
DIANA model for example optimizes power plant dispatch and network usage, but also
includes market-specific restrictions [94]. PSST is developed to study the integration of
wind energy in Europe and combines a detailed unit-commitment and grid utilization
optimization with a detailed market simulation, including also balancing markets [138].
The ELMOD model, in turn, has a stronger focus on the technical restrictions of the
European transmission grid: it includes details on grid operation in a welfare optimization
[93].
Hybrid models cover a large range of timescales, as can be seen in Figure 2.2. One

step towards energy system planning is to include capacity expansion in operational
models. Here, grid, storage and/or generation unit additions and dispatch are optimized
simultaneously. This can be realized for one year, which is assumed to be representative,
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like it is done in this thesis. The restriction to one representative year allows to include
technical details and high spatial and temporal resolution. For the optimization of grid
and storage infrastructure this high resolution is crucial. The more technical detail is
included and the higher the resolution, the more technically realistic are the optimization
results for infrastructure investment. However, this approach is not inter-temporal.
Examples are DIMENSION [123], ReMIX [134] and the models implemented in this
thesis URBS-EU [131, 132] and URBS-D [133] based on the URBS model generator.
To also account for long term dynamics of infrastructure investments, the renewable

integration challenges are included in intertemporal models. Due to the large complexity
and size of long term scope models, the degree of detail possible to include is limited.
Current practice therefore includes, parametrization, i.e., simplified modeling of renew-
able integration challenges (LIMES [63]), coupling of operational and inter-temporal
model [e.g. 148] and iterative approaches (IMAKUS [87]).

2.2. The URBS model generator

The Urban Research ToolBox Energy System was introduced in 2004 for the analysis
of the urban energy system of Augsburg [124]. One part of the toolbox is an energy
technology tool, where, based on linear optimization of overall system costs, the cost-
optimal technology mix for an energy system is determined. This energy technology
tool developed into the URBS energy system model generator, designed to analyze the
effects of high shares of renewable resources in energy systems.
While initially developed for the analysis of urban energy systems, URBS was soon

applied to power systemsa. In 2005, Heitmann applied the linear optimization to the
German power system for the analysis of grid extensions for wind energy integration
[65]. One year later, Haase showed that the simplified simulation of power flow carried
out in URBS is not in contradiction with the results from more detailed grid simulations
[61]. A stochastic version of the URBS model was introduced in 2008 by Heitmann and
Hamacher, where the cost-optimization is carried out under stochastic fuel prices or wind
availability [66]. In 2011, Aboumahboub analyzed the global power system with URBS
and performed a benchmark of the model’s power plant dispatch against a detailed unit
commitment model [1]. A URBS version, where power plant dispatch is simulated in
more detail was developed by Huber et al. in 2013 [72] and the inclusion of electric
vehicles introduced in by Wimmer 2012 [153].

In this thesis the URBS model generator is applied to the European power sector and
the German power, heat and hydrogen sector. To shed light on the impact of simpli-
fied power transmission simulation, a more realistic approach, a load flow module, is
introduced in the model generator. The results of both methodologies are compared.
Furthermore, a benchmark against historic data on European power system operation
is performed (Section 2.4). Following Heitmann [65], a routine to select representative

aAlso in the field of urban energy systems the model generator was developed further [e.g. 67, 106]
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periods of the modeled year is implemented, as the user may wish to simulate only
selected periods, for example weeks, due to restrictions in computational power. (Sub-
section 2.2.4). Furthermore, a coupling to a time series analysis is introduced together
with the development of a parametric approach. Finally, methodologies introduced for
urban energy system analysis for decentralized generation and combined heat and power
generation are applied to the German power system (Section 2.2.3 after [124]).
In the following the structure of the model generator is introduced and its mathemat-

ical formulation described. After that, the setup of the implemented models is laid out
together with the input data. Finally, the power system model generated with URBS is
benchmarked against a load flow simulation and historic data.

2.2.1. Model structure

The model generator URBS allows to compile energy system models designed for the
analysis of high shares of renewable resources in the energy supply. At its core is a set
of equations describing the energy system.
Figure 2.3 shows the structure of the model generator URBS. The model is based

on linear optimization. Total system costs are minimized under a set of boundary con-
ditions, which describe the behavior of the energy system. The system properties are
characterized by the input parameters. As model results, cost-optimal capacity extension
and dispatch of generation, transmission and storage units are computed. Furthermore,
total costs, as well as overall emissions result from the model. The marginal costs of
energy generation are used as indicators for energy prices. The model generator allows
to realize high spatial and temporal resolution.
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Figure 2.3.: Model structure
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The driver of the model is the energy demand. A given demand for an energy com-
modity co has to be met in every time step t and model region x.

supply(co, x, t) ≥ demand(co, x, t) (2.1)

This equation ensures the energy balance and is the most important boundary con-
dition to the cost optimization, as it drives the energy supply. To satisfy the demand,
commodity production, storage and transport are realized, as well as capacity extension
of these technologies, if necessary. In this thesis, the URBS model generator is mainly
applied to the power sector, i.e., the electricity load has to be satisfied. However, URBS
can also be applied to other commodities, such as heat or hydrogen like in Chapter 5.
The above sketched equation is valid for any demand commodity. The energy balance
needs to be respected in every model time step and region, reflecting the regionally and
temporally resolved analysis of the energy system.
The other boundary equations describe the technical properties of the energy system.

They can be classified in three groups. The first group includes the equations describing
the generation processes, such as power plants, heat generation plants, etc. Energy stor-
age is described in a second group of equations and commodity transport, for example,
electricity transmission, in a third. All of these boundary conditions have to be respected
for every time step and region and define the possibilities to supply the demand.
Other restrictions concerning several technologies can be included as well, such as

emission constraints or minimal shares of renewable energy supply.
The model computes the cost-optimal solution to supply the demand, under these

boundary conditions. The objective function z of the optimization is the total cost
function. It consists of three parts. For capacity additions of generation, storage or
transport units, the investment costs have to be taken into account. Fixed operation
and maintenance costs occur for all, new and old capacities. The third part includes the
variable costs, such as fuel costs, variable O&M costs and costs for emission allowances.

z = Kinv +Kfix +Kvar (2.2)
Kinv ∝ capacity additions (2.3)
Kfix ∝ all installed capacity (2.4)
Kvar ∝ energy supplied (2.5)

The detailed mathematical realization of the model is described in Subsection 2.2.2.

This optimization is performed based on exogenous input parameters specifying the
characteristics of the analyzed system. The total costs are computed based on the
specific generation, storage and transport cost and hence the costs assumptions are
crucial for cost optimization.
An other input is the load curve. For each region and time step the load level has to

be provided to the model. Also, the temporal and regional availability of some resources,
such as VREs, is taken into account via the input of respective time series.
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Finally, the existing infrastructure and limits to its extensions are exogenous to the
model. Generation infrastructure extension for example can be restricted by the techni-
cal potential for renewable deployment, but also by political circumstances, for example,
for nuclear power plants in Germany. A detailed description of the databases and as-
sumptions used for the model input is given in Section 2.3.

Depending on the mode of operation, the model can provide different results and
insights. URBS can be used as simulation tool or for infrastructure planning. The
capacity extension can be disabled setting the upper limits for capacity extensions to
current or exogenously defined capacities. In this simulation mode, the model deter-
mines cost-optimal capacity dispatch to supply the demand. On demand, i.e., relaxing
the upper bounds for capacity expansion, it also computes cost-optimal extensions of the
power plant, storage and transport infrastructure and is thus used as system planning
tool. Partly relaxation of the capacity extension bounds, allows for compromises between
these two operation modes. For example, only grid extensions can be computed, based
on the regional cost-optimal capacity dispatch of generation and storage units.

All three elements, model input, model equations and the model results exist for
every model region or every connection between regions. The regional resolution can be
chosen to the user’s convenience. The input data has to be provided accordingly. Due
to computing and data availability restrictions, aggregated regions are chosen in this
thesis. Instead of including every single power grid node, power plant etc., the energy
infrastructure is summed up to form an aggregated representative node, which stands for
an entire model region. The total power plant and storage capacities in the region are
aggregated. Also, the total available grid connections between two regions are summed
up to form the connection between the representative nodes.
The temporal resolution of one hour allows the inclusion of dispatch dynamics in a

system with high shares of VREs but excludes short term dynamics relevant for system
stability, which are out of the scope of this analysis.

2.2.2. Model formulation

This section describes the mathematical implementation of the linear optimization. The
three groups of boundary conditions are introduced consecutively, followed by the en-
ergy balance. Finally the objective function, the cost function, is defined. Capital letters
denote variables – quantities determined by the model – and small letters denote input
parameters and sets. The list of symbols is given for each group of equations respec-
tively, a comprehensive list in alphabetical order can be found in Annex D.
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Figure 2.4.: Reference energy system for generation processes
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The above equations control the generation processes. They are valid for all model
regions, time steps, commodities and transformation processes (∀x ∈ X, ∀t ∈ T ,
∀coin, coout ∈ Co and ∀p ∈ P ), if not noted differently. The list of symbols is given in
Table 2.1.
The energy generation Eout of an ouput commodity (coout) is fueled by input com-

modities coin. In Figure 2.4, the reference energy system of an exemplary transformation
process is shown. In the reference energy system, commodities are shown as vertical lines
and transformation process as horizontal lines [10]. In the example, electricity is gener-
ated from natural gas via a turbine, the transformation process p.
The transformation losses between the input Ein and the ouput Eout are taken into

account with the efficiency of the process η (equation 2.6). To simplify the notation,
the index i for every single transformation unitb is introduced.
The total capacity C of a unit limits its maximal possible generation. Reduced average

unit availability due to planned and unplanned outages are included with an availability
factor af (equation 2.7).
For VREs the meteorologic availability of the resources has to be taken into account

additionally. Just as for wind and solar energy, the power generation from run-off river
hydro power plants is also subject to the natural availability of the resource, the water
inflow. Run-off river hydro power plants are therefore described as VREs in the model as
well (see also Subsection 2.3.2). Based on solar irradiation, wind speed and hydrologic

bWith representative nodes, the index i refers to one transformation technology type and region.
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data, the capacity factor cf(t) is computed. It gives the degree of capacity utilization
for every time step, model region and VRE input commodity. The generation from
VREs is bound to follow the capacity factor defined by the meteorological availability
(equation 2.8).

Limited flexibility in the operation of the transformation processes is captured in equa-
tion 2.9, where the up- and down-ramping of the units is restricted. This is particularly
important for thermal power plants. Thermal power plants have to respect start-up
times and minimal down times, once they have been shut down. When running, the
maximal possible ramping depends on the utilization rate. Furthermore, minimal output
levels can restrict the plant operation. In detailed power plant dispatch models, such as
unit commitment problems, these restrictions are taken into account individually. This
often requires the introduction of integer variables for the power plant operation status
and is therefore computationally expensive. To avoid this Mixed Integer Programming
in URBS, these restrictions are simplified and summed up in the ramping constraint
τi instead of including them individually. Aboumahboub showed, that thanks to this
ramping restriction, the results from the purely linear URBS model converges with those
of a unit commitment model: the deviation in terms of discarded wind energy can be
reduced by 91% for the example presented in Aboumahboub [1, Ch. 2.4].

The last two equations (equation 2.10 and 2.11) introduce the existing generation
units c0

i and lower and upper limits for capacity expansion.

Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
x ∈ X Model regions
t ∈ T Modeled time steps
co, coin, coout ∈ Co Commodities
Covre ⊂ Co Variable renewable commodities
p ∈ P Generation process type
i ∈ I |X × P × Co× Co| Generation unit
Ivre ⊂ I |X×P×Co×Covre| Generation unit with variable renewable input
Variables Domain
Ein

i (t) T × I Energy consumption (input)
Eout

i (t) T × I Energy production (output)
Ci I Generation unit capacity
Parameters Domain
afi I availability factor
ηi I transformation efficiency
τi I power change factor
c0,min,max

i I Installed, minimal and maximal capacity
cfi(t) Ivre × T Capacity factor for VREs

Table 2.1.: List of symbols for generation processes. All variables and parameters are
positive
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Figure 2.5.: Reference energy system for storage processes

V (st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

, t) = V (st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

, t− 1)

+ EStin(st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

, t) · ηin(st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

)− EStout(st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

, t)/ηout(st, co, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

)

Vj(t) = Vj(t− 1) + EStinj (t) · ηin
j − EStout

j (t)/ηout
j ∀t /∈ {t0, TF} (2.12)

Vj(t) ≤ CStj (2.13)
EStinj (t) ≤ CStinj (2.14)
EStout

j (t) ≤ CStoutj (2.15)
CStj = cSt0j + CStNj (2.16)

cStmin
j ≤ CStj ≤ cStmax

j (2.17)
CStinj = cStin0

j + CStinN
j (2.18)

cStinmin
j ≤ CStinj ≤ cStinmax

j (2.19)
CStoutj = cStout0j + CStoutNj (2.20)

cStoutmin
j ≤ CStoutj ≤ cStoutmax

j (2.21)

Storage is described by the above equations, valid for all model regions, time steps,
commodities and storage types (∀x ∈ X, ∀t ∈ T , ∀co ∈ Co and ∀st ∈ St), if not
indicated differently. The list of symbols is given in Table 2.2.
For energy storage, the commodity is fed to the storage, stored in the reservoir and

released later in time (see Figure 2.5). Equation 2.12 describes this process: storage
input is denoted by EStin and discharge by EStout. The in- and output losses are
taken into account via ηin and ηout. V tracks the stored energy across the time steps
(equation 2.12). To simplify the notation, the index j for every storage unit or aggregated
storage capacity per model region and type is introduced. Equation 2.12 is valid only
if the previous time steps is included in the model, it is not thus not valid for the first
modeled time step t0 for example.
To total storable energy is restricted by the storage size CStj in equation 2.13. Fur-
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thermore, storage in- and ouput capacities need to be respected (equation 2.14 and
2.15). Equation 2.16 to 2.21 introduce the existing storage and lower and upper limits
for in- and output capacity and storage size expansion.

Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
t0, tN First and last modeled time step
st ∈ St storage type
j ∈ J |X×St×Co| storage unit
Variables Domain
EStinj (t), EStout

j (t) J × T Storage in- and output
Vj(t) J × T Stored energy
CStinj , CStoutj J Storage in- and output capacity
CStj J Storage size
Parameters Domain
ηin,out

j J In- and output efficiency
cStin0,min,max

j J Installed, min. and max. storage input capacity
cStout0,min,max

j J Installed, min. and max. storage output capacity
cSt0,min,max

j J Installed, min. and max. storage size
w(t) T Weight of modeled time step

Table 2.2.: List of symbols for storage. All variables and parameters are positive

If only selected periods of the year are modeled, additional equations are necessary
to ensure that the stored energy is accounted for correctly in the non-modeled periods.
Figure 2.6 illustrates this problem: if the storage filling level at the beginning and end
of a modeled period differ, this seasonally stored energy needs to be extrapolated to the
next modeled period.
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Figure 2.6.: Modeling seasonal storage
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It is assumed that the modeled periods, stand for the non-modeled periods after it. If,
for instance, every third week is modeled, this week stands for the two following weeks.
Accordingly, a weight w(t) of each modeled time step is introduced. It denotes for how
many real time steps tr the modeled time step t stands.

V seas
j (tlt) = Vj(tlt) + (w(tlt)− 1) · (Vj(tlt)− V seas

j (tf t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆V (tlt)

) ∀t (2.22)

V seas
j (tft) = V seas

j (tlt−1) ∀t (2.23)
Vj(tf) = V seas

j (tf)
+ EStinj (tf) · ηin

j − EStout
j (tf)/ηout

j ∀tf 6= t0 (2.24)
V seas

j (t0) = Vj(t0) ∀t0 (2.25)
Vj(t0) = v0

j · CStj ∀t0 (optional) (2.26)
Vj(t0) = Vj(tN) + (w(tN)− 1) · (Vj(tltN )− Vj(tftN )) ∀t0, ∀tN (2.27)

V seas
j (te) ≤ CStj ∀te ∈ TE (2.28)
Vj(t) ≤ CStj + (w(t)− 1) · (Vj(tlt)− Vj(tft)) ∀t (2.29)

A counter V seas for the seasonal storage is introduced. Equation 2.22 extrapolates the
seasonal storage level across the non-modeled period. At the last time step of a modeled
period tlt, the counter for seasonal storage is set to the change in stored energy within
the modeled period, ∆V . This ∆V is than also added for the non-modeled periods (see
Figure 2.6).
Equation 2.23 carries over the seasonal storage to the next modeled period. At the

first time step of the next modeled period tft, the amount of seasonally stored energy
recorded in the counter V seas is added to the stored energy V (equation 2.24). Normal
usage of the storage unit, i.e., storage in- and output, can happen in the mean time in
this first time step of the modeled period. For all other time steps, the normal storage
equation (2.12) applies. For the notation of time steps see Table 2.3.
The initial level of seasonal storage is set to the stored energy in the first modeled time

step t0 (equation 2.25). Optionally, the stored energy can be determined exogenously
via v0 (equation 2.26). To respect energy conservation, the stored energy at the final
modeled time step tN needs to equal the initially stored energy. Again, the extrapolation
of seasonally stored energy has to be included: the trend in seasonal storage after the
end of the last modeled period needs to be taken into account as well. Equation 2.27
describes the stored energy for the last modeled time step tN .
Finally, the storage size has to be large enough to absorb also the seasonally stored

energy (equation 2.28). As the variations of the stored energy within a modeled period
are assumed to stand for the following periods, the storage size has to be sufficient to also
accommodate these variations on top of the seasonally stored energy in non-modeled
periods (equation 2.29). The third period depicted in Figure 2.6 shows such a case.
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Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
tr ∈ TR Real time steps
t ∈ T, T ⊂ TR Modeled time steps
tf ∈ TF, TF ⊂ T First time steps in modeled periods
TF := {t|(tn− tn−1) > (trm− trm−1)}
tl ∈ TL, TL ⊂ T Last time steps in modeled periods
TL := {t|(tn+1− tn) > (trm− trm−1)}
te ∈ TE, TE := TF ∪ TL Edge time steps of modeled periods
tft, tlt First and last time steps for period of time step t
Variables Domain
V seas

j (te) J × TE Counter for seasonal storage
Parameters Domain
v0

j J Storage filling level at t0

Table 2.3.: List of symbols for seasonal storage. All variables and parameters are positive
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Figure 2.7.: Reference energy system for transport

F imp(g, co, x, x′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, t) = (1− λ(g, co, x, x′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

)) · F exp(g, co, x, x′︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, t)

F imp
k (t) = (1− λk) · F exp

k (t) (2.30)
F exp

k (t) ≤ CTrk (2.31)
CTrk = cTr0

k + CTrN
k (2.32)

cTrmin
k ≤ CTrk ≤ cTrmax

k (2.33)

Energy commodity transport is described by the above equations. They are valid for
all time steps, commodities, grid types, and for all model regions and their neighbors
(∀t ∈ T , ∀co ∈ Co and ∀g ∈ G, ∀x,∈ X, ∀x′ ∈ N (x)). The list of symbols is given in
Table 2.4.
As depicted in the in Figure 2.7, a commodity can be transported to another model

region via a grid. The energy transport between regions is only possible if they are defined
to be neighbors. Furthermore, transport losses are included. Equation 2.30 describes
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this in a simplified notation, where k stands for an individual grid line or connection. Two
positive variables are introduced: one for each direction. F imp(g, co, x, x′, t) = F imp

k

stands for the import along a line k from the perspective of region x and F exp for the
export along this line. This approach allows to take into account the losses.
The capacity limit is applied to the export flow in equation 2.31. Equation 2.32

and 2.33 introduce the existing transport capacities and lower and upper limits for grid
extensions.
Applying these equation to the commodity of electricity, a simplified simulation of

electricity transmission between regions results. Kirchhoff’s first law, the conservation
of currents in each node of an electricity network, is respected in the model, while the
second, the voltage law, is not included. Electricity transmission is thus modeled as
a transport problem, neglecting effects of load flows. Subsection 2.4.1 compares this
approach to a simplified load flow simulation.

Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
g ∈ G grid type
k ∈ K |X×N (x)×G×Co| grid line
Variables Domain Note: all variables are positive
F imp

k (t) K × T Import along grid line k
F exp

k (t) K × T Export along grid line k
Parameters Domain
λk K Losses along line k
cTr0,min,max

k K Installed, minimal and maximal grid capacity

Table 2.4.: List of symbols for transport. All variables and parameters are positive

Energy balance

Having introduced all three possibilities to supply the energy demand in each region and
time step, the energy balance can now be defined in detail.

d(co, x, t) ≤
∑
p∈P

[
∑
coin

Eout(p, coin, co, x, t)−
∑

coout

Ein(p, coout, co, x, t)]

+
∑

st∈St

[EStout(st, co, x, t)− EStin(st, co, x, t)] (2.34)

+
∑

x′∈N (x)
g∈G

[F imp(g, co, x, x′, t)− F exp(g, co, x, x′, t)] ∀co ∈ Code

Equation 2.34 ensures, that the energy commodity demand d, for example the elec-
tricity load, is supplied in every model region x and every time step t. The supply can
be met via local generation Eout, import F imp or storage output EStout. Storage in-
put EStin, export F exp and other usage of the demanded commodity Ein have to be
subtracted in the balance.
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The commodity balance is valid only for demand commodities co ∈ Code (see Ta-
ble 2.5). In this thesis, the model is mainly applied to power systems, the most important
demand commodity is therefore electricity. In Chapter 5, heat and hydrogen demand are
included additionally. For stock commodities, such as coal or natural gas, but also for
renewable resources, such as wind of solar, an infinite stock is assumed and thus no en-
ergy balance needs to be respected. Subsection 2.2.3 introduces secondary commodities
for which a similar energy balance is valid.

Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
Code ⊂ Co Demand commodities
Parameters Domain
d(co, x, t) X × T × Code Demand for a commodity

Table 2.5.: List of symbols for the energy balance

Objective function

All above defined equations are boundary conditions to the cost-minimization carried
out in URBS. The objective function of the optimization is the total cost function z. It
gives the annual costs of energy supply for the modeled year.

z = Kinv +Kfix +Kvar (2.35)
Kinv =

∑
i

κinv
i CN

i +
∑

j

(κinv
j CStNj + κinv,in

j CStinN
j + κinv,out

j CStoutNj )

+ 1
2
∑

k

κinv
k CTrN

k (2.36)

Kfix =
∑

i

κfix
i Ci +

∑
j

(κfix
j CStj + κfix,in

j CStinj + κfix,out
j CStoutj)

+ 1
2
∑

k

κfix
k CTrk (2.37)

Kvar =
∑

t

w(t) ·
[∑

i

(κfuel
i + κco2

i + κvarO&M
i )Ein

i (t)

+
∑

j

(κvar
j Vj(t) + κvar,in

j EStinj(t) + κvar,out
j EStoutj(t))

+
∑

k

κvar
k F exp

k (t)
]

(2.38)

κvar
i = κfuel

i + κco2
i + κvarO&M

i (2.39)

The total costs consist of three parts. The first part, the investment costs Kinv,
take into account the costs for capacity additions. Investments in energy infrastructure
are commonly amortized over several years or decades, while the optimization is carried
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out for one typical year only. Therefore, the annuity of the investment costs have
to be used here. The annuity is the annual capital expenditure corresponding to the
total investment. It is determined by the depreciation period and the interest rate. Its
computation can be found in Annex C. The total investment costs are determined by the
exogeneously defined specific investment costs (see Table 2.6) and the capacity additions
for generation units, all three storage components and transport units repectively. As
each grid connection between regions is included twice in the model – one for each
direction – only half of the total capacities have to be included for the computation of
the investment costs for transport.
The second part, the annual fixed costs Kfix, are the capacity dependent operation

and maintenance costs. They arise for all, new and old capacity. Specific fixed costs per
unit are defined exogenously.
The variable costs Kvar occur for each generated, stored or transported unit. For

generation units, the variable costs include the fuel costs, eventual costs for emission
allowances and variable operation and maintenance costs. All renewable energy sources
except bioenergy have no fuel costs. Variable costs for storage and transport are the vari-
able operation and maintenance costs. If only selected periods of the year are modeled,
these costs need to be weighted with w(t) to give the total annual costs.

Symbol Explanation
Variables
Kinv,Kfix,Kvar Cost components
z Total system costs
Parameters Domain
κinv

i I Annuity of investment costs for generation units
κfix

i I Fix O&M costs for generation units
κvar

i I Variable costs for generation units
κfuel

i , κco2
i , κvarO&M

i I fuel, CO2 and variable O&M costs for generation
κinv

j , κfix
j J Annuity of inv. and fix costs for storage

κ
inv,in/out
j , κ

fix,in/out
j J Annuity of inv. and fix costs for storage in- and output

κvar
j J Variable storage in- and output costs
κvar

k , κfix
k , κinv

k K Annuity of inv., fix and variable costs for transport

Table 2.6.: List of symbols for the total costs. All variables and parameters are positive

In addition to the total costs, the marginal costs of energy supply are an important
result of the model, as they can be used as approximation for energy prices. These are
obtained from the dual solution of the linear problem (see Annex B). The dual solution
of a boundary equation gives the change in the objective function, if this restriction
was relaxed by one unit. Thus, the dual solution of the energy balance equation (equa-
tion 2.34), gives the marginal costs of the energy supply. For electricity, assuming a fully
competitive electricity market, these marginal costs are a good indicator of the wholesale
electricity prices [16].
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The model is formulated and optimized using the General Algebraic Modeling System
(GAMS) software package and the CPLEX solver for linear optimization problems (see
Annex B).

2.2.3. Additional model features

On top of the above described standard equations of the URBS model generator, addi-
tional features are introduced. The first is an approach to describe distributed generation
without increasing the geographic resolution. Second, the concept of secondary com-
modities is presented together with additional boundary conditions. This allows to model
more complex multi-commodity processes, such as combined heat and power generation
(CHP) with URBS. Both of these feature are applied in the URBS-D model in Chapter 5.

Distributed generation

Through the aggregation of several generation units to one representative node, the
requirements for decentralized or distributed generation units are neglected. While this
approximation is justifiable for large centralized power or heat plants connected via a
grid, distributed off-grid processes operate differently. The heat generation in a house for
example, has to be proportional to the local heat demand. If all generation technologies
are local generation units, the task to follow the hourly load within a model region can
not be shared between peak and baseload technologies, like it is the case for power
generation. Each local generation technology has to follow the hourly load, as it is not
linked to the other generating units in the model region.
For the combined analysis of the power and heat sector in Chapter 5, an additional

restriction for distributed generation is introduced following Richter [124] (valid ∀x ∈
X,∀t ∈ T, ∀co ∈ Code, list of symbols in Table 2.8).

Eout(p, coin, co, x, t) = ε(p, coin, co, x, t) · d(co, x, t)∑
t′ d(co, x, t′) (2.40)

∀{(p, coin, co, x) | lg(p, coin, co, x) = 1}
The energy production of local, distributed generation units have to follow the local

demand. Based on the assumption, that all small units (e.g. houses) within one model
region have the same load profile, equation 2.40 is added to the model for local generation
units. The generation profile Eout follows the normalized demand profile. Only the
scaling factor ε, the total generation, is determined by the model, while the hourly
dispatch is prescribed by the load profile.

Symbol Explanation
Variables Domain
ε(p, coin, coout, x) P×Co×Code×X Total local generation per unit
Parameters Domain
lg(p, coin, coout, x) P×Co×Code×X Flag indicating local generation

Table 2.7.: List of symbols for distributed generation
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Modeling multi-commodity flows and process chains

To model complex conversion processes, the inclusion of longer process chains in the
model can be necessary. To represent a gas-fired combined heat and power (CHP)
production for example, at least three different process steps are necessary: first, natural
gas is burned in the gas turbine. One part of the generated energy is transformed to
electricity, the other part is used to generate useful heat. The energy generated from
burning the natural gas can be understood as an additional, intermediate commodity,
as can be seen in Figure 2.8.

hp 

Electricity Gas 

Input  
commodity 

Output  
commodities 

pp 
chp 

Generic 

Secondary 
commodity 

Heat 

Figure 2.8.: Reference energy system for combined heat and power production. chp
stands for the combined heat and power production, hp for heat production
and pp for power production.

The secondary commodity introduced in the reference energy system creates the link
between the three involved commodities: natural gas, heat and electricity. To respect
energy conservation, an additional energy balance is introduced for the secondary com-
modities Cosec in equation 2.41. This is in analogy to the energy balance for demand
commodities in equation 2.34, except that demand for secondary commodities is zero.

0 ≤
∑

p

[
∑
coin

Eout(p, coin, co, x, t)−
∑

coout

Ein(p, coout, co, x, t)]

+
∑
st

[EStout(st, co, x, t)− EStin(st, co, x, t)]

+
∑

g,x′∈N (x)
[F imp(g, co, x, x′, t)− F exp(g, co, x, x′, t)] ∀co ∈ Cosec (2.41)

With the help of secondary commodities, process chains can be included in URBS
models. In the above mentioned example, it allows to introduce two output commodi-
ties, while keeping the model structure concise.

For some processes, the share between different in- or output commodities needs to
be restricted. In the example of CHP generation, the mix between heat and power
production is set by the technical realization of the power plant. To include this process
property, two additional equations are introduced. They allow to control the share of
different in- and output commodities in the model (∀x ∈ X,∀t ∈ T, ∀co ∈ Co, list of
symbols in Table 2.8).
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Figure 2.9.: Reference energy system for consumption share

Cons(x, co, t) =
∑

p,coout

Ein(p, co, coout, x, t) +
∑
st

EStin(st, co, x, t)

+
∑

g,x∈N (x)
F exp(g, co, x, x′, t) + d(co, x, t) (2.42)

Ein(p, coin, coout, x, t) = Cons(x, coin, t) · f cons(p, coin, coout, x) (2.43)

The above equations allow to define the share of one process in the consumption of
a given input commodity. Equation 2.43 specifies which portion of a commodity co is
consumed by one process, as shown in Figure 2.9. The total consumption of the com-
modity is defined in equation 2.42. In the example of the CHP plant, the consumption
share is used to fix the power-to-heat ratio: only a certain, fixed share of the secondary
commodity is consumed for heat supply, the other part is transformed to electrical power.

Similarly, the share of one generation process in all technologies producing a certain
commodity can be defined (∀x ∈ X,∀t ∈ T, ∀co ∈ Co).
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Figure 2.10.: Reference energy system for production share

Prod(x, co, t) =
∑

p,coin

Eout(p, coin, co, x, t) +
∑
st

EStout(st, co, x, t)

+
∑

g,x∈N (x)
F imp(g, co, x, x′, t) (2.44)

Eout(p, coin, coout, x, t) = Prod(x, coout, t) · fprod(p, coin, coout, x) (2.45)
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The share of one process in the production of a given commodity co can be defined with
equation 2.45. As shown in Figure 2.10, the relative contribution of one commodity flow
within the total production of that commodity is defined. The total production Prod
is defined as the sum over all inputs to the output commodity co (equation 2.44). The
fixed production share can be relevant for a fixed share of co-fireing for example.

Symbol Explanation
Sets
Cosec ⊂ Co Secondary commodities
Variables Domain
Prod(x, co, t) X × T × Co Total commodity production and import
Cons(x, co, t) X × T × Co Total commodity consumption and export
Parameters Domain
fprod(p, coin, coout, x) X × P × Co× Co Share of one generation unit in total com-

modity production per region
f cons(p, coin, coout, x) X × P × Co× Co Share of one generation unit in total com-

modity consumption per region

Table 2.8.: List of symbols for multi-commodity flows. All variables and parameters are
positive.

Both additional model features can be illustrated with the example of distributed CHP
generation.
As illustrated in Figure 2.11, heat and power are produced from the input commodity,

natural gas, via a secondary commodity. The share of heat and power respectively is
defined with consumption shares of the processes. Additionally, a peak load boiler is
introduced with the help of another secondary commodity. The combined operation
of the CHP plant and the peak load boiler need to supply the local demand profile.
The local generation constraint is thus applied to the last process in the chain, which
generates heat to supply the local demand.
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Figure 2.11.: Reference energy system for distributed combined heat and power produc-
tion. chp stands for the combined heat and power production, hp for heat
production, pp for power production and plb for the peak load boiler.
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2.2.4. Model setup

The size of above described model increases considerably with the number of modeled
time steps and regions as shown in Figure 2.12. Choosing the model regions and time
steps, a compromise between high resolution and a manageable size of the optimization
problem has to be found.
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Figure 2.12.: Size of the optimization problem in dependence of regions and time steps.
In this example, full interconnection between regions, 3 supply commodi-
ties, 10 generation processes, 1 storage and 1 grid technology are assumed.

Selection of representative time steps

In the temporal domain, hourly resolution is chosen. The model is applied to one typical
year. However, modeling every hour of the year would result in large model size (see
Figure 2.12). In a lot of time steps, very similar problems will be solved, for example a
windy afternoon in winter, an afternoon in autumn without wind or solar supply, or a
sunny summer day. Therefore, instead of modeling an entire year, representative periods
of the year, for example, weeks or days, are modeled to reduce the model size.
Those representative periods are chosen according to the following criteria in order to

closely reflect the properties of the entire year.

– The average residual load in the selected time steps should be close to the average
annual residual load.

– The selected time steps should include extreme values of residual load.

– The seasonal cycle, daily cycle and ideally also weekly cycle of the year should be
reflected in the representative time steps.
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These criteria translate into an optimization problem, which allows to determine rep-
resentative time steps.

Objective function: min[∆tr −∆t] (2.46)
where ∆t is the residual load:

∆t =
∑

x

(d(co, x, t)−
∑

p,coin∈Covre

E(p, co, coin, x, t))

Boundary conditions: include period with minimal residual load
include period with maximal residual load
select contiguous periods
distribute representative periods equally over the year

The optimization is solved via exhaustive search. First the periods with minimal and
maximal residual load are identified. The remaining periods are then chosen such that the
deviation of the average residual load of the selected time steps and the annual average
is minimal. The solution of this optimization problem provides representative periods of
the year, which can than be analyzed in the URBS model. As shown in Heitmann, a
careful selection of the representative periods allows to achieve better results: modeling
few, carefully selected periods allows to achieve similar results to a case where longer
periods of the year are included in the model [65].
In this thesis, six weeks (1008 time steps) are chosen with the above described method-

ology. One time steps thus stand for about eight hours of the year. The modeled time
steps are weighted accordingly. The weighting is uniform. Depending on the share and
mix of VREs in the analyzed scenarios, the representative weeks are different.

Symbol Explanation
Sets
tr Real time steps, e.g. [1,...,8760]
Variables
t Selected time steps, length: DP ·NP
Parameters
∆tr ,∆t Residual load

Table 2.9.: List of symbols for choice of time steps

The optimization can be applied to any commodity, i.e., the representative times steps
can be chosen with respect to any residual load. In this thesis, the representative time
steps are chosen with respect to the residual load for electricity.

Model regions

The areas of interest, Europe or Germany, are divided in regions modeled as representa-
tive nodes. The model regions are defined in accordance to the transmission grid topol-
ogy and the control areas of Transmission System Operators (TSOs). The individual
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Figure 2.13.: Model regions for Europe and Germany

generation and storage units, as well as transmission lines are aggregated to represen-
tative nodes in each model region. Storage and power plant capacities are summed up
for each model region. The technological properties such as efficiencies, ramping, etc.
are determined based on average technology standards. Transmission grid capacity is
aggregated based on the natural power of each individual line (see Subsection 2.3.4).
For the application of the model to Europe (URBS-EU, Chapter 3 and 4), 50 onshore

and 33 offshore regions are assumed based on Heide et al. [64]. They approximately re-
flect the TSO regions in Europe (Figure 2.13). For the analysis of Germany in Chapter 5,
the TSO control areas are sub-divided to 18 on- and 2 offshore regions, following the
German Energy Agency dena [30]. These regions reflect comparatively well connected
areas.

2.3. Model data

The input parameters to the model describe the current power system as well as the
characteristics and specific costs of the technologies. The URBS model generator is
applied to the European power sector (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) and expanded to
the German heat and hydrogen sector in Chapter 5. This section describes the input
parameters to the model for both applications. Additional data necessary for the analysis
in Chapter 5 is presented there. First, the general costs assumptions are given, followed
by the the meteorologic and load data and the power system infrastructure data.
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2.3.1. Assumptions on costs and technical parameters

The assumptions for the specific investment, fixed and variable costs for conventional
power plants and the transmission grid are shown in Table 2.10. The assumptions
are based on literature [75, 101, 122] and a detailed study of different transmission
technologies and projects (Subsection 2.3.5).

Technology Inv.
Costs

Fix
O&M
Costs

Fuel
Costs

Var.
O&M
Costs

CO2
intensity

Var. Costs+
CO2 Costs

e/kWel e/kWel e/MWhth e/MWhel t/MWhth e/MWhel

Bioenergy 2500 50 5 4 - 18
Coal 1400 35 8 4 300 21 + 22
Gas GTa 400 18 25 1 200 68 + 16
Gas CCGTb 650 18 25 1 200 44 + 10
Geothermal 2800 80 0 4 - 4
Lignite 2300 40 4 4 400 13 + 28
Oil GT 800 18 44 2 310 126 + 27
Oil CCGT 900 18 44 1 310 89 + 18
Nuclear 3000 65 3 2 - 12
Hydro run of river 1400 20 0 5 - 5
Hydro storage 900 20 - - - -
Hydro reservoirc 6.5 - - - - -
HV linesd 400 1 - - - -
HV cabled 1300 1 - - - -

Table 2.10.: Specific investment, fixed operation & maintenance and total variable costs
for all regions (κ). The fuel costs are given in e/MWhth, while the total
variable costs take into account the transformation losses (see Table 2.12).
Carbon certificate costs per MWhel are computed based on a carbon price
of 30 e/t.

a Gas Turbine, b Combined Cycle Gas Turbine, c e/kWh, d e/MWkm

For the computation of the annuity of investment, a weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) of 7% is assumed, depreciation periods are given in Table C.1 (see also An-
nex C). The costs for carbon allowances are computed based on the carbon intensity of
the respective fuels.

Technology High Inv. Medium Inv. Low Inv.
Costs (e/kWel) Costs (e/kWel) Costs (e/kWel)

Wind Onshore 1600 1000 800
Wind Offshore 3400 2000 1000
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) 2000 1100 600

Table 2.11.: Cost scenarios for VRE technologies. Fix costs are assumed at 2% of the
investment costs, variable costs are zero.
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The costs for VRE technologies have reduced considerably in the last years and are
projected to do so in the future [51, 57]. Therefore, different costs scenarios for the VRE
technologies are used throughout this thesis (Table 2.11), where the High costs scenario
roughly corresponds to current costs and the Medium and Low investment costs cases
are two projections for their future development.
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Figure 2.14.: Cost of electricity for renewable energy, peak and baseload technologies.
The costs include the costs for emission allowances at a carbon price of
30 e/t.

Figure 2.14 shows the specific costs of electricity (CoE) as a function of the Full Load
Hours (FLHs) with a carbon price of 30 e/t. The corresponding total annual costs per
kW/a curves are shown in so-called screening curves in Figure 2.15. Screening curves
are defined by the fixed capital and O&M costs at the intercept and the variable costs
as slope. From these screening curves, or the CoE, the role of the different power plants
can be identified. At low utilization rates, Gas GT or Gas CCGT power plants are the
cheapest option. These are peak load technologies. High FLHs are advantageous for
technologies with high investment and fixed costs, but low variable and fuel costs. This
is the case for base load technologies such as nuclear or coal power. Renewable energies
have very low or zero variable costs, but high investment costs. To be competitive with
conventional power plants, high utilization rates or reduced investment costs are neces-
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Figure 2.15.: Full costs for renewable energy and conventional technologies. The costs
include the costs for emission allowances at a carbon price of 30 e/t.

sary. In Figure 2.14c and Figure 2.15b, the high cost scenario is shown. In this scenario,
Onshore wind is competitive with coal from 750 FLHs on and solar PV from 1100 FLHs,
if there is a carbon price of 30 e/t. Without carbon price, wind is competitive at FLHs
of 1500 and solar PV at unrealisticly high FLHs of 2000.

Technology η λ af τ
% %/1000km % %/h

Bioenergy 38% - 40% 25%
Coal 46% - 80% 22%
Gas GT 38% - 100% 100%
Gas CCGT 60% - 90% 22%
Geothermal 100% - 100% 25%
Lignite 43% - 80% 14%
Oil GT 35% - 100% 100%
Oil CCGT 50% - 90% 22%
Nuclear 33% - 80% 8%
Hydro run of river 75% - 100% 100%
Wind Onshore 100% - 100% 100%
Wind Offshore 100% - 100% 100%
Solar PV 100% - 100% 100%
Hydro storage 85% - 100% 100%
HV lines - 4% 100% 100%
HV cable - 4% 100% 100%

Table 2.12.: Technical parameters: efficiencies, transmission losses, availability factors
and ramping constraints

Table 2.12 lists the technical parameters, such as conversion and storage efficiencies
ηi, transmission losses λi, restricted availability afi and ramping constraints τi. The
ramping constraints include the technical ramping restrictions for each individual power
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plant, but also the inertia of the aggregated generation capacity per generation tech-
nology in each model region. Some power plants might be shut off and have to respect
minimal time of non-use or cold start restrictions. This inertia outweighs the effect of
increased ramping flexibility in a larger power plant fleet and the aggregated ramps are
slower than the individual ones, as the benchmark of an URBS model to a detailed
plant-specific unit commitment model by Aboumahboub shows [1]. The results from
the unit commitment model can only by reproduced with URBS, if slower ramp rates
are assumed.

2.3.2. Meteorological and load data

To determine the weather-dependent availability of wind and solar energy supply, highly
resolved weather data provided by Heide et al. [64] is used. They derived the hourly
capacity factors for wind and solar energy based on an eight years dataset (2000-2007)
of highly resolved (50 km) reanalysis data [105]. The aggregation of capacity factors
from the 50 km cells to the European model regions is based on a wind and solar ca-
pacity distribution across the 50 km cells determined in accordance to planned projects,
national policies and actual potential [15]. Most recent wind turbine generators and
solar PV are assumed. Figure 2.16 shows the FLHs per model region in Europe.
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Figure 2.16.: Full load hours based on meteorological data [15]

Seasonal variations in run-of-river hydro power availability is taken into account
through monthly values of hydro power production. The monthly values are determined
based on an hydrological model (WATER-GAP, [26]) and shown in Figure 2.17. For
regions with little hydro power capacity (Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, France,
Great Britain, Poland and Slovakia) a constant output of the run-of-river plants over the
whole year is assumed. This predefined supply of hydro thus is a VRE source as well.
Hydro power plants disposing of a reservoir are more flexible. Therefore a certain

share (10% - 15%) of the hydro power plant capacity is assumed to be flexible and
freely dispatchable. This share is chosen in accordance to the character of the hydro
power plants for each model region: regions with more reservoir power plants have a
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Figure 2.17.: Monthly hydro power availability [26]. Alps include Austria, Switzerland
and Italy; BeNeLux includes Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg;
Balkan includes Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Greece, Croatia, Romania,
Slovenia and Hungary; Scandinavia includes Finland, Norway and Sweden.

larger share of flexible hydro power capacity.

The hourly load curve for the years 2000 - 2007 stems from the ENTSO-E [46] and is
scaled to total consumption data given by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [77].

2.3.3. Power plants

To determine the installed power plant and pumped hydro storage capacity per model
region, a geo-referenced power plant database is established. The database combines
the UDI power plant database [120] and a second data base including geographic lo-
cation, energy production and emissions of each power plant [152]. Coupling these
two datasets on power plant level provides a powerful and exhaustive geo-referenced
database for Europe. For modeling purposes, the power plant types are aggregated by
fuel and conversion technology. The aggregated capacity per region and type is shown
in Figure 2.18. The pumped hydro storage in- and output capacities are included in the
database. The storage size is estimated based on the German average reservoir size of
6.5 hours [88].
The UDI database includes the age of the power plants and thus future power plant

fleet per region can be extrapolated with technology specific lifetimes (see Table E.1).
The capacity depreciation of the existing European power plant capacity due to retire-
ments is shown in Figure 2.19.

2.3.4. Transmission grid capacities

In the European and the German model setup, electricity transmission is modeled on an
aggregated level based on the representative nodes. This section explains the principal
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Figure 2.19.: Capacity depreciation in Europe

properties of electricity transmission including the concept of natural power, which is
used for the aggregation of existing transmission grid capacities.

Principal properties of AC electricity transmission

High voltage electricity transmission in Europe is mainly realized via alternating current
(AC) systems. The synchronous ENTSO-E grid is a three phase AC system running at
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the grid frequency of 50 Hz. Its voltage levels are 220 and 380 kV. For stable system
operation, voltage and frequency levels must be kept within certain thresholds.

In an AC system, voltage and current follow a sinusoidal function with ω being the
system’s frequency and ϕU/I the respective phase (for a detailed description see [84]):

I(t) = I0 sin(ωt+ ϕI) (2.47)
U(t) = U0 sin(ωt+ ϕU ) (2.48)

In the complex plane voltage and current are oscillating vectors (see Figure 2.20a).
Their relative position is described by their relative phase ϕ = ϕU − ϕI resulting from
the impedance of the system Z εC (U = Z · I). Ohmic systems cause no phase-shift
between voltage and current (ϕ = 0), inductive systems a delay of the current (ϕ > 0,
counting counterclockwise) and capacitive systems a delay of the voltage (ϕ < 0).
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Figure 2.20.: Voltage, current and apparent power in the complex plane

The momentary complex power resulting from U(t) and I(t), is composed by its real
and complex part. The real part can be computed based on above definitionsc and the
complex part deduced accordingly based on Euler’s formula (eiϕ = cosϕ+ i sinϕ).

p(t) = Re{p(t)}+ i Im{p(t)} (2.49)

Re{p(t)} = I(t) · U(t) = 1
2U0I0 [cos(ϕU − ϕI)− cos(2ωt+ ϕU + ϕI)] (2.50)

Im{p(t)} = 1
2U0I0 i [sin(ϕU − ϕI)− i sin(2ωt+ ϕU + ϕI)] (2.51)

⇒ p(t) = 1
2U0I0

[
ei(ϕU−ϕI) − ei(2ωt+ϕU +ϕI)

]
(2.52)

Introducing the complex effective voltage and current, the complex power can be

capplying sin a sin b = 1
2 [cos(a− b) − cos(a+ b)]
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decomposed in its constant, effective part and an oscillating term.

Û = U0√
2
ei ϕU = Ûei ϕU (2.53)

Î = I0√
2
ei ϕI = Îei ϕI (2.54)

p(t) = ÛÎ∗ − ÛÎ ei2ωt (2.55)

The effective complex power is called apparent power S. It consists of a real part, the
active power P and a complex part, the reactive power Q. As equation 2.57 and 2.58
show, the phase shift ϕ determines the absolute value of active and reactive power. The
active power is maximal, if ϕ is zero (see Figure 2.20b).

S = ÛÎ∗ = Û Îei(ϕU−ϕI) = P + iQ (2.56)
P = Û Î cosϕ (2.57)
Q = Û Î sinϕ (2.58)

The relative phase ϕ between two nodes is determined by their relative impedances.
Here, not only the generator’s and consumer’s impedance, but also the impedance of
the line itself has to be taken into account. Along the transmission line, ohmic losses
occur, but also capacitive and inductive losses take place. The resulting total impedance
of the line Z0 is called characteristic impedance. Differences between the characteristic
impedance and the consumer’s impedance lead to a difference in reactive power, which
needs to be balanced along the transmission line. The transmission of reactive power
however causes voltage drops and can therefore not be realized over long distances [e.g.
85]. It furthermore reduces the transmitted active power (see Figure 2.20b). To transmit
the maximum of active power from a to b, no reactive power should be transmitted.
This can be achieved by imposing the characteristic impedance at end of the line, i.e.,

compensating the effect of the transmission line itself to the power transmission. This
corresponds to transmitting the so-called natural power,

Pnat = U2
a

Z0
, (2.59)

where Ua is the voltage level at the exporting node. The transmission of natural power
underlies ohmic losses only and no balancing of reactive power is necessary. Table 2.13
gives the natural power and thermal transmission limits for typical HVAC transmission
systems.
As the natural power lies well below the thermal transmission limits, transmission lines

are not always operated on their natural power. To balance the mismatch in reactive
power, compensation measures are taken, through the addition of capacitive or inductive
elements.
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Voltage level line type thermal limit natural power
[MW] [MW]

220 kV 2 x Al/St 265/35 246 175
380 kV 4 x Al/St 240/40 1700 600

Table 2.13.: Natural power and thermal transmission limits of typical 220 and 380 kV
AC transmission overhead lines [85]

Transmission capacities assumed in the model

In the model, it is assumed that all electricity transmission is carried out at the level of
natural power. As the comparison to the thermal transmission limits shows (Table 2.13),
this is a very conservative assumption, but it ensures, that stable system operation is
possible, as no voltage drops occur or no balancing of reactive power is necessary.
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Figure 2.21.: Transmission capacities between model regions (based on the natural
power)

To determine to total available transmission capacity between two model regions, the
existing 220 and 380 kV lines are aggregated based on their natural power shown in Ta-
ble 2.13. For international connections, the Net Transfer Capacities (NTCs) published
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by the ENTSO-E are respected [48]. The NTCs are determined based on detailed load
flow simulations and reflect the ability of the respective national transmission networks
to import or export electricity. They are not necessarily the physical limit of the inter-
connection. This is a second assumption ensuring stable system operation, given the
simplified simulation of electricity transmission.
Today’s HV transmission network is obtained from freely available data on the Euro-

pean high voltage (HV) electricity grid (220kV and 380kV) [46]. A Geographic Informa-
tion System is applied to intersect the individual transmission lines and cables provided in
the ENTSO-E map with the model regions in order to determine the total transmission
capacity between two representative nodes, based on the natural power. The obtained
existing transmission capacities between model regions are shown in Figure 2.21.

2.3.5. Transmission technologies and costs

The different technological options for transmission grid extensions and their costs are
presented in this section. This provides a sound basis for the costs assumptions intro-
duced above in Table 2.10.

For overhead transmission, HVAC lines are used almost exclusively today. This tech-
nology has the benefit of more than 60 years of experience. However, direct current
transmission (DC) has the advantage of higher current densities as the effective voltage
is higher and the skin-effect does not occur. As a consequence, the losses per conductor
area are lower and less space is required for the transmission of a given capacity.
Figure 2.22 compares the relative losses between the technologies [136]. For HVDC

technologies, conversion losses occur, but the length-dependent losses are smaller than
for HVAC overhead transmission. For connections larger than about 250 km this advan-
tage leads to a higher overall efficiency of HVDC systems compared to HVAC overhead
transmission.
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Figure 2.22.: Estimation of relative losses per technology (after Siala [136])
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The required space for transmission lines can be described by their row of way (ROW).
For overhead lines the ROW is the pylon width plus a safety strip which takes into account
the swaying of the lines. It is shown for different HVAC and DC transmission system in
Figure 2.23 together with the number of pylons or cable systems necessary to transmit
10 GW.
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Figure 2.23.: Right of way for and required number of pylons to transmit 10 GW [136, 99]

For offshore connections power transmission has be realized in cables, but also for
onshore connections, cable-based transmission is discussed to address public concerns.
Again, alternating or direct current systems are available.
In HVAC cable systems, the three phases lie very close to each other and the capac-

itive coupling between them induces charging flows and causes losses which are rising
steeply with length, as depicted in Figure 2.22. Compensation facilities are necessary
every 20 - 30 km to balance the reactive power. HVAC cables are therefore not suitable
for offshore connections. HVDC cables are the only possibility for off-shore transmission.
There construction is very space-efficient (see Figure 2.23), but large costs due to their
more complex construction occur.

Figure 2.24 shows the result of a literature survey by Siala on the specific costs per
technology for a transmission length of 100 km [136] . The costs of transmission systems
vary considerably not only across technologies, but also from project to project. The
differences are mainly driven by the geography and soil characteristics. Whether a line is
built across mountains or a flat open space, for example, has an important influence on
the costs. While for DC systems, an important share of the costs is due to the converter
stations at the beginning and end of the line, the length dependent costs per MW and
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Figure 2.24.: Comparison of specific investment cost of the transmission technologies
for a transmission length of 100 km [136]. The costs are given per MW of
thermal transmission limit Ptherm. Primary references are [127, 9, 19, 30,
116, 91, 89, 99, 107, 117, 137].

km are lower for DC systems as they have a smaller ROW and require less material for
conductors, pylons, etc. At 600 km, the costs for the overhead systems amount to 235
and 360 e/MWkm for AC and DC respectively. They are thus a lot closer than the
costs for 100 km of 245 and 1794 e/MWkm for AC and DC.

In the model, HVDC cables are assumed for all offshore connections. Based on the
literature review, specific investment costs of 2500e/MWkm are assumed, accounting
for a slight reduction of the investment costs in the future.

The different technological options for overhead lines are not taken into account
in the model, as the transmission lines are not modeled individually, but aggregated
to transmission corridors. The inclusion of different technologies would require a more
detailed modeling approach, than the one chosen here. Consequently, a generic overhead
transmission technology is assumed, with specific investment costs of 400 e per km and
MW (natural power). In the model, the power transmission is limited by the natural
power Pnat, while the costs from literature are provided in e per MW thermal limit.
The above mentioned 235 e/MWkm for HVAC lines translate to 540 e per km and
MW natural power for a transmission length of 600 km. For HVDC system, the costs
remain the same: 360 e/MWkm. The cost assumption in the model this lies between
the HVAC and HVDC technology, for a typical length of transmission in Europe.

For both technologies, losses of 4% per 1000 km are assumed.
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2.4. Model benchmark

2.4.1. Simulation of electricity transmission

As described above, when applying the URBS model equations to the power system, a
simplified simulation of electricity transmission between regions is carried out. Electricity
transmission is modeled as a transport problem, neglecting the nature of AC load flows.
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Figure 2.25.: Comparison of power flow with transport and linearized load flow model
for a simple example of lossless transmission from North to South

Figure 2.25 illustrates the fundamental shortcoming of the transport model for a simple
example of lossless power transmission of 2000MW in Germany from north to south.
The left side shows the maximal power flow resulting from the transport model, used in
this thesis, the right side the results from a simplified load flow simulation. While with
the transport model, the shortest distance is used almost exclusively (the second branch
used is due to capacity limitations on the parallel line), all lines are used in the load flow
method, according to their reactance.
In this section, the robustness of the transport model is analyzed by comparing, the

results from URBS to a load flow simulation for a realistic scenario of power transmission
in Germany.

The simplified load flow simulation applied for the comparison is a linearization of
the AC load flow problem, which was developed to include the nature of AC load flow
in larger models designed for system planning [e.g. 62, 25]. The simplified load flow
simulation is derived from the comprehensive mathematical description of power flow in
an AC network. For simplification, it is assumed, that the reactive power is compen-
sated. Furthermore, for the active power ohmic losses are neglected, the voltage is held
constant, and the small-angle approximation taken. A linear equation for a power flow
between node a and b results. A detailed derivation can be found in Anderson [7].

Pab = UaUb

Xab
· sin(ϕa − ϕb) ≈

U2
0

Xab
· (ϕa − ϕb) (2.60)

ϕa is the phase angle in node a, Ua the nodal and U0 the network voltage and Xab the
reactance of the grid connection between a and b. This linearized load flow simulation
reveals that, in an AC grid, the phase difference between two nodes drives the power flow
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between these nodes. This is because a phase difference leads to a momentary voltage
difference, which than drives current and therewith power flow along the transmission
line.
As the structure of the equation resembles to a direct current flow (Pab = 1

R2
ab

(Ua −
Ub)), this approach to simulate AC load flow is often confusingly called DC-model.

To carry out the comparison, the linearized load flow (LLF) simulation is implemented
in URBS based on the above. The equations are valid ∀x ∈ X,x′ ∈ N (X) and only for
the energy transport processes set to be simulated with the load flow (∀k ∈ KLLF , see
Table 2.14).

Fk(t) = u2
0

xk
· Φk k ∈ KLLF (2.61)

with Φk = Φ(g, co, x′, x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, t) := Φ(g, co, x, t)− Φ(g, co, x′, t)

ϕmin
k ≤ Φk ≤ ϕmax

k ∀k ∈ KLLF (2.62)
Fk(t) = F exp

k (t)− F imp
k (t) ∀k ∈ KLLF (2.63)

Equation 2.61 is the translation of the linearized load flow (equation 2.60) to URBS
notation. Fk is the power flow along line k and it is driven by the phase difference
between the connected nodes. To ensure stable network operation, the difference in
phase angles can be restricted via equation 2.62. The power flow Fk is a real number
and can also take negative values. It represents the net flow along the line k. To
account for transmission losses, the direction-dependent, positive flow is determined in
equation 2.63. These im- and export variables are fed back to the main URBS equations.

Symbol Explanation
Sets
KLLF ⊂ K transport processes to be simulated with LLF
Variables Domain
Φ(g, co, x, t) G× Co×X × T Phase angle at node x (∈ R+

0 )
Φk KLLF Phase angle difference along line k (∈ R)
Fk KLLF Power flow along line k (∈ R)
Parameters Domain
uk KLLF Voltage level
xk KLLF reactance
ϕmin,max

k KLLF Min. and max. phase angle difference along line k

Table 2.14.: List of symbols for linearized load flow simulation. All parameters are pos-
itive

Even if these equations allow for a more realistic simulation of power flow, they cannot
be included in scenarios, where grid extensions are optimized, as this leads to a non-
linear problem. The phase angle adjusts as a function of the nodal power balance. It is
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a free variable in the optimization. At the same time, the reactance xab is a function of
the grid line properties and most importantly the capacity of the connections, subject
to optimization in capacity-extension scenarios as well. The simultaneous inclusion of
the linearized load flow simulation and grid extension in a model therefore results in a
non-linear optimization due to equation 2.61.

The simplified example introduced above makes the principal differences of the two
LLF and the transport model evident. The application of the two methods to a more
realistic scenario, however, shows less difference. Applying the two methods for the
simulation of current German power supply (2010), the differences are a lot smaller. Six
representative weeks are modeled. In the presented example, current infrastructure –
power plants, storage and transmission grid – are assumed. As binding capacity limit for
power transmission, the thermal limit is assumed for the linearized load flow simulation,
while for the transport model, the natural power is assumed as transmission capacity (see
Table 2.13). As discussed above, this conservative assumption ensures stable operation
of the grid, while excluding the simulation of reactive power flows from the model.
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Figure 2.26.: Comparison of transport and linearized load flow simulation for current
power supply in Germany (2010)
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Figure 2.26 demonstrates that the resulting pattern of maximal power flow is very
similar for both methods. Yet, in total, the maximal transmission in the transport model
is 20% lower than in the linearized load flow model. This is partly due to the security
margin introduced by assuming power flow at natural power in the transport model.
However, also on connections where the upper transmission limit is not binding, the
relative difference never exceeds the difference between thermal transmission limit and
the natural power. This indicates that the introduced security margin may be sufficient.
A comparison of the transport model to a full AC simulation of power flow, shows that
the errors of the simplified transport approach are reduced, if conservative assumptions
on capacity per line are taken [5].
The electricity mix for the dispatchable power plants resulting from the two method-

ologies is presented in Figure 2.27. The power plant dispatch is hardly influenced by the
simulation method for the power flow in the presented example.

2.4.2. Benchmark with today’s system

To validate the model’s ability to reproduce a real power system, the European elec-
tricity system of 2008 is simulated with URBS-EU. In a Benchmark scenario, current
infrastructure is included in the model and only the capacity dispatch is optimized. Ca-
pacity extensions for grid, power plants or storage are excluded. All cost assumptions
are as described above, except that a carbon certificate price of 15 e/t is assumed. The
comparison of the results with statistical data of 2008 shows, that the model reproduces
the real behavior of the system in adequate accuracy.
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Figure 2.28.: Comparison of modeled electricity production in Europe to historical data
[76].

Figure 2.28 compares the total European electricity generation by fuel resulting from
the model to historical data [76]. The model results show a good fit of the produced
power for the base load plants (coal, lignite, nuclear and hydro). The model slightly
underestimates the power production of peak load power plants (gas). This is due to
the deterministic nature of the optimization model. Unforeseen outages of power plants
and forecast errors are not included in the model, while peak load power plants are often
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used exactly to counterbalance these events.
Wholesale electricity prices are deduced from the marginal costs of electricity gener-

ation and are consistent with historical average wholesale prices (see Figure 2.29). The
model furthermore reproduces extreme values of the electricity price and the computed
price shows 70% correlation with real day ahead market prices for Germany [44].
Modeled cross-border electricity exchange is similar to historical data as shown Fig-

ure 2.30. One reason for remaining deviations might be a non cost-optimal cross-border
scheduling in reality.
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Figure 2.29.: Comparison of the average electricity prices in Europe [18, 103, 35, 44, 110]
with the modeled average marginal costs of electricity generation

2.5. Discussion of the modeling framework

The model generator URBS contributes to the field of hybrid models. It unites the
optimization and simulation of future power systems.
The model includes the relevant properties of power plant dispatch, storage, HV

transmission and VREs. Furthermore, the comparatively high temporal and regional
resolution chosen in the model setup allows for a detailed analysis of VREs and their
integration in the power system.
In addition to the simulation of system dispatch, cost-optimal system design can be

determined based on the minimization of total system costs. In the optimization all
interactions between the modeled technologies and resources are taken into. This leads
to coherent recommendations for future system design and VRE system integration
measures.
Finally, the cost-optimization also provides the marginal costs of electricity generation.

They are a good indicator for electricity prices and provide the basis for the analysis of
the market integration challenge of VREs.
The benchmark of the European power system model URBS-EU shows that the model

provides a realistic simulation of the actual power system. Furthermore, it was demon-
strated that the simplified simulation of electricity transmission with the transport model
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Figure 2.30.: Cross-border electricity exchange: model results and historical data [46]

leads to tolerable deviations of the transmission corridor usage and power plant dispatch
compared to a load flow simulation.
The careful selection of representative periods allows to reduce the error introduced

by including only representative periods in the optimization instead of several years com-
pared to a random or equidistant choice of representative periods.

Yet, several simplifications were made in the development of the modeling framework.
The model excludes technical details concerning the dispatch of power plants such as
start-up times, load-dependent efficiencies, etc. Through the inclusion of ramp rates,
which account for the combined effect of ramping and start-up restrictions of conven-
tional power plants, one part of the inflexibility of the system is included. However, due
to the approximations taken, the flexibility of the system is most likely overestimated.
Power flow is modeled as transport problem neglecting the nature of physical AC load

flow as well as grid stability requirements. While the introduced errors in transmission
grid usage are tolerable, this simplification possibly leads to an underestimation of neces-
sary grid extensions. This shortcoming is counteracted by the conservative assumption of
using transmission lines only at their natural power in the model and with this assuming
perfectly balanced reactive power.
By aggregating all infrastructure within the model regions to representative nodes, it
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is assumed that no grid bottlenecks within each region and especially in the distribution
grid occur, although important challenges and potentially costs can arise at low voltage
levels in the context of VRE integration [31].
The model assumes perfect foresight and a central planner taking cost-optimal de-

cisions. This model setup allows to identify advantageous future system design, but
excludes uncertainties. Especially for electricity wholesale prices, these can play an
important role. This deterministic setup, equivalent to the assumption of a perfectly
transparent market, in turn allows to clearly identify the drivers for changes in electric-
ity prices. Furthermore, the benchmark with historic data for Europe showed, that the
simplified representation of the electricity price is still quite close to the historic prices.
Finally, the model analysis is carried out for typical years, providing a snapshot of

possible futures. Path-dependency of the future system development is not included in
the model.

The simplifications introduce shortcomings of the model which have to kept in mind
when defining the scenario setup and when interpreting the results. At the same time,
it is only thanks to the carefully selected simplifications that a large hybrid energy
system model can be set up. The model allows to analyze a large area in high temporal
and geographical resolution, and is thus well suited for the analysis of VRE integration
challenges and measures in Europe and Germany.



3. Systematic advantages of a powerful
European transmission grid

3.1. Transmission grid extensions as VRE integration
measure

This chapter studies the system implications of wind and solar PV power and investigates
a way to partly overcome these: transmission grid extensions. The VRE integration
challenge is analyzed as a function of the penetration and mix of wind and solar energy.
In a second step, the role of transmission grid extensions as a measure to address the
temporal fluctuations and the geographical dispersion of VREs is examined in the same
parameter space.
The effect of different VRE penetration levels and mixes between wind and solar

power on fundamental power system properties, such as overproduction and required
supplementary dispatchable capacity, is quantified. This is done for different levels of
interconnection between model regions. This approach allows to quantify the benefits
of transmission grid extensions for VRE system integration. URBS-EU is applied to
quantify the size and costs of a powerful overlay transmission grid, a so-called supergrid,
for VRE integration. Finally, robust design features of a power system with high VRE
penetration are presented: the results reveal crucial grid connections in Europe and pro-
vide insights on the role and suitability of different dispatchable power plant technologies.

The systematic analysis of the VRE integration challenge and the effects of a supergrid
has several advantages. First, it provides insights on how the VRE system integration
challenge changes with VRE share and mix. Second, the sampling of a large parameter
space allows for the identification of design features that are beneficial for a large range of
possible future power systems. Lastly, the estimates of the costs of a large transmission
grid extensions for VRE integration derived from the parametric analysis are very robust.
The applied methodology consists of a time series analysis coupled to the power sys-

tem model URBS-EU (see Section 2.2). It is described in Section 3.2 after a literature
review in Subsection 3.1.1. The results are presented in Section 3.3: the technical feasi-
bility and economic suitability of different VRE supply configurations with and without
transmission grid extensions are analyzed in Subsection 3.3.1. Subsection 3.3.2 shows
examples for other regions. The costs and structure of the European high voltage
transmission grid, which is cost-optimal for the integration of VREs, are quantified in
Subsection 3.3.3. The suitability of different supplementary, dispatchable technologies
is studied in Subsection 3.3.4. An illustration of the results is provided in a case study
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in Subsection 3.3.5. Finally, Section 3.4 summarizes and discussed the results of this
chapter.

3.1.1. Related work

Already in the early 1970s, grid extensions have been identified as a necessary condition
to achieve large shares of renewables: Buckminster Fuller proposes a global link to
harvest energy resources most efficiently [21] . On the European level, first detailed
studies on the feasibility and principal advantages of a supergrid have been presented by
Biberacher [12], Czisch [26] and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) [32]. In the light of
actual growth of wind and solar energy and the institutional and political barriers to grid
extensions, analyses of the actual and near future situation have been carried out recently.
In the TradeWind study, overall grid extensions for wind energy until 2030 are quantified
[138]. Grid strengthening can furthermore reduce the impacts of VRE on the electricity
market and their participants, as shown by the author [131] (Chapter 4). On a longer
time horizon, McKinsey and PricewaterHouseCoopers (PWC) present possible roadmaps
towards a carbon free power supply in 2050 in Europe [101, 122]. The first roadmap
presents a technically and economically feasible pathway to a zero-emitting European
power sector in 2050, which includes nuclear power, carbon capture and storage, and
renewable energies. The second proposes a 100% renewable scenario for Europe under
the prerequisiste of a European “SuperSmartGrid”, a combination of a supergrid and
increase of information exchange between grid nodes.
In addition to these detailed techno-economic studies mostly based on advanced power

system modeling, important information can be drawn from statistical analyses of the
supply time series. Giebel and a study by Greenpeace quantify the statistical smoothing
of wind volatility through increased interconnection between generating regions [55, 59].
In Grotz [60] and Heide et al. [64] the seasonal fluctuations of wind and solar availabil-
ity in Europe are understood as an opportunity rather than a challenge: The optimal
combination of wind energy, mainly available in winter, and solar energy, mainly avail-
able in summer, allows to minimize the need for inter-seasonal storage or supplementary
dispatchable capacity. While analyses based on energy models mostly are limited to a
relatively small number of scenarios, time series analyses cover a larger range of the
possible system configurations.

In the analysis in this chapter, the advantages of the two approaches are combined.
Based on a time series analysis covering a large parameter space and including several
years of meteorological data, the VRE system integration challenges are quantified as well
as the benefits of large transmission grid extensions. With the model URBS-EU, which
includes the relevant technical details of the power system, the cost-optimal transmission
grid extensions for VRE integration and other system design features are determined.
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3.2. Methodology for conducting the parametric study

To analyze the effects of VREs on a power system and the role of a powerful transmission
grid in Europe, a wide parameter space of possible system configurations for different
VRE penetration levels and mixtures is explored. For each system configuration, nec-
essary transmission grid extensions are determined with the URBS-EU model and their
effects on VRE integration evaluated.
Before applying the model, the underlying demand, wind and solar supply time series

are studied. This allows to include several years of meteorological data, which would
exceed the practicable size of the model setup. The results of the time series analysis
are fed to the model. This combination of a highly resolved eight-year meteorological
time series with a detailed power system model leads to a robust methodology.

3.2.1. Definition of the parameter space and the time series analysis

For the systematic analysis of VRE system integration, a two dimensional parameter
space is defined by the total share of VREs in the satisfaction of load α and the share
of wind energy in total energy from VREs β.

α =
∑

t min(Ew(t) + Es(t), d(t))∑
t d(t) (3.1)

β =
∑

tEw(t)∑
t [Ew(t) + Es(t)] (3.2)

where Ew(t) =
∑

xE
out(w,Elec, x, t) is the total power generation from wind in region

x at time t and Es(t) =
∑

xE
out(s, Elec, x, t) the power generation from solar photo-

voltaics. dt =
∑

x d(Elec, x, t) is the electricity demand. The VRE share α excludes
renewable generation that exceeds the demand. α is the share of demand covered by
VREs.
Traditionally, power supply systems are built to follow the load and this determines

the structure of the power system. However, in highly renewable scenarios the residual
load, which has to be satisfied by the power supply system, is mostly determined by
the share and type of the VREs. The two parameters α and β are thus central in the
comparison of systems.

The total power generation from wind and solar energy are computed based on the
capacity factor cf(x, t) of the respective technology and the installed capacities C(x) per
region (see equation 2.8). The model regions are as defined in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.13).
If several regions are aggregated, a spatial distribution of wind and solar capacities has
to be assumed. Here, the wind and solar capacities are assumed to be distributed in
accordance to their technical potential, as derived by Scholz [134]. The contribution
of wind offshore capacity to the total European wind capacity is assumed to be 50%.
Figure 3.1 shows the technical potential normalized to the respective regions’ surface.
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Figure 3.1.: Technical potential of wind and solar electricity generation in MWh/m2.yr
[134]

The technical potential gives the total energy possible to harvest per region in one
year. On top of the restrictions from concurrent land use, such as sea, urban or protected
area included in the geographic potential, it includes also the technical conversion losses.
As Table 3.1 shows, the cummulative technical potential for VRE supply in Europe is

largely sufficient to supply electricity demand on an annual basis, i.e., if momentary wind
and solar supply would match the load. The table also indicates, that the estimations of
renewable potential vary considerably. In this study, the technical potential determined
by the DLR is assumed [134].

Annual electricity
generation TWh/a

Solar PV
buildings

Solar PV
open area

Wind
Onshore

Wind
Offshore

Total % of EU
demand

DLR Europe [134] 679 137 1 869 11 078 13 748 435%
Literature Review [13] 2 201 1 933 1 147 2 923 8 203 260%
Geographic potential
[143, 20]

15 842 15 818 2 338 33 998 1 070%

DLR MENAa [134] 152 936 125 730 27 284 2 992 308 942 9 745%

Table 3.1.: Technical and geographic potential for wind and solar electricity generation
in Europe and MENA: estimates from different sources. The last column
compares the potential to the power generation in Europe of 3170 TWh
(2008) [77]

a Middle East and North America: Algeria, Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia, Turkey, Libya, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, Jordan and Western Sahara

Based on the load, wind, and solar time series, the fundamental properties of the power
system are computed. These are the necessary VRE and supplementary dispatchable
capacities, Cvre and Cs, the amount of overproduction ∆−, and the distance between
supply and demand time curve, i.e., the absolute value of the residual load |∆|. If the
“mismatch parameter” |∆| was zero, there would be no VRE integration challenge. ∆(t)
is the residual load.
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Cvre(α, β) =
∑

i

Ci(α, β) ∀i ∈ vre = {w, s} (3.3)

∆(t, α, β) = d(t)− Evre(t, α, β) (3.4)
Cs(α, β) = max

t
(d(t)− Evre(t, α, β)) = max

t
∆(t, α, β) (3.5)

∆−(α, β) =
∑

t

max
t

(Evre(t, α, β)− d(t), 0) (3.6)

|∆|(α, β) =
∑

t

|dt − Evre(t, α, β)| (3.7)

The total VRE capacity necessary to achieve a given VRE share α is obtained with a
while-loop: the VRE capacity is increased until the total VRE generation is large enough
to achieve the desired VRE share α. The other parameters are computed based on the
obtained VRE capacity Cvre(α, β), the VRE generation Evre(t, α, β) =

∑
iCi(α, β) ·

cfi(t) and the resulting residual load. The VRE mix β is obtained by choosing the right
ratio between wind and solar capacities.
This time series analysis can be applied to different regions or at different regional

resolution in computing the above described variables for different subsets of model
regions X. It can be applied to individual model regions, a selected country or to
Europe in total.
When applying it to larger regions, for example to Europe, different levels of grid

extensions can be simulated. If all regional VRE generation profiles are aggregated
(based on the assumed regional distribution of capacities), perfect interconnection within
Europe is assumed. By building the weighted average of the capacity factor all smoothing
effects between regions are included. To simulate a system with no connection between
model regions, the system properties are computed for each model region individually and
are only aggregated afterwards. The system parameters are then summed up according
to the resulting overall, European VRE share. For the VRE mix, it is assumed, that the
mix between wind and solar is achieved on the European level, i.e., the distribution of
wind and solar capacities across Europe remains the same in the non connected case and
in the connected case. Intermediate levels of connection can be achieved by building
average VRE generation profiles for a selection of model regions. To simulate perfect
interconnection within each country for example, system properties are first computed
based on the average national VRE generation profiles. These are then aggregated to a
European total in analogy to the no-connection case.

3.2.2. Capacity credit and capacity factor

High temporal fluctuations and low correlation of VREs leads to overproduction and the
necessity of supplementary capacity. These properties of VREs limit their contribution
to power system supply and adequacy. Commonly, two further parameters are used to
describe the properties of VREs. Their average availability, the capacity factor, and their
contribution to reliable capacity, their capacity credit.
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As excess energy has to be discarded, the capacity factor is reduced with increasing
VRE share α. The capacity credit indicates the reliability of the renewable generation
technology. It is the dependable share of the VRE capacity, being the amount of other
generation capacity that can be removed from the system without reduction of the
security of supply. Both of these parameters can be computed based on the above
defined system properties.

CC(α, β) = maxt(d(t))−maxt(d(t)− Evre(t, α, β))
Cvre(α, β)

= Cs(0, 0)− Cs(α, β)
Cvre(α, β) (3.8)

CF (α, β) =
∑

t(Evre(t, α, β))−
∑

tmax(Evre(t, α, β)− d(t), 0)
Cvre(α, β)

=
∑

t(Evre(t, α, β))−∆−(α, β)
Cvre(α, β) (3.9)

The computation of the capacity credit proposed here excludes the probabilistic proper-
ties of this parameters and is only based on the time series of VRE supply and load.

3.2.3. URBS-EU model setup and scenario definition

The above designed time series analysis is coupled to the URBS-EU model via the
wind and solar capacities necessary to reach a certain VRE share. VRE capacities are
determined by the requirements to achieve certain shares α and β based on the eight
years time series. The resulting VRE capacities Cvre(x, α, β) serve as input to URBS-EU,
which is applied to analyze the behavior of the European power supply system for each
α and β. The residual power system is subject to the cost-optimization implemented
in the model. Transmission grid extension and dispatch of conventional power plants
and storage are optimized. For the grid extensions it is distinguished between cables for
offshore connections and HV overhead lines for onshore connections.
All grid extensions resulting from the model are on top of the existing ENTSO-E

grid, which is included in the model. For the conventional power plants, two different
scenarios are studied (Table 3.2). In the Grid Only scenario grid extensions are planned
in response to the total – VRE and conventional – generation infrastructure. For the
conventional power plants it is assumed, that today’s existing dispatchable capacities
remain unchanged (for specifications on input data see Section 2.3). In the Grid and
Power Plants scenario, the grid and the supplementary power plant fleet are optimized
simultaneously for given VRE configurations from green field. All dispatchable power
plant capacities and grid extensions are determined by the optimization. Depending
on the planning and regulatory policy in each country, VRE capacities influence only
grid infrastructure planning or also capacity additions of dispatchable power plants.
The effects of VREs on investment decisions will depend on their contribution to total
generation. The two scenarios examine the possible range of consequences of different
planning policies.
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As the focus lies on the role of transmission grid extensions, storage capacities are
assumed to remain at today’s level. The effects of demand side management as VRE
system integration measure are treated in Chapter 5.

Scenario Grid extension Conventional power plants
Grid Only optimized current power plant fleet
Grid and Power Plants optimized optimized

Table 3.2.: Scenario definition

The assumed costs and technical parameters are the benchmarked values (Section 2.3,
Table 2.10).
Electricity demand is assumed to remain at today’s level. While population and

economic growth raise electricity demand, efficiency measures counteract [101]. To
account for these diametrical trends and to ensure comparability, current hourly load
profiles and current total electricity demand are used (see Subsection 2.3.2).
For the optimization, six representative weeks from meteorological data of 2007 are

used. Sensitivity analyses demonstrate that grid extensions and supplementary electricity
mix do not change significantly if longer time series or another meteorological year are
employed.

3.3. Results: advantages and costs of a European supergrid

3.3.1. Benefits of grid extension for VRE system integration

The fundamental system properties for a case with optimal grid extensions and one
without are computed with the time series analysis described above. In the first case,
unrestricted electricity transport across the entirety of Europe is assumed (Optimal Grid),
in the second case, each model region acts independently (No Grid). This allows to as-
sess the effect of increased interconnection for the VRE system integration.

Figure 3.2 shows the overproduction for increasing VRE-share α and for different con-
tributions of wind energy β. With optimal grid (Figure 3.2a), the overproduction is
below 10% for VRE shares up to 40% and then rises steeply with α. The detaching
point, however, occurs a lot earlier with large solar shares: on the European scale, wind
energy provides smoother supply than solar, as the solar cycle only differs by a few
hours within Europe and the smoothing is less pronounced. Without grid extensions
(Figure 3.2b), larger overproduction occurs. Especially for high wind shares, the detach-
ing point of overproduction shifts to lower VRE shares if no grid extensions are assumed.

To gain an overall impression of the system behavior in dependence on VRE share
and mix, the results are presented in contour plots. The penetration level of VREs α
and the share of wind β span the parameter surface, where α is plotted on the abscissa
and β on the ordinate. The color coding in the spanned surface shows the value of the
system properties.
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Figure 3.2.: Overproduction with and without perfect interconnection between model
regions

Figure 3.3 shows the overproduction for each α-β combination, the necessary VRE
capacity as well as the required supplementary capacity, the overproduction and the
mismatch between supply and demand |∆|. The capacities are shown in units of peak
load (maxt d(t)), overproduction and mismatch in units of total load (

∑
t d(t)). In

the left column, an optimal grid within Europe is assumed, in the right column, no
interconnection is assumed.
Some combinations of α and β are infeasible within the assumed capacity limits for

VRE technologies. For these points on the surface, no variable value exists and the
surface remains white. Large VRE shares with high solar contribution are infeasible.
With grid extensions, the maximal possible VRE share amounts to about α=50%, if
only solar PV is used (β = 0, left column of Figure 3.3). As the sun only shines during
day time and no storage extensions are assumed, it can be easily understood, that 100%
satisfaction of demand is impossible with solar energy only. Without grid extensions
larger areas of the parameter space remain empty and thus infeasible (right column of
Figure 3.3).

The first row of Figure 3.3 shows the overproduction. As discussed above, the over-
production’s dependence on α is similar to an exponential function: it is very flat in
proximity to the origin, but from a certain VRE share on, it rises steeply. The detaching
point varies with the share of wind energy: more wind energy leads to less overproduc-
tion. Also, higher levels of interconnection entail lower excess production for identical
VRE shares.
The second row of Figure 3.3 shows that VRE capacity rises steeply with increasing

α in the parameter space. It increases with the discarded energy: for very high VRE
shares, an additional MW of wind or solar power contributes only little to satisfy the
load, as large shares of the produced electricity has to be discarded. The realization of a
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Figure 3.3.: Fundamental properties of VRE power systems in Europe with optimal grid
and without grid. The first row indicates the overproduction, the second the
necessary VRE capacities for each α and β. The third and fourth row show
the supplementary capacity and the mismatch parameter. In the results
shown here, the capacity of each VRE technology is limited to five times
the peak load. The dashed line in the second row indicates the maximal
possible VRE shares with a lower VRE capacity limits of two times the peak
load per VRE technology.
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Figure 3.4.: Hourly electricity generation and residual load duration curve for α= 60%
and Optimal Grid. The figure is based on the meteorological data from
2001.

configuration at the rim of the colored area in the parameter space translates into a VRE
capacity of 8 times the peak load. In the results shown here, the capacity of each VRE
technology – solar PV, wind onshore and wind offshore is limited to 5 times the peak load.
The theoretical maximal VRE capacity in the analysis thus amounts to 15 times the peak
load. If larger overcapacity was allowed for, higher shares of VRE were possible, if lower
overcapacity is allowed, lower VRE shares can be achieved. The dashed line shows the
maximal shares with a limit of 2 times the peak load per technology. This corresponds to
the technical potential of wind and solar generation according to the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) [134]. With grid extensions, more than 85% VRE share can be achieved
within the limits of the technical potential. Without grid extensions the maximum share
is reduced to about 60%.
To ensure reliable electricity supply, sufficient supplementary capacity is necessary.

The third row of Figure 3.3 shows that all VRE configurations need considerable supple-
mentary capacity. This is due to the fluctuating availability of VREs and the resulting
low reliability of these energy sources. With an optimal grid, necessary supplementary
capacity can be reduced to less than 60% of the peak load. Without grid the necessary
supplementary capacity remains close to 100% of the peak load in the entire parameter
space. For both cases, the maximum of the European load serves as reference. As the
peak load does not happen at the same time all over Europe, the sum of local peak loads
exceeds the European peak load. This is why the supplementary capacity requirements
can reach values larger than 100%. The supplementary capacity is determined by the
time series analysis, which does not include transport losses, ramp up or availability
restrictions. The presented capacity requirements should thus be understood as lower
limits, which increase if all technical details and security margins are taken into account.
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The current power generation capacity in Europe, for instance, amounts to about 1.4
times the peak load [46]. As the analysis is based on the eight-years time series, the
estimation of this lower limit is, however, quite robust.
The last row of Figure 3.3 shows the mismatch |∆| (equation 3.7). If one considers

storage as an integration option for VRE, minimal mismatch would be desirable, as this
translates into minimal distance between load and supply and thus a minimal amount
of energy to be stored and released in total. With an optimal grid, a VRE share of
83% and a wind contribution of 85% result in minimal |∆|, and therewith minimal
adaption needs of the residual power system. The lower interconnection case favors
higher shares of solar energy; here the mismatch is minimal at α=60%, β=75%. Wind
energy is highly variable, while solar energy supply is less stochastic and closer to the
load pattern in the temporal and spatial domain. Solar capacity is furthermore more
evenly distributed than wind (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, wind energy profits more from
interconnection, while solar energy has a systematic advantage in low-connection cases.
Yet, the absolute mismatch is lower with an ideal grid. The grid smoothens the wind
supply and the resulting total European wind generation pattern is closer to demand
than the solar pattern.
However, even with optimal grid extensions in Europe, the supply pattern by VREs

remains challenging (see Figure 3.4). It is highly fluctuating, and the residual load curve
is steep, especially for high contributions from solar PV.
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Figure 3.5.: Supplementary capacity and mismatch parameter for VRE power systems
in Europe with intermediate levels of interconnection. The capacity of each
VRE technology is limited to five times the peak load. The Optimal Grid
case is shown for comparison in the first column.
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Having analyzed the two extreme cases of ideal connection and entirely independent
regions, intermediate grid levels are studied in the next step. Figure 3.5 shows the sup-
plementary capacity and mismatch |∆| for intermediate levels of interconnection. These
intermediate grid levels are simulated by aggregating the VRE supply profiles for differ-
ent subsets of the European model regions. In the Optimal National Grids scenario it
assumed that an optimal grid exists within each country. In Optimal International Grids
larger European regions are aggregateda. The results indicate that the intermediate lev-
els of interconnection lead to a reduction of the mismatch. The necessary supplementary
capacity is however not reduced substantially. That means that the effective smoothing
contributing to system reliability of supply can only be realized on a pan-European level.

Based on the VRE and supplementary capacities, the average CoE in Europe can
be determined. Assuming 40% capacity margin as of today, and coal and gas turbine
power plants as supplementary technologies, the CoE range between 70 and 92 e/MWh
with grid extension and between 72 and 145 e/MWh without grid extensions (High
Costs). The costs vary considerably with VRE share and mix, but also with the assumed
wind and solar investment costs and therefore the High and Low cost scenarios for VRE
technologies are analysed (see Table 2.11).

e/MWh High Costs Low Costs
Optimal Grid

α=10%, β=50% 70 64
α=50%, β=70% 82 55
α=60%, β=80% 84 52
α=80%, β=90% 92 49

No Grid
α=10%, β=50% 72 66
α=50%, β=70% 88 60
α=60%, β=80% 94 60
α=80%, β=90% 145 74

Table 3.3.: Average European Costs of Electricity (CoE) per MWh load for different VRE
configuration and different levels of interconnection. Two cost scenarios for
VREs are studied (see Table 2.11).

For high α, large VRE over-capacities are necessary and therefore the CoE, computed
with respect to electricity demand, exceed the CoE of the VRE technologies themselves.
Higher costs in the non-connected case are caused by larger supplementary and VRE
capacity needs. As can be seen in Table 3.3, the non-connected case is always more
costly than the connected case. Compared to current CoE of conventional technologies,

aThe regions are: Balkan south (Slovenia, Croatia, Greece and FYROM), Balkan North (Romania,
Hungary, Serbia and Bulgaria), Eastern Europe (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia), BeNeLux, Cen-
tral Western Europe (Germany, France, Denmark), Alpine Region (Austria, Switzerland, Italy), UK
(GB and Ireland), Iberia (Portugal and Spain) and Scandinavia (Sweden, Norway and Finland).
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such as 43 e/MWh for coal power plants and 84 e/MWh for gas turbines (see Table
2.10), high VRE scenarios (α=80%) might not be economically viable. Assuming a
cost reduction for the VRE technologies, the CoE only amount to 74 e/MWh without
grid and 49 e/MWh with grid at the same share of 80% and thus come a lot closer to
today’s electricity prices.
If, in addition to an increase in α, the wind share β is increased, the CoE can de-

crease, as solar PV is more expensive than wind turbines. The CoE exclude costs for
grid extension, treated separately in Subsection 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.6.: Capacity credit and capacity factor of VREs in Europe with and without
grid extension

Figure 3.6 shows the capacity factor and the capacity credit. Both, the capacity credit
and capacity factor decrease with increasing VRE share and increasing contribution from
solar PV, reflecting the above discussed findings for supplementary capacity and over-
production. Furthermore, optimal interconnection can raise the level of capacity credit
and average capacity factor considerably.

The comparison of adaption needs of the power system and costs for highly renew-
able supply with and without grid extension shows that increased interconnection bears
important benefits for VRE integration. Grid extension reduces VRE and supplementary
capacity needs and with it the costs. Furthermore, smaller mismatch between supply
and demand plus lower overproduction occur.
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3.3.2. Analysis of grid extension on other geographical scales

The above analysis focuses on Europe. Similar effect of optimal interconnection can be
observed on other geographical scales. In this section the time series analysis is expanded
to Middle East and North Africa and applied at the German and the global level.

EUMENA

Optimal Grid in Europe and
MENA each
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Figure 3.7.: Capacities and mismatch parameter for the EUMENA region with and with-
out connection between Europe and MENA. The dashed line indicates the
technical potential of wind and solar energy in EUMENA.

Connecting the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) to Europe bears important
benefits [26, 32, 71]. One reason for this is the large technical potential for solar
and wind generation in the MENA region, as can be seen in Table 3.1. Furthermore,
connecting wind generation sites across larger areas including different weather systems
can be advantageous, as important smoothing may occur [147].
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The results from the time series analysis confirm this. Figure 3.7 shows the necessary
VRE and supplementary capacity for Europe and the MENA region (EUMENA) with
and without linkage of the two regions, together with the mismatch parameter. With a
connection between Europe and the MENA region, the VRE capacity’s increase with α
is slower and supplementary capacity is reduced earlier. The minimal mismatch can be
reduced from 26% to 21% thanks to the smoothing. Another important advantage is
the large technical potential for VRE generation available in the MENA region. As the
dotted line in the figure indicates, the total technical potential in EUMENA is sufficient
to accomodate five times the peak load per technology and therewith achieve very high
shares of VREs.
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Figure 3.8.: Capacities and mismatch parameter for Germany with optimal grid and
without grid. The dashed line indicates the maximal possible VRE shares
with a capacity limit of one times the peak load per technology.
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Singling out of one European country allows to evaluate, whether a smaller, German,
supergrid could already have important benefits.
Figure 3.8 shows the VRE and supplementary capacities and the mismatch parameter

for the example of Germany. The results indicate that the positive effects of intercon-
nections are the reduced mismatch and VRE capacity. The supplementary capacity is
not reduced substantially through German transmission grid extensions. Furthermore,
the possible maximal share is low compared to the European value, but it is larger with
an optimal grid. The potential for VRE generation in Germany is sufficient to install
about 1 times the peak load per technology [134].
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Figure 3.9.: Capacities and mismatch for a global VRE power system with optimal grid
and without grid. The capacity of each VRE technology is limited to five
times the peak load.
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On the global scale, a hypothetical supergrid spanning all continents has important
advantages, as the findings presented in Figure 3.9 show. The necessary supplementary
capacity would be reduced to less than 30% of peakload, 60% of the European value.
This is in line with the estimate of necessary supplementary capacity based on power
system models in Aboumahboub et al. [2]. Through a global supergrid, the minimal
mismatch is at 15%.
Furthermore, the number of infeasible α − β combinations is a lot smaller, than in

the European case, due to the time-shift: solar energy can be used at different times
and is therefore smoothed out (see also Biberacher [12]). However, as the total capacity
per technology is still assumed to be limited to 5 times peak load, the contribution of
solar power is limited by this assumption. Increasing this limit to 20 times the peak
load, a small area of infeasible combination remains. This reflects the inhomogeneous
distribution of continents on the globe. If the continents where distributed evenly, the
average global solar power PV generation would be constant.
The global meteorological data is taken from the World Wind Atlas [130] and Bishop

et al. [14]. It is described in detail in Aboumahboub et al. [2]. The spatial distribution
of the wind and solar capacity across the world is assumed to be proportional to the
FLHs.

3.3.3. Grid costs and structure

The foregoing section showed, that some VRE system integration challenges can be
reduced through a powerful overlay transmission grid across Europe. A European super-
grid reduces the necessary VRE and supplementary capacity and consequently the cost
of electricity. The costs and dimensions of this grid are specified in this section.

Figure 3.10 shows the total HV transmission grid capacity and its costs resulting from
the optimization model URBS-EU.
The capacity of the grid is measured in GWkm and thus contains its length and

capacity. With increasing VRE share, the total transmission grid capacity increases to
about a triple of the capacity of today’s existing grid. For medium VRE shares of 30% to
50%, large transmission grid extensions result from the optimization, while a saturation
effect occurs a very high shares. At these high shares, the regional energy production
already is high enough and the advantage of electricity transmission is lower. In the
results shown in Figure 3.10 it is assumed that todays power plant fleet remains (Grid
Only scenario). Each country has sufficient dispatchable capacities available. In cases
with very high VRE shares it is more cost-effective to use these national supplementary
capacities in the few hours of regional VRE shortage instead of investing in transmission
grid extension for electricity import.
The second observation is that grid capacity rises with β: the linkage between regions

is less preferable for solar than for wind energy. This is due to the long correlation length
of solar supply in Europe concerning intra-diurnal variations [60]: it is night at about the
same time all over Europe. Also, as pointed out earlier, solar supply is geographically
more evenly dispersed in Europe and temporally closer to the load.
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Figure 3.10.: Grid extensions and costs for the Grid Only scenario. Grid extensions are
the increase in grid capacity and length (MWkm) with respect to the cur-
rent ENTSO-E grid. Costs are the additional costs due to VRE deployment.
They are deduced from incremental grid extensions between the reference
case where α = β = 0 and configurations with VRE contribution (α > 0).

The total investment costs for grid extensions to integrate VREs reach 150 billion e
at their maximum (upper right Figure 3.10). Compared to the projected 100 billion e
investment in transmission grid extensions due to demand increase and refurbishment
necessary until 2035 by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [77], this means adding
more than the double of the “normally required” investment in transmission grid ex-
tensions. Note, that the VRE grid integration costs are deduced from incremental grid
extension, which occurs on top of the reference case where α = β = 0. In the refer-
ence case, transmission grid extensions result from the cost optimization, reflecting a
non-cost-optimal structure of the grid today. These grid extensions are thus not due
to VRE capacity additions and are subtracted to obtain the investment costs for VRE
integration.
The grid costs per VRE capacity are shown in the lower left graph of Figure 3.10.

At their maximum, they slightly exceed 350 e/kW, but generally range between 50 and
250 e/kW. The relative costs peak at medium VRE shares of α = 30%, which is due to
the maximal total grid extensions at medium VRE shares and the large VRE capacities
for higher values of α.
The comparison of the cost to the VRE capacity shows, that despite the impressive

absolute transmission grid costs, relative to the investment costs for VRE capacities, the
total investment costs for a supergrid in Europe are low. They stay below 10% for the
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High Costs case presented in Table 2.11. Assuming Low Costs for VRE capacities, grid
integration costs stay below 25%, even in extreme scenarios with α=20% and β=100%.
The specific VRE grid integration costs resulting form the analysis are in accor-

dance with other studies. The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) provides
an overview of different studies, where the specific transmission grid costs range be-
tween 10 and 370 e/kW for scenarios of intermediate VRE share [54]. The RoadMap
2050 study by McKinsey find the transmission grid costs to amount 83 e/kW for a
scenario corresponding to α ≈ 40% and β = 30% [101]. The IEA estimates the invest-
ment costs for additional interconnection to be about 110 e/kW for a scenario which
corresponds to α = 40% and β = 80% [77].
Sharing the annuity of the investment costs for VRE grid integration between the

consumers, additional CoE arise. They are shown in the lower right graph of Figure 3.10
and reach 3.5 e per MWh load at their maximum.
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Figure 3.11.: Grid extensions with cost-optimal supplementary capacity (Grid and Power
Plants scenario).

For the computation of VRE grid integration costs, it was assumed, that each country
disposes of the necessary supplementary capacity. In the Grid and Power Plants scenario,
where transmission grid extensions and supplementary capacities are optimized simul-
taneously reflecting a holistic system planning and neglecting national concerns about
security of supply, the amount of cost-optimal transmission grid extensions increases.
Figure 3.11 shows the total grid extensions for a case with cost-optimal supplementary

capacity distribution. Here, grid extensions and supplementary capacities are optimized
simultaneously in the model. This results in a cost-optimal distribution of supplementary
capacities across Europe, which is largely driven by the grid geometry and VRE capaci-
ties. It is more attractive to build more grid and reduce the costs for the supplementary
energy and capacity, than to provide supplementary energy locally. Therefore, larger
grid extensions result. From a system design perspective, this scenario would be very
beneficial, but would require a European consensus on important aspects of energy policy.

The geographical structure of the transmission grid, which facilitates the VRE inte-
gration, is presented in Figure 3.12. It depicts the minimal grid extensions in the Grid
Only scenario for any wind share between 60% and 100% for α=30% and α=60%. This
“must have” grid shows the interconnections, which are cost optimal in a large range
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Figure 3.12.: “Must have” grid. Minimal transmission grid extensions on top of existing
ENTSO-E grid for varying wind share between 60% and 100% for the Grid
Only scenario.

of scenarios. The structure of the grid is determined by the relative distribution of VRE
capacities and load centers.
Strong north-south connections from north-western Europe to the load centers fur-

ther south are prominent features. These power tramsission “highways” across Germany
and France traversing the BeNeLux states and also across Poland export the wind en-
ergy generated in and around the North and Eastern Sea southwards. Furthermore, an
offshore grid in the North Sea as well as the connection of Spain and France across
the Pyrenees, are crucial. With increasing VRE share, north-south connections in cen-
tral Europe and the connection of Italy over the Alps to the rest of Europe as well as
connections to South-Eastern Europe gain importance.

3.3.4. Mix of supplementary supply and emissions reduction

The major transmission grid extensions presented in the previous section facilitate the
integration of VREs to the power system considerably, but do not solve all problems. The
residual load is still highly fluctuating and the dispatchable power plants have to balance
these fluctuations (see Figure 3.4). In the URBS-EU model, power plant dispatch is
optimized as well. The suitability of different supplementary technologies for each VRE
configuration can therefore be inferred from the results.
Figure 3.13 shows the contribution of different power plant types to the satisfaction

of residual load and the resulting emission reductions. The supplementary energy mix
strongly depends on the installed capacity of thermal power plants. The left column
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Figure 3.13.: Energy by dispatchable power plants and emission reduction. The supple-
mentary energy is shown as share of total residual demand, being total
energy to be supplied by supplementary power plants. “Other” refers to
bioenergy, hydro and oil power plants.

of Figure 3.13 shows the supplementary energy mix for the Grid Only scenario, where
today’s capacity mix is assumed. The right column shows the supplementary energy
mix for a cost-optimal capacity mix for each VRE configuration (Grid and Power Plants
scenario).
The findings show that with increasing VRE share, more flexible dispatchable tech-

nologies are necessary. Coal and nuclear, today’s rather inflexible mid- and baseload
power plants, become unsuitable with increasing VRE shares. In turn, more flexible
technologies, such as gas, hydro and biomass power plants, are needed. The extent of
this fuel switch however depends on the speed of VRE capacity build up and, of course,
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the relative fuel costs.
The Grid Only scenario reflects the effects of VRE supply in the short term. If

Europe realized one of the VRE scenarios instantaneously, today’s dispatchable capacities
would still be on line and the left column would be valid. In this scenario, coal and
nuclear are still cost-effective as supplementary energy up to VRE shares of 80%, as
only their variable costs are taken into account. Due to the ramping contraints included
in the model (Table 2.12), the usage of these rather inflexible technologies becomes less
advantageous with increasing VRE higher shares. If start-up costs were included in the
model, this threshold would occur at lower VRE shares.
The Grid and Power Plants scenario shows the long term impacts of VRE supply to

investments in new power plants. If the build up of VRE capacity takes longer than
the lifetime of the existing power plants, this scenario is more realistic. The results
show, that from a VRE share of 40%-50% on baseload power plants such as coal and
nuclear are no longer part of the cost-optimal mix. The reduction of FLHs for coal
and nuclear power plants through VRE penetration renders new investments in these
capital-intensive technologies uneconomic.
As both scenarios contain cost-optimal grid extensions, the thresholds for technology

suitability have to be understood as upper limits. Especially for regions with high VRE
shares inflexible dispatchable technologies face economic difficulties at lower overall α if
fewer transmission grid extensions are realized (see also Chapter 4).

The last row of Figure 3.13 shows the emission reduction for both scenarios compared
to the reference case, where no VRE generation is assumed. The results show, that with
high VRE shares, emission reductions of more than 85% are possible. Already at VRE
shares of 50% these large reductions can be achieved in the Grid Only scenario, where
existing nuclear but also hydro and bioenergy plants provide low carbon supplementary
energy. In the Grid and Power Plants scenario, mainly coal and gas power plants supply
the supplementary energy, leading to slower emission reduction.

3.3.5. Case study: 60% VRE penetration in 2050

A large range of VRE scenarios was presented and their respective impacts on the power
system. To provide guidance to the reader, an exemplary VRE scenario is studied based
on the above findings and a possible roadmap how to reach this scenario from today’s
situation is sketched.
The exemplary scenario is based on the following assumptions. Until 2050, strong

emission reductions have to be achieved by the European power sector [40] (see Chap-
ter 1). Wind and solar energy will play an important role in the electricity supply in
2050 and satisfy 60% of electricity load.
Based on the results, advantageous design features of a power system with 60% VRE

penetration can be determined.
Figure 3.3 provides a good overview on the integration challenges of 60% VRE pen-

etration and the role of grid extensions. With minimal mismatch |∆|, lowest adaption
needs of the power system occur, as supply is closest to demand. As can be read from
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Optimal Grid No Grid
Ideal mix to achieve min-
imal |∆| at α=60%

β=85% β=75%

Parameter values at the identified point
Mismatch |∆| 40% of total demand 48% of total demand
Overproduction <1% of total demand 8% of total demand
supplementary capacity 81% of peak load 102% of peak load
CoE (high VRE costs) 84 e/MWh 97 e/MWh
CoE (low VRE costs) 52 e/MWh 60 e/MWh
Grid integration costs 3 e/MWh -

Table 3.4.: Power system properties with VRE penetration of 60%.

the last row of Figure 3.3, minimal mismatch |∆| for a VRE share of 60% translates
to wind share of 85% with and to 75% without grid extension (see Table 3.4). The
systematic advantage of solar energy for low connection cases due its good fit to the
diurnal load pattern re-emerges, but the absolute mismatch is lower with transmission
grid extensions, thanks to the resulting smoothing of the wind supply.
Table 3.4 lists the different advantages of transmission grid extensions for a 60% case.

The necessary supplementary capacity is reduced by 20%, or around 100 GW. Overpro-
duction decreases from 8% to 1% corresponding to about 250 TW. Finally, the CoE,
driven by total – dispatchable and VRE – capacity can be lowered by about 10 e/MWh,
while the costs for the grid only amount to 3 e/MWh. Thus, the transmission grid
extensions, coming at total investment costs of 120 billion e, are cost-effective.
Until 2050, large parts of today’s power plants will be shut down (see Figure 2.19) and

an adapted supplementary capacity mix is possible. Following the analysis in Figure 3.13,
only flexible power plants, mainly gas, will be suitable for a VRE penetration of 60%. As
Figure 3.4 shows, even with transmission grid extensions, the highly fluctuating residual
load requires flexible supplementary power plants. The achieved emission reduction
through the VRE capacity is roughly 60% (Figure 3.13) in the case with grid extension.
Deploying carbon free dispatchable power plants such as bioenergy, geothermal or hydro
power would allow to reduce the emission further.
An advantageous system with 60% VRE should thus have a high share of wind energy,

ideally 85% and a powerful transmission grid to integrate wind and solar energy. It should
also provide supplementary energy from flexible power plants, such as biogas, hydro or
gas power plants.
Today’s VRE penetration in Europe amounts to 5% with a contribution of wind of

86% [77]. The necessary steps in terms of system design to reach 60% VRE penetration
with more than 60% wind in 2050 can be identified from our results. First, the necessary
wind and solar capacity has to be built. A total of about 775 GW wind and solar capacity
has to be installed in 2050, of which about 35% are wind on- and offshore each and
30% solar PV capacity. Compared to todays 176 GW of installed wind (106 GW) and
solar (70 GW) capacity about 16 GW/year would have to be added [57, 51]. In the
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last three years, 10 GW of new wind and 18 GW of new solar PV capacities have been
installed on average. Thus, the general VRE build up speeds are sufficient to reach
60% VRE share in 2050, however a shift away from fast solar PV growth towards more
investment in wind turbines, especially offshore wind parks would be required. Second,
important transmission grid extensions should be built to integrate these large capacities.
The necessary grid capacity extensions amount to about the triple of the existing grid
and planning should therefore start as soon as possible. The “must-have grid” shown
in Figure 3.12 can provide valuable guidance for the infrastructure planning. Finally,
new dispatchable capacities should be chosen in accordance to the increasing flexibility
requirement. In total about 400 GW dispatchable supplementary capacity are required
at least. Including a capacity margin of 20%, 480 GW would be required. Although in
total sufficient dispatchable power plant would be available today, in the long term, not
all of these technologies are advantageous. The cost-optimal dispatchable fleet should
be provided by flexible power plants, such as gas, bioenergy, hydro and geothermal power
plant. Their capacity would have to be doubled until 2050 compared to their current
cummulative capacity of 270 GW [120].

3.4. Discussion and conclusion

This chapter studies the system integration of VREs in Europe and the role of transmis-
sion grid extensions as a measure to facilitate the VRE integration. A time series analysis
and the model URBS-EU are applied to analyze each possible VRE configuration on the
defined parameter space, spanned by the VRE penetration α and share of wind energy
in VRE supply β. This parametric study allows to identify advantageous system design
features for each level of VRE penetration, insights of high relevance for the conception
of renewable energy policies and long term targets.
Generally, major system integration challenges occur with increasing VRE penetration:

large VRE and supplementary capacity is required and important overproduction and
mismatch between supply and demand occur. Grid extensions alleviate these challenges,
as they smoothen the temporal fluctuations and remedy the geographical dispersion of
VRE. Through the smoothing, overproduction can be reduced and less VRE capacity is
necessary with a European supergrid. A second consequence of the smoothing is the
reduction of required supplementary capacity from more than 100% to less than 60%
of peak demand. Overproduction and the mismatch are also reduced considerably. Grid
integration costs remain below 25% of the VRE investment costs for all possible VRE
scenario. From the results the most important corridors for new transmission lines can
be identified. Finally, the results show the need of increasingly more flexible power plants
with rising VRE penetration.

Based on eight-year meteorological time series of wind and solar availability, it is proven
on a theoretical basis that, with a European supergrid, a VRE share of more than 85% is
possible in Europe. This is not only true when looking at the technical energy potential
of the VRE technologies on average over the year, but also when considering their time-
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and region-dependent generation pattern. Without grid extensions, the maximal share
lies at 60% only. The maximal VRE share can be increased even further to more than
90%, if the MENA region is included in a highly renewable power system. The results
show, that the interconnection of Europe and the MENA region allows to tap important
wind and solar potential in this area and to achieve important smoothing effects through
the connection of MENA to Europe.
The high VRE shares, however, come at the cost of large wind and solar capacities,

excelling the peak load by up to 8 times for the European case. Due to the restricted
availability of VREs with annual utilization rates of 30% or lower (i.e., FLHs of 2600
or lower), a VRE powered system always needs larger total capacity, than a system
with dispatchable power plants. On top of that, large supplementary capacities are
needed to ensure reliable power supply. These large capacities lead to high CoE of up
to 145 e/MWh in the most extreme cases (High Costs case, without grid extensions).
With grid extensions, the necessary supplementary and VRE capacities can be reduced
and with it the costs of generating electricity to 92 e/MWh. Assuming a reduction of
the VRE costs to the Low Cost case on top of that, the average European CoE amount
to 49 e/MWh. This is cost competitive compared to a gas turbine, which has CoE of
85 e/MWh, at a carbon price of 30e/t.
The interconnection of different European regions, where the VRE generation differs,

leads to a smoother power generation from VREs. The results show, that the necessary
supplementary capacity can be decreased to less than 60% of peak demand through grid
extensions, while the capacity credit of VREs increases from below 5% to more than
10% for VRE configurations with important contribution from wind energy.
Finally, with an overlay transmission grid, the overproduction and the mismatch be-

tween supply and demand are lowered. This entails less adaption need for the remaining
power system, being dispatchable power plants and storage.

Having identified the advantages of a powerful overlay grid for the system integration
of VREs in Europe, the costs of such a supergrid are of high relevance. The costs of
a supergrid for VRE integration are computed for all possible VRE scenarios. They
stay below 3.5 e per MWh load across all VRE scenarios. This is in the range of the
transmission grid tariffs paid today (6.7 e/MWh in Germany for example [49]). Grid
extensions generally increase with VRE share, but for very high shares, saturation effects
occur. Solar energy needs less grid extension. This is due to the long correlation length
of the solar availability pattern: it is night at about the same time all over Europe and
therefore solar energy profits less from transmission grid extension, than wind energy.
Generally, the additional grid capacities to be build are large. For the scenario investi-

gated in the 60% case study, about the triple of today’s grid capacity would be necessary.
This is in contrast to current infrastructure planning. The ten year plan of the ENTSO-
E foresees grid extensions in Europe in the order of 15% only [50]. Furthermore, the
acceptance and building process for new transmission lines can take several years. Thus,
early planning and commitment of the responsible parties is crucial to realize the VRE
integration measure of transmission grid extensions in Europe. The “must-have” grid,
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resulting from the analysis, can provide guidance for infrastructure planning: it identi-
fies transmission grid corridors, where grid extensions are beneficial in a large range of
possible VRE configurations. Those are strong north-south connections from Northern
Scandinavia and Denmark to the load centers in Germany and France traversing the
BeNeLux states and an offshore grid in the North Sea. Better connection of Spain and
France and the connection of Italy over the Alps to the rest of Europe are crucial as well.

Thanks to the sampling of a large parameter space, further advantageous system
design features can be identified, in particular, an ideal share and mix of VREs. Firstly,
solar PV cannot provide power at night and thus VRE shares above 40% can not be
realized with solar energy only. To reach higher VRE shares, an important contribution
of wind energy – 40% or more – is necessary. With optimal interconnection, a VRE share
of 83% and a wind share of 85% lead to a minimal mismatch. Without grid extension,
the minimal mismatch is achieved with a VRE share of 60% and wind share of 75%.
Wind energy can – especially in combination with grid extensions – provide a “fairly
smooth” supply. For large α (>40%) this results in lower overproduction and mismatch
but also supplementary capacity requirements are reduced. Without grid extensions,
wind supply is less smooth, while the diurnal pattern of solar energy fits rather well to
the diurnal load pattern. This is why, without grid extensions, a larger share of solar
energy is favorable.
Even with a powerful grid, the fluctuations in the residual load remain very high. The

findings show that another important design feature of future power systems are flexible
dispatchable power plants. For investment in new power plants, the contribution of
VREs to the future power supply has to be taken into account. The results show that
for coal and especially for nuclear power plants a limit in suitability occurs: at VRE
shares above 40%, these power plants are no longer part of the cost-optimal mix. More
flexible technologies and those having lower investment costs, such as gas power plants,
are adequate.
The results of the parametric study can provide a helpful overview for the design of

renewable energy policies. A case study for VRE penetration of 60% in 2050 illustrates
that the results can guide decisions about how to design a power system that is well
adapted to the desired VRE share. Also for this case study, transmission grid extensions
are cost-effective and reduce the required supplementary power by 100 GW and annual
overproduction by 7% of the total demand.

The analysis in this chapter quantifies the VRE system integration challenge for every
possible VRE share and mix. It provides detailed information about the implications of
different VRE configurations, vital for investment decisions, the conception of policies
and decisions on VRE system integration measures. The analysis of transmission grid
extensions shows that a powerful overlay transmission grid reduces the adaption need of
the remaining power system considerably, while its costs remain below 25% of the VRE
investment costs for all scenarios.



4. Market effects of VREs and
transmission grid extensions

4.1. Change of perspective: who benefits from grid
extensions?

Transmission grid extensions are a very cost-effective VRE system integration measure,
as the results in Chapter 3 show. Overproduction and necessary VRE and supplementary
capacity can be reduced substantially. For a cost-optimal system design investment in
VRE and in transmission grid capacity should be taken simultaneously. While the anal-
ysis up to now was based on a central planner perspective, this chapter takes a market
perspective. It focuses on the implications of VREs for the electricity market and the
impacts of transmission grid extensions on the market integration of VREs.

The integration of highly fluctuating supply in the electricity wholesale price is chal-
lenging. Regional oversupply and low marginal prices of VRE technologies can lead
to momentary price reductions. The power supply curve, the merit order, is shifted,
whenever VREs contribute to the power supply, leading to a less stable and potentially
lower average price seen by all generators. This is called the merit order effect (see
Subsection 1.1.2).
Furthermore, due to the low capacity credit of VREs, large supplementary capacity

has to stay on line, even if large shares of VRE are realized – assuming little storage
capacity. As the capacity factor, i.e., the average energy supplied per VRE capacity, is
larger than their dependable share of capacity, their capacity credit, the FLHs of the
dispatchable power plants are reduced with increasing VRE penetration. In addition to
lowered wholesale prices, this reduction of FLHs, also called “compression effect” [111],
poses additional problems to the profitability of conventional generators.
As shown in Chapter 3, grid extensions can help to connect regions with high VRE

potential to the load centers and to smoothen the power supply by VREs. The capacity
credit of VREs can be increased and the residual load smoothened a little.

This chapter quantifies the effects of VREs to the wholesale electricity prices and anal-
yses the VRE market integration challenge, including the effects of reduced FLHs for
conventional power plants. Furthermore, it is evaluated whether the systematic benefits
of transmission grid extensions for VRE integration are also reflected in the electricity
market.
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For the analysis, the year 2020 is chosen. For this medium term scenario year, po-
litical targets have been announced. The European Union seeks to provide 34% of
the electricity by renewable energies in 2020 [38] and the member countries have pub-
lished the pursued goals in terms of installed capacity per renewable technology for 2020
[11]. Major contributions will come from wind and solar energy due to their large po-
tential, attractive feed-in tariffs in many countries and expected cost reductions [34, 77].

The URBS-EU model is applied to analyze the role of transmission grid extensions for
the market integration of the projected wind and solar capacities for 2020 in Europe.
The regional economic effects of VREs on electricity markets and their participants are
quantified in dependence of different transmission grid extension levels. The electricity
prices are derived from the marginal costs of electricity resulting from the optimization.
In doing so, a fully competitive and transparent market is assumed, where no strategic
mark-ups occur. The potential of grid extension to reduce the effects of VREs to the
electricity market is studied and economic benefits for utility owners, but also potential
additional barriers to grid extensions are identified.
The chapter proceeds as follows: An overview of related work is given in Subsec-

tion 4.1.1. Section 4.2 briefly describes the current regulatory and market framework.
The methodology and scenario definition for the quantitative analysis are described in
Section 4.3, results are given in Section 4.4. Finally, the findings are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.5.

4.1.1. Literature review

The integration of power generation from VREs to the current electricity market spurred
numerous research efforts.
Sensfuss et al. show in an econometric analysis that in 2006 the German average

wholesale electricity price was lowered by about 8 e/MWh due to the integration of
renewable energies [135]. They first introduced the term “merit order effect”. As Hirth
points out, VRE may also achieve higher prices than a baseload technology plant with
constant power production [68]. This so-called “correlation effect” is opposite to the
merit order effect and happens, if the VRE generation is positively correlated with de-
mand – for example solar PV – and not price-setting, i.e., not exceeding the demand.
An increasing VRE share may lead to an attenuation of the effect as Ketterer shows for
the German example [83]. The merit order curve is less steep for lower residual demand
and thus the effect of VREs is less pronounced.
If the merit order effect occurs and the average electricity price is reduced due to

renewable electricity supply, redistribution of economic welfare results: consumer surplus
increases and producer surplus is reduced, as Saenz de Miera et al. show [129]. But as
MacCormack et al. prove with a probabilistic power generation model, the total costs
of the power supply rises with increasing wind contribution opposite to the reduced
electricity price [97]. With this, the possibility of cost recovery for renewable energies
on the electricity market is called into question. Hirth and Ueckerdt show that a carbon
tax would allow to realize a market, where all technologies cover their full costs, while
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feed-in tariffs or politically motivated renewable capacity extension lead to a reduction
in overall welfare [69] .
Not only the average level of electricity price changes with VRE, but also its dynamics.

Based on the example of Texas, Woo at al. show that higher wind energy supply leads
to lower average electricity prices, but also to higher price volatility [154]. This volatility
is sensitive to the level of wind speed, the behavior of different market participants, as
Green and Vasilakos show [58], and the distribution of market power, as proven in a
theoretical framework by Twomey and Neuhoff [142].
Measures to alleviate the effects of VREs to the electricity price are investigated by Ja-

cobsen and Zvingilaite for Denmark focusing on storage, demand side management and
real time pricing [80]. Leuthold et al. demonstrate on an aggregate European level that
the reduction of electricity prices due to wind integration can be diminished with grid
extensions [92]. They find, that European grid extensions lead to an overall welfare gain.

In this chapter, the influence of the planned VRE capacities for 2020 on the electricity
prices are quantified together with the effects of transmission grid extensions. In a
first step, the cost-optimal grid extensions for Europe in 2020 to integrate VREs are
determined. Second, the role of the grid for electricity markets and their participants
are investigated.
The studies mentioned above showed the effects of VREs to the electricity prices.

Here these effects are resolved in more detail: thanks to the technical and regional de-
tail included in the model URBS-EU, the implications of lowered electricity prices can
be analyzed for each model region and technology. The changes in electricity prices,
technology-specific market values and the generator revenues due to VREs are deter-
mined. Furthermore, the inclusion of transmission grid extensions in the analysis leads
to new insights. First, it allows to quantify the effects of the VRE system integration
measures for VRE market integration and, second, it can be identified who would benefit
where from transmission grid extensions for VRE integration.

4.2. Current regulatory framework

In the last decades, the electricity markets have undergone an important transformation
from state-owned utilities to liberalized electricity markets. Current market operation and
the most relevant regulations are described in this section. In the analysis in this chapter,
a perfectly liberalized system with nodal prices and a fully coupled European electricity
market, based on these nodal prices, are assumed. The background information provided
in this section allows to identify the benefits and shortcomings of these assumptions.

4.2.1. From state to market: liberalization and unbundling

Since the 1990s the electricity and gas supply structures in the EU have been trans-
formed gradually from state-owned monopolies to competitive markets, targeting a fully
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Countrya Liberali- Market Market Unbundling Market
zationb name zones coupling

Central West Europe (CWE)
Austriac 2001 EXAA, EEX 1 legal -
Belgium 1999 BELPEX 1 ownership CWE
France 2000 EPEX 1 legal CWE
Germany 1998 EPEX 1 ownership (50%), legal CWE
Netherlands 1998 APX 1 ownership CWE
British Isles and Ireland
Great Britain 1989 APX 1 functional, ownership (33%) -
Ireland 1999 SEMO 1 functional -
Nordic markets (NP)
Denmark 2000 Nord Pool 2 ownership NP
Finland 1995 Nord Pool 1 ownership NP
Norwayd 1990 Nord Pool 5 public TSO NP
Sweden 2002 Nord Pool 4 ownership NP
Estoniae 2004 Nord Pool 1 ownership NP
Latviae 2004 Nord Pool 1 legal -
Lithuaniae 2004 Nord Pool 1 ownership -
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
Czech Rep. 2004 OTE 1 ownership CEE
Slovakia 2004 OTE 1 ownership CEE
Hungary 2004 OTE 1 NA -
Poland 2004 TGE 1 ownership -
Romania 2007 OPCOM 1 ownership -
Slovenia 2004 BSP 1 ownership -
Croatiaf 2005 HROTE 1 public TSO -
South East Europe
Greece since 1999 DESMIE 1 legal -
Bosnia 2008 (CEZ) 1 functional -
Bulgaria 2007 (CEZ) 1 functional -
Iberian pensinsula
Portugal 1991 OMEL 1 ownership (33%) -
Spain 1994 OMEL 1 ownership -
Other
Italy 1999 IPEX 3 ownership (10%) -
Switzerlandd 2007 Swissix,EEX 1 functional -
Luxembourg 2000 1 legal -

Table 4.1.: Overview of European electricity markets and unbundling strategies for the
transmission system, status 2012 ([42, 121, 43], own research)

a Cyprus and Malta are not included; b national legislation. Note: 1996: first EU directive, 2003:
second EU directive, 2009: third EU directive; c Austria is not part of the CWE market coupling
zone, but a de-facto coupling to Germany exists, as EXAA and EPEX market participants can
trade on both platforms. d not in EU but in model; e not in model but in EU; f in model, set
to become member of the EU in 2013
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liberalized pan-European electricity market. Electricity is no longer provided by the state
owned company, but by competing private companies.
After first experiences with the liberalization of the Britain electricity market in the

late 1980s, the EU adopted the first liberalization directive in 1996 aiming to gradually
open the electricity markets to private companies [36]. Further legislation prescribes
the legal separation of electricity transmission and generation (second directive [37],
2003). This can be realized by clear “ownership unbundling”, where the generation
and the transmission and distribution grid are split in two companies, by “functional
unbundling”, where the operation and control of the transmission system is handled by
Independent System Operators (ISOs) or by “legal unbundling”, where an Independent
Transmission Operator (ITO) autonomously manages the transmission system (third
directive [39], 2009). The translation of the third directive in national law was foreseen
for 2011, but is delayed in a number of member countries [42]. Table 4.1 gives an
overview over the liberalization of electricity markets in European countries.
The directives establish common rules of all European countries. This is motivated

by the priority objective of the European Union to couple all national markets to form
a common internal European electricity market with nodal prices. By 2014 all member
states should be fully integrated in an internal European electricity market [113]. As
indicated in Table 4.1 already today larger areas with coupled markets exist.

4.2.2. Wholesale electricity market and grid regulation

Market

Figure 4.1 illustrates the principal structure of the electricity market in Europe. Electricity
is traded on the wholesale electricity market and through bilateral Over The Counter
contracts (OTCs). The share of electricity traded on wholesale markets, increased from
about 30% to more than 40% from 2005 to 2011 [42]. OTCs thus still account for the
majority of the market volume, but the wholesale prices are indicative for these contracts.
The wholesale markets are energy-only markets, where the prices are largely determined
by the marginal costs of generation. In hours of scarcity, increased prices, so-called
scaricity mark-ups, can occur [126]. Generators, supplier but also large consumer can
submit bids to the spot market.
On the physical level, the TSOs and Distribution System Operator (DSOs) deliver the

electricity.
To ensure security of supply, regulation foresees that the physical balancing in the

market area is checked in advance. The TSO is responsible for the physical balancing
and stable operation of the grid. He coordinates the demand prognoses and dispatch
schedules. Accordingly he requires or allocates redispatch and balancing energy.
Balancing power is held available to ensure stable operation of the system and prevent

system failure. There are three stages: primary, secondary and tertiary control, acting
on staggered time horizons frames from a few seconds to an hour.
In normal, fault-less operation, changes in the planned regional power plants, so-called

redispatch, occur. As can be seen in Table 4.1, commonly, there is one market per
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Figure 4.1.: Highly simplified wholesale electricity market: agents, institutions and mon-
etary, physical and information flows

country. Scandinavia and Italy are an exception. In countries with one price, energy is
traded regardless of internal transmission constraints. After market clearing, generators
and consumers submit their preferred power plant and grid dispatch to the TSO. If
congestion would occur with the scheduled dispatch, the system operator has to change
the regional balances: he redispatches the system. The operator will, for example, pay
a generator in the north to reduce production and a generator in the south to increase
its production, if the north-south grid connection is insufficient to realize the planned
dispatch. Both power plants, the northern and southern one, receive a compensation
of their additional costs due to the changed schedule. These additional costs caused by
the redispatch are passed to the consumers through the TSO.

International electricity exchange in the ENTSO-E

Transmission capacity between countries in the EU is allocated in two steps. Based on
detailed load flow simulations the Net Transfer Capacities (NTCs) between countries are
determined. The NTCs are direction-dependent and reflect the ability of the respective
national transmission networks to import or export electricity, but are not necessarily the
physical limit of the interconnection. These NTCs are auctioned between the neighboring
countries. In short term contracts, the capacity already allocated by earlier auctions
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(Already Allocated Capacity, AAC) has to be taken into account and only the Available
Transfer Capacity (ATC = NTC- AAC) can be traded [47].
The EU aims to couple all electricity markets in Europe to form a common internal

market. The market coupling is already realized in the CWE, CEE and the NordPool
region (see Table 4.1). Here, the allocation of the cross-border trade (limited by the
ATCs) is determined by the market coupling: market participants can trade directly
between the market areas. This allows to achieve price convergence between the coupled
regions and more efficient, market-based allocation of the cross-border transmission
capacities [43].

National grid regulation

The independently operating transmission and distribution system operators cover their
costs through grid tariffs. Generator and consumers linked to the grid pay the tariffs
defined by the regulatory body, for example the German Bundesnetzagentur. To avoid
discrimination, grid tariffs are homogeneous within the control area of one TSO.
The grid tariffs commonly also include system services, such as the costs of the

redispach and the acquisition of balancing energy mentioned above.

The development of the market and grid regulatory framework reflects the political
decision to gradually build a common European electricity market. The liberalization of
electricity markets, the unbundling of grid and generation units and finally the market
coupling are first steps to a fully liberalized European power market. At the same time,
with increasing VRE generation in the power system, the challenge of their integration
to the system, technically and market-wise, increases.
In this chapter, the model URBS-EU is deployed as a simplified representation of

the European electricity market. By optimizing the total European system costs, a
fully coupled, common European market is assumed. This reflects the political target.
Furthermore, marginal costs are taken as indicator of electricity prices, excluding strategic
mark-ups. In doing so, a transparent market is modeled, meaning a market, where
technical limitations are reflected directly in the electricity price. This allows to identify
the benefits of VRE system integration measures to the electricity prices directly. The
influence of strategic behavior of different market participants is not taken into account
(see also Section 2.1). Finally, nodal prices are assumed. While some countries already
introduced nodal prices, it remains unclear, whether this approach will be adapted by all
countries. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis towards this assumption is performed.

4.3. Model setup and scenario development

4.3.1. URBS-EU model setup

URBS-EU is applied to study the effects of increasing shares of wind and solar energy
in Europe in 2020 for the electricity market and the role of transmission grid extensions.
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The optimization of the power system in the model determines the HV transmission
grid extensions, dispatchable power plant additions on top of the remaining fleet in 2020
and the exogenously defined VRE capacities, as well as the dispatch of all power plants,
the transmission grid and existing storage capacities. Electricity prices are inferred from
their marginal costs resulting from the optimization.

The optimization is performed for six representative weeks of each year of available
meteorologic data (2000-2007, see Subsection 2.3.2). Each scenario is thus computed
for 48 weeks (6×8) in total. Typical weeks have been selected based on the method
introduced in Subsection 2.2.4. The results are presented as aggregation over the eight
years, where energy-related variables are averaged over the eight years and for capacities,
the maximal values are shown.
The power system infrastructure is based on the databases introduced in Section 2.3.

For conventional power plants, the remaining fleet in 2020 is determined based on
average technology-specific lifetimes of the power plants (Table E.1). The necessary
power plant additions to replace the retired power plants (CN

i ∀ i ∈ {∈ I\Ivre}) are
determined by the cost-optimization for each scenario. For some technologies, such as
nuclear power and other renewable power (hydro, bio- and geoenergy), political and
geographical limits are taken into account.
VRE capacity additions for 2020 are exogenous to the model and drawn from the

National Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP) of the European member states [11].
Regional distributions within countries are based on previous studies, political commit-
ments and planned projects [15, 138, 52]. They are shown in Figure 4.2.
The total planned wind capacity of 218 GW is similar to previous studies assumptions:

for wind on- and offshore power a total European capacity of 180 GW in 2020 was
assumed by the EWEA [52], 128-238 GW by the Offshore Grid study [114] and 280 GW
by the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) [56]. For solar PV, 92 GW are projected
for 2020. The NREAP lies between the projection of 45 GW Solar PV capacity in 2020
by the IEA [77] and the projection of the European Photovoltaic Industry Association
(EPIA) of 124 GW in 2017 [51]. The installed capacity per region are listed in the
Appendix (Table E.2 and E.3).
The existing ENTSO-E grid is used as a starting point. URBS-EU is applied to

compute cost-optimal transmission grid extensions between model regions on top of the
existing HV transmission grid. In the scenarios, different levels of grid extensions are
studied. Addition of storage capacity, is not included in this analysis focusing on grid
extensions only. Current storage capacities are assumed for 2020, reflecting the limited
geographic potential for additional pumped hydro storage capacity in Europe.
The cost assumptions are as specified and validated in Subsection 2.3.1, Table 2.10.

To analyze the market effects, the marginal costs of electricity are used as approx-
imation for the electricity price [112]. As the model is deterministic, perfect foresight
exists. The prices resulting from the URBS-EU model are thus the theoretical prices of
a perfectly competitive and transparent market. However, they correspond well to real
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Figure 4.2.: Capacities of Variable Renewable Energies for 2020 in GW (according to
NREAP [11]). Total European capacity per technology is indicated in brack-
ets.

day-ahead market prices (see Section 2.4).
The prices resulting in the scenarios, do not necessarily reflect the total costs. In

a perfect market, the prices would be sufficient to cover total costs of generation. In
the modeling framework, this corresponds to a green-field optimization where genera-
tion, storage and grid capacities and their dispatch are solely determined by the cost-
optimization. In this study, existing capacities and VRE capacity additions according to
the political targets are included in the scenarios and therefore an imperfect market is
modeled. For these power plants, the marginal costs reflect only the variable operation
costs and therefore are not necessarily sufficient to cover the total costs.
Nodal prices are assumed, but a sensitivity analysis concerning this assumption is

performed. In order to do so, actual market regions are implemented in URBS-EU by
decreasing the regional resolution of the model. Simulating the power plant dispatch on
this lower regional resolution yields the marginal costs of electricity per market region.
Under the assumption that the NTCs are allocated cost-effectively, these results reflect
the market prices in the current European market zones.

4.3.2. Scenario definition

Four scenarios are defined for the analysis. Their characteristics are listed in Table 4.2.
The Base scenario serves as comparison for the VRE scenarios. It mimics the power
supply system by 2020 without the projected VRE capacity additions. For the VRE
scenarios three levels of grid extensions are analyzed: today’s network (No New Grid)
and two cases of cost-optimal grid extensions: in the New Lines scenario new overhead
lines and offshore cables are allowed, in the New Cables scenarios only cable extensions
on- and offshore are possible. Cables are about six times more expensive than overhead
lines (see Table 2.10). The second case therefore results in less grid extensions. The
New Cables scenario thus allows to identify the most important grid extension and
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Input parameter Base No New Grid New Lines New Cables
VRE capacities current capac-

ities
projected capacities for 2020 [11]

Dispatchable
capacities

projected capacities for 2020 (retirements are taken into account),
current hydro storage and run-of-river capacities [120]

Limits for capacity
additions

capacity addition for nuclear, geothermal and bioenergy are limited
to maximum between 2020 extrapolations and current capacities,
infinite for natural gas, coal, lignite and oil

HV transmission
grid

current
ENTSO-E
grid

current
ENTSO-E
grid and
direct con-
nections of
offshore wind
to shore

overhead line
extensions be-
tween neigh-
bors possible.
Sea-cables al-
lowed on se-
lected connec-
tions

cable exten-
sions between
neighbors
possible. Sea-
cables allowed
on selected
connections

Table 4.2.: Definition of scenarios

furthermore represents a possible technical response to public resistance towards new
overhead transmission lines.
The analysis of the VRE market integration and the effects of transmission grid ex-

tensions is carried out in three steps. In a first step cost-optimal HV transmission grid
extensions for Europe in 2020 are determined. Second, the impacts of the planned VRE
capacities to the existing power plants with and without grid extensions are analyzed.
Finally, the effects of VREs in the electricity prices and the market participants are
studied, again taking into account the effects of grid extensions.

4.4. Results: influence of VREs and grid extensions on
prices and revenues

4.4.1. The cost-optimal grid

The cost-optimal grid extensions for the announced VRE capacities in 2020 in the New
Lines and New Cables scenario are depicted in Figure 4.3. Large transmission capacities
result from the optimization model. The total the grid capacity increases by about 120%
in the New Lines scenario and by almost 50% in the New Cables scenario on top of
the existing ENTSO-E grid capacity and length (in GWkm). This is plausible from an
economic point of view, since new lines are relatively cheap compared to the additional
use of fossil fuel (see Table 2.10, see also Chapter 3). Overhead lines are less expensive
than cables and therefore, less grid extensions result in the New Cables scenario.
Germany, France and BeNeLux act as transit countries. In north-western France,

northern Germany and Great-Britain substantial grid extensions are cost-effective in
both scenarios to integrate the large wind capacities in these areas. Large new grid
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Figure 4.3.: Cost optimal grid extensions for the announces VRE capacities in 2020.
They exclude the imposed connection of offshore wind parks to the shore.

capacities result for the Spanish-French connection, where a only small connection exists
today, but only little additions on the Iberian peninsula occur. Italy, having a rather weak
electricity grid today, profits from a cost-effective enforcement of its connection to France
and imports low-priced nuclear power from France. Offshore grid extensions are mainly
located in the Northern and Baltic Sea, in proximity to important on- and offshore wind
capacities. In the New Lines scenario the majority of grid extensions are onshore as
overhead lines are cheaper than cables, while in the New Cables scenario larger shares
of the grid extensions are offshore cables. Identical costs for on- and offshore cables are
assumed. In BeNeLux for instance, offshore grid extensions are shorter and thus more
cost-effective than onshore cable extensions in the New Cables scenario. If overhead
lines can be built, the bulk power transmission takes place onshore.
In consistency with other studies, the results indicate that an offshore grid in the

Northern sea is cost-effective. On- and offshore grid extensions for wind integration
proposed in the TradeWind study [138] and by Kerner [82] show the same corridors as
the ones identified in this study. A study by the EWEA focuses on European offshore
wind parks and proposes a powerful interconnected offshore network in the Northern and
Baltic Sea [53]. The proposed capacities for 2020 and 2030 by the EWEA are in line
with the results.

Furthermore, the findings are consistent with the results presented in Chapter 3. The
wind and solar production in the 2020 scenarios corresponds to a VRE share just above
α = 20% and a wind share of β ≈ 80%. Based on these shares, the total grid capacity
can be compared between the two analyses.
In the parametric analysis, a grid capacity increase is about 80% for α=20% in the
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Grid Only scenario and more than 120% in the in the Grid and Power Plants scenario.
In the analysis in this chapter, part of the supplementary capacities are optimzed and
therefore the resulting grid increase lies between these two scenarios. Furthermore, many
of the connections identified in the “must-have grid” in Figure 3.12 are cost-optimal in
the 2020 scenario as well, such as the North-sea connections, north-south connections
in central Europe, mainly Germany, the stronger linking of Italy to central Europe and
the connection across the Pyrenees.

4.4.2. Power plants
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Figure 4.4.: Power plant capacities and energy production in 2020 for all scenarios.
Shaded areas represent capacity additions.

Figure 4.4 presents the model results for power plant capacities and energy generation
in Europe.
To the 690 GW of the power plants that will still be on line in 2020, the optimization

model adds about 105 GW new dispatchable capacity in the Base scenario to replace
retired power plants and those shut down for political reasons, such as the phase-out
of nuclear power in Germany. Capacity additions are represented by shaded areas in
Figure 4.4a. The additional 234 GW new VRE capacity lead to a slight reduction of
conventional capacity additions in the No New Grid scenario, where 95 GW non-VRE
capacity is added. This corresponds to a capacity credit of the VRE technologies of 4%.
With grid extension less new thermal capacity is needed: about 52 GW is added in the
New Lines and about 85 GW in the New Cables scenario. The capacity credit increases
to 22% and 8% respectively. In all scenarios, nuclear and gas power plants are the only
technologies, where new capacities are added. Compared with the European peak load
of 619 GW, the conventional installations are, however, still able to supply peak load.
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Again, the capacity credit determined is in line with the findings from the time series
analysis in Chapter 3. As shown in Figure 3.6, the capacity credit of a system with
α=20%, β=80% is 17% with and 4% without grid. As pointed out in Chapter 3, the
time series analysis only provides an estimate of the necessary supplementary capacity
and therewith the capacity credit. It does not take into account the existing power
plant fleet and technical constraints such as ramping constraints, leading to higher
supplementary capacity in the non-connected case. As a consequence, a slightly lower
capacity credit results from the time series analysis.
Figure 4.4b shows the model’s outputs regarding the energy mix. Since the VREs’

share in total electricity production increases from 5% to 21% through the VRE capacity
additions, the conventional power plants’ output is significantly reduced, while conven-
tional capacity remains close to current capacity. The averaged FLHs over all thermal
generation types (Coal, Lignite, Gas, Oil, Nuclear and Bio- and Geoenergy) decrease by
9% in No New Grid case. With grid extensions (New Lines) the total average reduction
of FLHs for thermal generation types amounts 5% and baseload power, mainly nuclear,
replaces peaking technologies such as gas GTs and CCGTs, as can be seen in Figure 4.4a
and b.
The reduction in power plant usage is most severe in regions with high VRE deploy-

ment and will create severe pressure for the conventional power plant operators. In
regions with high VRE capacity, the FLHs of base load power plants such as nuclear
and coal generation units decline sharply, if no grid extensions are realized, because they
have to adapt to VRE supply (see Figure 4.5). With an extended, cost optimal grid,
more traditional usage of the power plants is possible: baseload power is used more
continuously, while the mid and peak load power plants also in the neighboring regions
help to balance the VRE fluctuations. These technologies in turn supply less energy in
total.

One of the most affected regions by new VRE capacities is North-Western Germany.
For 2020, 18 GW offshore wind, 6 GW onshore wind and 4 GW solar PV capacity are
projected for this model region (see Figure 4.2). Many important effects of the VRE
integration for the power plants can be studied in detail from Figure 4.6, where the
computed energy mix and the resulting energy prices for the North-Western German
region D-EON-N are shown for one of the eight modeled meteorological years (2003).
In the Base scenario, the base load is covered by nuclear and coal power plants.

Natural gas power plants and also electricity import from neighboring regions provide
the mid and peak load. The region exports electricity. This can be read off from the
difference between the yellow line and the orange line. The first shows the electricity
demand within the region, the later depicts the net regional demand, where im- and
export and storage charging are included. In the Base scenario, the current onshore
wind capacity of 5.3 GW is installed.
In the scenarios No New Grid and New Lines, large amounts of additional wind energy

from the North Sea are imported into north-western Germany, illustrated by the gray
areas in Figure 4.6b and c. This results in drastic changes in the power plant dispatch, if
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Figure 4.5.: Full Load Hours of nuclear, coal and gas power plants for the No New Grid
and New Lines scenario
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no grid extensions are carried out (No New Grid). In windy hours, wind energy replaces
power from peak, middle and also base load power plants. Even nuclear power has to
shut down several times. Allowing grid extensions (New Lines), the base load power
plants can be used in a more traditional way. The burden of balancing the fluctuating
wind energy is then shared between all peak and mid load power plants in the linked
neighboring regions. Also the capacity additions alter slightly across scenarios: in the
Base case slightly more new Gas CCGT capacity (1.3 GW) is installed.
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Figure 4.6.: Energy mix in north western Germany (D-EON-N) and electricity price for
selected weeks in 2020 (the results for meteorological data from 2003 are
shown here). The yellow line shows electricity demand, the orange one the
net regional demand including im- and export and storage charging. The
black lines shows the marginal costs for nodal price and the red line the
corresponding hypothetical national price.

4.4.3. Electricity prices

The influence of VREs on power plant dispatch leads to significant changes in electricity
prices, as can be seen for north western Germany in Figure 4.6. Due to their vanishing
variable costs VREs enter at the first position in the merit order of power plants. When-
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ever wind and solar energy contribute to the supply, the price is lowered (merit order
effect). In cases where the VRE supply exceeds the demand, the electricity price drops
to zero in the model setup.
Today’s European electricity markets, except the Nordic zone and Italy, do not have

nodal pricing (see Section 4.2), while in this analysis nodal prices for each model region
are assumed. Changing the model setup to reflect the actual market zones results in
slightly different electricity prices. In Figure 4.6, the prices assuming actual market
areas are shown in red. Due to the large, national market areas, internal congestion
of national transmission systems is not taken into account and the price drops are less
pronounced. Especially with large VRE shares and without grid extensions (No New
Grid), the differences between are significant. In the Base and the New Lines scenarios,
the regional differences are less pronounced, as can also be seen from average annual
prices shown in Figure 4.7, showing the weighted average electricity price per MWh for
the four scenarios.
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Figure 4.7.: Electricity price (e/MWhel, weighted average over all modeled time steps)

The weighted average of the nodal electricity prices in Europe is 62 e/MWh in the
Base scenario. In the No New Grid it drops to 57 e/MWh, 8% lower than the basecase.
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With grid extensions the average price recovers to 59 e/MWh and 58 e/MWh with
new lines or cables respectively. As can be seen from the maps in Figure 4.7, regions
with high VRE capacity are most affected by the reductions in electricity price. In north-
western Germany, the average price drops from 65 e/MWh to 54 e/MWh with 2020
VRE capacity additions and no grid extensions and increases to 59 e/MWh in the New
Lines scenario (see also Figure 4.6). The overall increase in electricity price occurs,
because the merit order effect is reduced through transmission grid extension. The VRE
supply is smoothened across Europe and the fluctuations in conventional power plant
dispatch can be reduced.
The standard deviation of electricity prices across regions increases with increasing

VRE capacity. In the Base case the standard deviation of elecricity prices across the
European regions amounts 5 e/MWh. It increases to 9 e/MWh due to increased VRE
capacity and can be lowered with grid extensions to 3 and 6 e/MWh respectively. Grid
extensions lead to a homogenization of the electricity prices.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the prices changes. While in the current system and in

the Base case, the electricity price is mainly determined by the load (see Figure 4.6),
the average correlation between load and prices drops to around 26% in the 2020 VRE
scenarios from 75% today. In turn, generation from wind turbines plays an increasingly
important role for electricity prices. In regions with high VRE capacity strong anticorrela-
tion between wind generation and electricity prices emerge, as shown in Table 4.3. Solar
power generation is generally smaller and furthermore correlated to the diurnal pattern
of the load. It can therefore achieve prices above the average thanks to this “correlation
effect” (Section 4.1 [68]). Therefore, the effect of solar PV to the electricity price is
not as pronounced. Transmission grid extensions can reduce the anticorrelation between
price and wind supply by up to 50% in affected regions (see Table 4.3). However, in
the case of North Western Germany, the anitcorrelation increases with grid extensions,
as the build up of a north sea grid leads to larger imports of wind energy in the region.

Correlation price and wind Spain NW Scotland Germany NW
No Grid -63% -51% -12%
New Cables -61% -37% -13%
New Lines -30% -28% -17%
Wind capacity (GW) 18 11 23

Table 4.3.: Correlation between electricity price and generation from wind energy in
selected regions. The last row lists the total on- and offshore wind capacity
in the regions.

In summary, grid extensions raise the average European electricity price and homog-
enize it across the European countries. Furthermore, prices are less volatile and more
predictability, as the anti-correlation between wind and price decreases and the burden
of fluctuating renewable supply can be shared between regions.
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4.4.4. Implications for the electricity market and its participants

The effect of VREs to the electricity price have important implications for all market
participants. The above section shows that transmission grid extensions for VRE in-
tegration reduce the price drop and variability. The implications of this effect for the
general functioning of the electricity market as well as the generators are analyzed in the
following.

Comparison of costs of electricity to average prices

As pointed out above, VREs reduce the average electricity price in Europe through the
merit order effect. Grid extensions raise the average level, to the disadvantages of the
consumers of electricity. Additionally, the grid costs are paid by the consumer through
tariffs.
However, the total costs are not covered by the electricity price. As pre-installed

capacities are assumed, an imperfect market is modeled. The fixed costs for existing
and predefined plants are not reflected in the marginal costs. The marginal costs, i.e.,
the electricity prices, mainly contain the variable costs only and therefore, the total
electricity prices are lower than the overall system costs. The uncovered part of the
costs needs to be paid by other means, for example by subsidies or other public charges
for system services etc. These charges raise the end-user price again.
Figure 4.8 shows the average nodal electricity price and the average cost of electricity.

The costs of electricity shown here include the total costs of the existing and newly
added units. The total costs cannot be recovered in the imperfect market. However,
grid extensions allow to reduce the system costs and with it the costs of electricity. Due
to the smoothing effect, the electricity prices increase. The paid prices comes closer
to the actual costs: the VRE integration measure counterbalances the increasing gap
between the costs and electricity prices driven by growing VRE contribution. In the
Base scenario the gap between price and CoE amounts to 4 e/MWh, it is increased to
9 e/MWh due VRE capacities but can be reduced again to 6 e/MWh in the New Lines
scenario.
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Figure 4.8.: Average electricity prices and total costs of electricity per scenario with nodal
prices. For VREs the Medium Cost scenario is assumed.
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If current market areas are assumed, lower electricity prices result. Congestion within
the market area is not taken into account in the market and thus, the electricity prices
are lower, as cheaper power plants are dispatched. The fictive wind and solar supply is
thus also smoothed within the market area. Yet, the areas are not large enough to cause
the same smoothing effect as in the European case and therefore the average prices are
lowered. As a consequence the gap between average price and cost increases.
The redispatch costs, the additional costs arising from the internal congestion not

captured in the current market areas, are commonly passed on to the consumer.

Generators

The benefits of higher electricity prices through transmission grid extensions for gener-
ators differs by technologies.
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Figure 4.9.: Average market values per generation technology for the four scenarios.
Standard deviation and minimal and maximal values across the model re-
gions are indicated with the black lines.

The average price which each generation technology achieves at the electricity market
is shown in Figure 4.9 for the four scenarios. The findings show that this so-called
market value decreases for all technologies with increasing VRE share. With increasing
interconnection, it is raised again. Without grid extensions, the standard deviation
of market value increases due to the inhomogeneous distribution of VREs. With grid
extensions, the variation of market values across regions is reduced due to the smoothing
of VRE supply and the electricity prices. The change in market value across the scenarios
is most pronounced for nuclear power plants, gas turbines, wind turbines and solar PV.
The reduction of zero-price events during the VRE supply is the main advantage of the
grid for VRE technologies. The nuclear baseload technology is most affected due to its
high FLHs: it records the changes in average price very well. The reduction in market
value of gas-based peakload technologies (GTs) is due to the fact, that oil power plants
online in 2020 are setting the price in a few time steps. Whenever the oil power plant is
used, the gas turbine will see a higher price. This happens in very few hours only, but
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as the FLHs of gas turbines are rather low, they are very sensitive to this effect. For
mid load power plants a slight decrease in market value with VREs in general can be
observed.
In addition to the lower prices, FLHs of dispatchable power plants are reduced with

increasing VRE share, as discussed above. The change in revenue is therefore more
pronounced than the change in average market value. Figure 4.10 shows the average
annual revenue per installed MW for each generation technology. The results reveal
that all technologies are affected and achieve lower revenues due to VREs. Without
transmission grid extensions for the new VRE capacity (No New Grid), the standard
deviation of the revenue across regions increases due to the inhomogeneous distribution
of VRE capacities in 2020. The profitability of conventional power plants will be strongly
influenced by the amount of VRE capacity close by.
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Figure 4.10.: Revenues per generation technology for the four scenarios. Standard devia-
tion and minimal and maximal values across the model regions are indicated
with the black lines.
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Figure 4.11.: Annual full costs of electricity for renewable energy, peak and baseload
technologies. Costs for emission allowances of 30 e/tCO2 are included.
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More uniform prices in time and space and smaller regional differences in FLHs thanks
to network improvement align the revenues. The standard deviation of the revenues
across the regions is reduced significantly. VREs are affected very positively by grid
extensions since fewer low price situations occur. As large VRE generation mainly causes
the low prices, these technologies can hardly earn important revenue in the current
market structure. Grid extensions smoothen the electricity price. As a result, less low
price events occur and the revenues for VREs increase. Baseload power plants such
as nuclear, also benefit substantially from grid extensions. The average revenues reach
current levels if cost-optimal overhead transmission extensions are realized. For mid and
peak-load power plants, the economic situation remains difficult even with large grid
extensions, due to important FLH reductions.
Comparing the average revenues to the screening curves in Figure 4.11, it becomes

clear, that not every technology can recover its costs with the market prices achievable
on an energy-only market including high shares of VREs. However, the regional prices
and FLHs play an important role (see also Figure 4.12). Figure 4.10 only shows the
average of the revenues per technology. New power plants may be used more frequently,
due to higher efficiency and resulting lower variable costs. They may thus achieve higher
revenues. However, for some peaking technologies, the benefit is small or vanishing and
additional incomes are necessary, for example from balancing markets, system services
etc. Stagnant investment in new power plants reflects the difficulties at the market
which are already present today [29].
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Figure 4.12.: Relative change in revenue with VRE additions compared to Base. The
countries are plotted in decreasing order of VRE capacity additions. After
the country names VRE additions until 2020 are indicated in GW.
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Figure 4.12 shows the change in revenue due to VRE additions by country. Regions
with largest additions are most affected, as for example Germany, Spain, France and
Great Britain, where the revenues for nuclear power are reduced by up to 25%. Looking
in more detail, in north-western France and in Scotland, the revenue for nuclear is
reduced by more than 50% from the Base to the No New Grid scenario. VREs are, as
pointed out before, most affected if they participate in the electricity market directly. For
Gas CCGT power plants, a mid and peak load technology, transmission grid extensions
show only little effect and the revenue remains low. In importing regions, such as Italy,
grid extensions can lead to an additional decrease of revenues.
Assuming current market zones instead of nodal prices, the results in terms of market

value and revenue are very similar. The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in
Annex F. Although the average electricity price is lower, international transmission grid
extensions still raises the electricity price and as a consequence, most generators benefit
from them in term of increased market value and revenue. The beneficial effect of
transmission grid extensions for VRE market integration is thus independent of the size
of the market zone. With nodal price and current market zones European transmission
grid extensions lead to increase in revenues for all technologies on a European average.

4.5. Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, URBS-EU is applied to quantify the effects of VREs on the European
electricity prices in 2020 and how transmission grid extensions influence these effects.
The results show that the announced VRE capacity additions for 2020 have significant
impact on electricity markets and their participants. Average wholesale electricity prices
decrease, their variance in time and space increases, and they are dynamically correlated
with VRE supply rather than power demand. Transmission grid extension can help to
reduce the market effects of VREs and thus facilitate the their market integration. It
allows to raise the average electricity prices and therewith revenues of generator.

Two levels of grid extensions are investigated. In a first stage overhead grid extensions
between all neighboring regions are optimized. The cost-optimal grid additions amount
to 120% on top of the current grid capacity. In a second scenario, taking into account
public acceptance and political challenges, only cable additions are allowed, and a 50%
increase in grid capacity results. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis towards the assump-
tion of nodal prices is carried out.

Through the merit order effect, VREs lower the average simulated electricity prices
by 8% or 5 e/MWh in 2020. The effect is especially pronounced in regions with large
VRE capacities (see also Aigner et al. [6]). For example in North-Western Germany the
average price is reduced by 17% or 9 e/MWh. Furthermore, the variability of prices
increases considerably. Its standard deviation increases from 5 to 9 e/MWh due to the
planned VRE capacities. The fluctuations in price are no longer correlated to the load,
but to the VRE supply. These effects introduce additional uncertainties for the market
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participants.
The merit order effect directly impacts on the market value of wind and solar energy.

Whenever they contribute to the supply, they lower their own prices. This leads to
a decrease in market value of 34% for wind onshore and 10% for solar PV in 2020
compared to the Base scenario. However, not only VRE technologies are affected. The
decrease in market value for conventional generators ranges from 5% for Gas CGGTs to
14% for nuclear power plants.
The second impact of VREs to the conventional generators is the reduction of FLHs.

Due to the limited capacity credit of wind and solar power. Conventional capacity is
hardly reduced compared to current level, while the share of VRE in total electricity
generation increases from 5% to 21%. This results in a reduction of FLHs for all
conventional generation technologies. Without grid extensions, very high FLH reductions
occur in proximity to important VRE capacities. Utility owners will face drastic FLH
reduction and higher wearout of their turbines due to increased ramping if wind or solar
capacity is built close by.
Due to these two effects, conventional power plants will face serious economic chal-

lenges. In regions with large VRE capacities, the reduction in revenues for conventional
base, mid and peak load power plants can reach 60%. The average revenue for baseload
technologies is reduced by more than 15%, for mid- and peakload by about 30%, accord-
ing to the model results. As the real power plant dispatch is less flexible than the model
assumes, these results most likely underestimate the impacts of VREs on conventional
generators. VRE capacities in 2020 thus create major inequalities in Europe, if no grid
capacity additions are carried out simultaneously.

With grid extensions, the average utilization of baseload technologies is raised again
and less ramping of baseload technologies is necessary. The balancing of VRE supply
is shared between more flexible power plants in the interconnected regions. The more
continuous dispatch of conventional power plants leads to a recovery of the electricity
prices. The results show that, thanks to the transmission grid extensions, the merit order
effect is reduced to 3 e/MWh in the New Lines scenario.
At the same time, higher FLHs can be achieved by conventional generators. Therefore,

both levels of simulated grid extensions increase the revenues of all generators. The effect
is especially pronounced for baseload and VRE technologies. Revenues close to pre-VRE
levels can however only be attained with a substantial grid growth of 120%. For mid- and
peakload power plants, average revenues remain low. If VRE technologies participate
in the market, they are most affected by the low prices due to the anti-correlation of
electricity prices and VRE generation. The possibility to reduce this anticorrelation
through increased interconnection creates a large incentive for grid extensions, as they
raise the revenue for VRE technologies. As a result, grid extensions are economically
very advantageous for baseload and VRE utility owners. The sensitivity analysis towards
the assumption on nodal pricing shows, that these results also hold, if current market
zones are assumed.
However, regions with low VRE capacity experience lower electricity prices and poten-
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tially lower revenues through transmission grid extension. Mid and peak load generators
in importing regions face the problem of increased ramping, lower FLHs and lower elec-
tricity prices. This can cause political barriers to increased international electricity market
coupling. While today, existing infrastructure and fuel costs mainly determines inter-
national trade flows, in 2020, different trade flows, highly determined by the weather
and also the installed VRE capacities, will occur in 2020. The importing region will still
have to provide sufficient capacity to ensure security of supply, which in turn has lower
utilization and revenue, because the neighboring country installs large VRE capacity
and exports parts of its electricity generation. Increased coordination of the dispatch
of interlinked regions and also of the balancing regulations are necessary to reduce the
disadvantages for the importing region.

The results in this chapter show that announced VRE capacities for 2020 will cause
increased investment uncertainty due to variable prices and create important inequali-
ties among power plant owners in Europe. Close to VRE generation, lower utilization
of disptachable power plants and reduced electricity prices lead to reduced revenues.
Through grid extensions, the market integration of VREs can be facilitated. Transmis-
sion grid extensions increase the flexibility of the system. The model results show that
this is also reflected in the electricity market. Average price levels increase and with it
the possibility to recover the costs of electricity generation on the market. Furthermore
the prices become more stable and less driven by the stochastic VRE supply.
For generators this translates into a re-increase of revenues. The higher flexibility of

the system allows to achieve higher market values for all technologies, but especially the
value of VREs to the system increases considerably, if VRE system integration measures
are taken. For importing regions and mid to peak load technologies, however, disad-
vantages can occur through grid extensions. For successful planning of transmission
grid extensions for VREs in Europe, the benefits and potential difficulties for market
participants should be taken into account.



5. Energy sector coupling as alternative
VRE integration measure

5.1. Inclusion of other energy sectors for VRE integration

An increasing share of electricity from wind and solar PV leads to significant tempo-
rary electricity surpluses if no VRE integration measures are taken. The case study in
Chapter 3 showed, that with 60% directly usable VRE share, more than 250 TWh of
excess electricity would occur every year, if no transmission grid extensions are realized
(Subsection 3.3.5). This corresponds to about 8% of current annual consumption in
Europe.
In this chapter, the coupling of the power to the heat and hydrogen sector is studied

as an alternative VRE system integration measure. Through this energy sector coupling,
analyzed for the example of Germany, the surplus energy potential may be used in an
economic manner in the heat and hydrogen sector. Furthermore, through the coupling
of the power to the hydrogen sector, an option for long-term energy storage is included.
Finally, other than the above discussed transmission grid extensions, this integration
measure acts locally and can be implemented on a modular basis. It may thus face less
political, public or administrative barriers than transmission grid extensions.
The commonly proposed four major VRE system integration measures focus on the

power sector. Major transmission grid extension smoothen VRE supply, as discussed in
Chapter 3. Electrical storage allows to shift demand from hours of high VRE supply
to periods of undersupply [e.g. 87, 64], VRE balancing could be facilitated by more
flexible conventional power plants [e.g. 151] and electrical demand side management
could counteract both periods of over- and undersupply [e.g. 149].
In contrast to these approaches focused on the power sector only, here, demand side

management is expanded to other sectors. This bears two advantages: the heat and
the hydrogen sectors can help to integrate fluctuating electricity generation from VREs.
Second, the usage of carbon-free electricity generated from renewable energies can con-
tribute to the decarbonization of the other energy sectors.

Today, the heat sector accounts for 56% of the total final energy consumption and
46% of direct energy-related CO2 emissions [4]. It is thus a promising energy sector to
be included in the coupling. The usage of excess electricity from VREs could help to
decarbonize the heat sector. Furthermore, the export of excess electricity for heating is
comparatively easy and can be based on well known technologies: electric heaters and
heatpumps.
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The replacement of fossil fuels in the transport sector is less straightforward, because
the high costs of electric vehicles compared to traditional combustion engines hamper
strong coupling of the power to the transport sector [33].
The hydrogen sector is included because it allows to increase the power system’s

flexibility as it offers the possibility for long term storage and for additional energy
transport via methanation. Kuhn identifies hydrogen storage as the economically and
technically most viable option for seasonal storage [87]. Furthermore, hydrogen can be
transformed to natural gas via methanation. Bulk energy transport could be then realized
with the produced natural gas via the existing natural gas-grid instead of building new
electric power transmission lines [141].
A part from hydrogen storage and existing pumped storage units, no further options

for electricity storage are included in the analysis. The potential for pumped hydro stor-
age is limited as well as the potential of compressed air storage. Batteries currently
come at very high costs. Even if they may become cost-effective in some cases if used
as alternative to distribution grid extensions [140], batteries are unlikely to prevail com-
pared to other storage options for large scale storage at the transmission level. Thus,
only hydrogen storage offers the possibility to store large amounts of energy for longer
timescales thanks to its high energy density.

The model generator URBS, introduced in Chapter 2, is applied to the German power,
heat, hydrogen and natural gas sector. Different technical options to realize the energy
sector coupling are analyzed jointly and several plausible conversion and storage tech-
nologies taken into account. For each commodity individual demands, that have to be
covered, are also modeled. In this way, the energy conversion from the power to the
hydrogen sector can, for example, either be used as a first step in an electric storage
cycle or for directly covering the hydrogen demand. Moreover, the implemented model,
URBS-D, is highly resolved within Germany and includes today’s and possible future
electric HV transmission grid capacities.
These ingredients make the approach well positioned to understand the economic value

of energy sector coupling for VRE integration in detail, with all its complex interrelations
between the different conversion technologies, storage options, the HV grid as well as
location-dependent factors.
This allows to answer the major underlying question: which benefits bears energy

sector coupling for the system and market integration of VREs? This question is ad-
dressed in several steps. First, the overall system effects of energy sector coupling are
analyzed and the coupling strength between the sectors quantified. As a multitude of
technological options is included, the sector-wise analysis of cost-optimal technology
mixes can be carried out. It reveals the relative roles of the coupling technologies. In
analogy to Chapter 4, the effects of the energy sector coupling for the electricity market
are studied in a second step. Finally, the VRE system integration measure of energy
sector coupling is compared to the option of building a European supergrid and their
interaction is estimated applying the European power system model URBS-EU.
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The detailed analysis is restricted to the German example, as the smaller geographical
scope allows to include higher technological detail while keeping size of the optimization
problem manageable. At the same time, Germany serves as good case study, since it has
one of the most ambitious targets concerning the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
and shares of renewable energy in primary energy consumption [22]. Two scenario years
are studied, 2020 and 2050.

This chapter proceeds as follows. After a literature review in Subsection 5.1.1, the
model setup and scenario definition as well as assumptions and input data for the German
heat and hydrogen sector are presented in Section 5.2. The results are presented in
Section 5.3 in the three above mentioned steps. Subsection 5.3.1 provides insights to
the system effects of energy sector coupling. Subsection 5.3.2 reveals the different roles
of the coupling technologies. In Subsection 5.3.3 the effects of energy sector coupling
for the VRE market integration is analyzed. The system integration effects of energy
sector coupling are than opposed to the option of building a European supergrid in
Section 5.4, where first the integration effects are compared and second their interaction
on a European level is estimated. Finally, the results are discussed in Section 5.5.

5.1.1. Literature review

A number of previous studies, have investigated the possibility of VRE integration
through energy sector coupling. The large majority of them are focusing on northern
European countries, where large wind energy capacities are already installed or planned
and the awareness of interaction between different energy sectors is likely to be high due
to a high share of power generation from CHP plants, closely coupling the heat and the
power sector.
Mathiesen and Lund [98] provide an overview of the literature on energy sector cou-

pling. It has been shown for several northern European countries that through the inclu-
sion of the heat sector the integration of wind energy can be facilitated [e.g. 102, 95, 96].
The hydrogen sector has been examined in Lund and Mathiesen [96] and Karlsson and
Meibom [81], with a focus on its electrical storage capabilities and its role for the trans-
port sector. Kuhn’s analysis of electricity storage options for Germany reveals that
hydrogen storage is the most promising option for long term storage [87]: While the
potential for pumped hydro storage and compressed air storage is limited, hydrogen
storage offers the possibility to store large amounts of energy for longer times thanks
to its high energy density. Sterner studies the so-called power-to-gas option, where
hydrogen is used to generate natural gas via methanation, opening the possibility for
large-scale energy transports via the existing natural gas-grid [141].

In this chapter, energy sector coupling is analyzed for Germany using the energy
system model URBS-D. Economically most viable option between the above mentioned
technical solutions for the energy sector coupling are identified and their interaction
evaluated.
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5.2. Model setup and data

5.2.1. URBS-D model setup

The URBS model generator is applied for the analysis. The geographical scope, the
expansion to other sectors and the inclusion of more technical details distinguishes the
approach in this chapter from the model of the European power sector URBS-EU em-
ployed in the foregoing chapters. The new model is called URBS-D. The included energy
sectors and conversion technologies are shown in Figure 5.1.

Gas

Heat

Other fossil

Renewables

import

demand

demand

demand

chp

H2

Electricity

Figure 5.1.: Energy sector coupling in URBS-D: commodities and technologies

In each model region, electricity can be generated from renewable resources, natural
gas or other fossil resources. Natural gas can be replaced by biogas. Renewable energies
can be divided in dispatchable renewable resources, such as bioenergy and some hydro
power plants, and VREs, making up for a large share of electricity generation in the
future scenarios. The heat sector is not modeled in full technological depth, but with
a reference technologies, natural gas heating, but CHP is included as well. Via electric
heaters and heatpumps, the power sector can export energy to the heat sector and
replace these reference technologies. Hydrogen is supplied by reformation of natural
gas and oil-refinery by-products in Germany [139]. It is assumed, that only the gas
reformation is replaceable by electrolysis, which couples the power sector to the hydrogen
sector. Furthermore, hydrogen can be used to produce natural gas via methanation.
Alternatively, hydrogen can also be retransformed into electric power via gas turbines,
forming a long term storage option for electricity. Energy storage is possible in all sectors,
however, the hydrogen sector has the largest storage size, due to the high energy density
of the hydrogen gas. In the power sector, only the existing pumped storage and hydrogen
storage are included, as the potential of other long term electricity storage options is
limited. Energy transport is possible via HV power transmission or via the natural gas-
grid.
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As in URBS-EU, the model URBS-D includes transformation, storage and transport
losses for all technologies, as well as ramping constraints for baseload power plants, such
as coal and nuclear power plants (see Table 2.12).
To model the technical characteristics of decentralized generation and CHP plants, the

additional model features introduced in Section 2.2.3 are used. Heating technologies for
example are commonly installed for each house and the heat generation of the distributed
units has to match the load profile of the respective house. These distributed generation
technologies are forced to follow the local load profile via the additional restriction
introduced in equation 2.40.
In CHP generation, several commodities are involved: the fuel is transformed to heat

and electricity. To model those multi-commodity flows, secondary commodities are in-
troduced (see equation 2.41). The technical realization of the co-generation defines the
mix between heat and electricity. In the model, this mix is defined via production shares
as introduced in equation 2.45.

As in the foregoing chapters, the optimization is performed for six representative
weeks. The weeks are selected based on the routine presented in Subsection 2.2.4.
The model regions are defined following the dena [30] (see Figure 2.13). They reflect

comparatively well connected areas. In this chapter it is assumed that international
energy transport (power or natural gas) is impossible.

5.2.2. Scenario definition
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Base (New Grid, Coupling) X X X 25 500 1 1 unlimited
No New Grid, No Coupling - - - 25 500 1 1 unlimited
New Grid, No Coupling X - - 25 - 1 1 unlimited
No New Grid, Coupling - X X 25 500 1 1 unlimited
New Grid, No Heat Coupling X - X 25 500 1 1 unlimited
gas price sensitivity X X X 50, 75 500 1 1 unlimited
electrolysis sensitivity X X X 25 200, 1000 1 1 unlimited
Methanation (2050) - - X 75 500 1 1 unlimited

Table 5.1.: Parameter settings for the scenarios for 2020 and 2050

To investigate the interaction of the different options for energy sector coupling, all
storage and conversion technologies introduced in Figure 5.1 are implemented in the
model. To determine the effects of different contributions from VREs in Germany, two
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scenario years are included, 2020 and 2050. For each scenario year, a Base scenario is
defined. In these Base scenarios, the optimization choses the economically most viable
mix between the offered technologies (Table 5.1).
In a second step, the integration measures are studied individually and parameter vari-

ations are carried out to study the sensitivity of the relative roles of the technologies and
energy sectors.

In additional to the data presented in Section 2.3, the properties of the heat and
hydrogen generation and coupling technologies, as well as the energy demand per sector
need to be specified. They are described in the following sections.

5.2.3. Cost assumptions

For conventional power plants the benchmarked costs are assumed (Table 2.10). For
renewable generation technologies the three cost scenarios for VRE technologies are used
(Table 2.11). The High costs scenario applies for 2010, the Medium for 2020 and the
Low investment costs scenario for 2050.

Technology Inv. Costs Fix O&M
Costs

Fuel Costs Var
O&M
Costs

Var Costs +
CO2 Costs

Combined heat and power e/kWel e/kWel e/MWhth e/MWhel

Bioenergy CHP 1000 50 5 4 18
Gas CHP 400 8 25 1 11a + 4b

Gas/Bio peak load boiler 330 3 endogenous 0 endog.
Heat sector e/kWheat e/kWheat e/MWhinput e/MWhheat

Gas heating 300 3 25 1 29 + 10
Electric heater 100 2 endogenous 1 endog.
Electric heatpump 2000 40 endogenous 1 endog.
Hydrogen sector (H2 prod.) e/kWH2 e/kWH2 e/MWhinput e/MWhH2
Gas reformation 500 50 25 1 32 + 11
Electrolysis 676 10 endogenous 1 endog.
Hydrogen sector (H2 as fuel) e/kWgas/el e/kWgas/el e/MWhH2 e/MWhgas/el

Methanation 1100 22 (50)c 20 (85)c

Hydrogen fueled GT 380 10 (50)c 1 (126)c

Table 5.2.: Investment, fixed operation & maintenance, fuel and variable costs per pro-
cess. The total variable costs take into account the transformation losses.
Carbon certificate costs are computed based on a carbon price of 30 e/t.

a Only 40% of the variable costs are allocated to the variable costs of electricity, as the remaining
60% of the energy is transformed to heat.; b Assuming natural gas from fossil ressources. Costs
for emission allowances do not occur if the natural gas is generated from methanation.; c Fuel
costs of hydrogen generated by gas reformation. Changes if electrolysis is used.

Table 5.2 shows the assumed costs for CHP processes and the heat and hydrogen
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sector. The costs of CHP units vary considerably with unit size [8]. An average CHP
size of 750 kWel is assumed. This leads to specific investment costs of 400 e/kWel.
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Figure 5.2.: Full annual costs of heat and hydrogen generation assuming different elec-
tricity prices (40 and 0 e/MWh). For CHP the costs are shared between
heat and power production.

The resulting full annual costs of heat and hydrogen generation for selected processes
are shown in Figure 5.2. The inclusion of different exemplary electricity prices for the
heatpump, the electric heater and the electrolysis illustrates that the competitiveness of
the coupling technologies depends on the electricity price.

Technology η fprod lg
% %

Combined heat and power
Bioenergy CHP 90% 40% Elec., 60% Heat 0
Gas CHP 90% 40% Elec., 60% Heat 0
Gas/Bio peak load boiler 90% - 1
Heat sector
Gas heating 90% - 0
Electric heater 90% - 0
Electric heatpump 200% - 0
Hydrogen sector (H2 production)
Gas reformation 80% - 0
Electrolysis 74% - 0
Hydrogen sector (H2 as fuel)
Methanation 77% - 0
Hydrogen fueled GT 39% - 0

Table 5.3.: Technical parameters per process.

The technical parameters for CHP, heat and hydrogen processes are shown in Ta-
ble 5.3. The share between heat and electricity generation from CHP power plants is
defined via the production share fprod. The peak load boilers are considered as dis-
tributed generation (lg = 1) and therewith the combined unit of CHP with peak load
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boiler is modeled as a head-led process: it follows the regional heat demand. For gas
heating the local generation constraint does not apply. It is assumed that it can be
replaced on an hourly basis by electric heating (heater or heatpump). This means that
within one house the two systems can be installed in parallel.

5.2.4. Meteorological data

As in the previous chapters, the availability of wind and solar power is deduced from
meteorological data on wind speed and global irradiation.
The meteorological data is extracted from high resolution reanalysis data for Germany

[86]. Based on wind speed and global irradiation from 2007, capacity factor time series
for wind and solar PV power are computed for every HV-grid-node in Germany. For
the analysis in this chapter, the values are aggregated for each model region assuming a
capacity distribution within each model region as projected for 2050 by a report prepared
for the German Ministry of Environment [86]. The resulting FLHs per model region are
shown in Figure 5.3.

(a) Wind energy (b) Solar energy

Figure 5.3.: Full load hours

5.2.5. Final energy demand per energy sector

The total final energy demand and the hourly load profiles per energy sector are deduced
based on different assumptions, as indicated in Table 5.4.

Electricity demand

Electricity demand is obtained based on the vertical grid load published by the ENTSO-E
for Germany [46]. To disaggregate this data per model region, the regional population
and economic activity are used [86]. For households, the Electricity demand is de-
termined based on the Standard Load Profiles (SLPs) per sector. Different SLPs for
weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays are used. The regional distribution of demand from
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Demand Annual demand regional and temporal profile
Electricity 560 TWh load profile as published by the ENTSO-E, regional dis-

tribution based on GDP and population
Hydrogen 60 TWh constant load profile, regional distribution based on

GDP
Heat 1410 TWh load profile based on ambient temperature and day pro-

files, regional distribution based on ambient tempera-
ture, GDP and population

Table 5.4.: Assumptions for demand per energy sector for both scenario years (2020 and
2050)

the service sector and industry is determined based on regional GDP. This approach
allows to take the regional difference in sectoral mix into account. The total electricity
demand of 560 TWh corresponds to the annual demand in 2011 [76].

Hydrogen demand

Hydrogen demand amounts to 60 TWh in Germany as shown in Table 5.5 [139]. Half
of it is supplied with refinery by-products, which is hard to replace by other processes
and it is assumed that only natural gas reformation can be replaced, i.e., 30 TWh. The
2% of supply by electrolysis are negleceted.

German hydrogen sector
Hydrogen demand in Germany
bn m3/a 20
TWh/a 60
Share in primary energy demand 1.5%
Compared to electricity demand 10.7%
Hydrogen supply in Germany
Gas reformation 49%
Refinery by-products 49%
Electrolysis 2%

Table 5.5.: Hydrogen demand and supply in Germany [139]

Heat demand

Heat demand emerges from space heating (780 TWh), warm water (110 TWh) and
process heat demand (530 TWh) [4]. As Figure 5.4 indicates, the shares of different
types vary between the economic sectors.
Due to restrictions in temperature or humidity levels, not all heat types can be re-

placed by the analyzed coupling technologies. For the industry sector it is assumed
that only low temperature process heat, space heating, and warm water heat demand is
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Figure 5.4.: Final energy use of heat in Germany, 2010 [4]

replaceable. The share of low-temperature process heat is derived from end-use energy
balances following Hofer [70]. Based on a study by the German Association for CHP
(BKWK) [24], it is assumed that process heat below 500o C is replaceable with CHP or
electricity based heat generation processes. In the residential and and the service sector
all heat demand is replaceable.

The hourly profiles of the three heat demand types are different. In this study, warm
water and process heat demand are assumed to be constant throughout the year. Space
heating demand is determined based on heating degree days and daily load profiles in
three steps.

1. Based on the ambient temperature, the average daily heat demand per model
region is computed. Ambient temperature (Ta) per model region is extracted
from the MERRA reanalysis database [125].

Qday(x) =
{∑

t∈day(Tr − Ta(t, x)) ∀Ta(t, x) ≤ T0

0 ∀Ta(t, x) > T0
(5.1)

with Tr = 20oC Room temperature
T0 = 15oC Threshold temperature

The resulting average daily temperature figures (
∑

day Qday) for 2000-2011 in
Germany are shown in Figure 5.5. For consistency with the wind and solar data,
temperature data from 2007 is used for the computation of the heat demand
profiles.

2. Second, hourly daily profiles ps
t per economic sector s are applied to the average

daily heat demand [23] . The normalized annual heating demand profile q̂s
t (x) is

obtained by multiplication of the daily heat demand (Qday) and the day profiles.
For the industry sector, demand is independent from ambient temperature and
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Figure 5.5.: Average daily temperature figure in Germany, based on temperature data of
the years 2000 to 2010

assumed to be constant.

q̂s
t (x) =

Qday(t)(x) · ps
t∑

t(Qday(t)(x) · ps
t ) ∀s ∈ {Residential, Services} (5.2)

3. Third, the constant warm-water and process heat demand are added to the normal-
ized profiles according to their respective shares per region and sector. Through
multiplication of this normalized profile with the total demand per region, the final
hourly heat demand results.
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Figure 5.6.: Heat demand in selected regions in Germany. The heat demand is normal-
ized to the respective annual average.

Figure 5.6 shows the resulting heat demand profiles for selected regions in the model.
The seasonal variation driven by outside temperatures is similar in all selected regions.
Germany is small enough to experience similar weather conditions all over the country.
In summer, a constant base remains. The level differs, as the regions have different
shares of industrial heat demand.
This heat demand profile determines the dispatch of the local generation units (see

Subsection 5.2.1): the heat-led processes follow the computed heat demand. In average,
the heat demand profile corresponds to 3038 FLHs.
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5.2.6. Energy infrastructure: generation, coupling technologies and grid

For each energy sector, existing infrastructure is included in the scenarios. The assump-
tions for the energy infrastructure are summarized in Table 5.6.

Infrastructure 2020 2050
Capacity
Electricity

Conventional set by scenario optimized (Gas CCGT and GT)
Nuclear 4 GW not available
Coal 24 GW not available
Lignite 13 GW not available
Oil 1 GW not available
Gas GT 23 GW optimized
Gas CCGT 20 GW optimized

Renewables set by scenario set by scenario
Solar PV 60 GW 129 GW
Wind Onshore 42 GW 75 GW
Wind Offshore 16 GW 43 GW
Hydro 5 GW 4 GW
Bioenergya 18 GW 11 GW

Heat
CHP plants bioenergy & distributed bioenergy & distributed

CHP set CHP set, gas CHP additions
optimized

gas heating 60% of today, rest optimized optimized
Hydrogen

gas reformation 80% of today, rest optimized 50% of today, rest optimized
Storage size
Electricity current (67 GWh) set to 80 GWh
Heat 1h of average demand 1h of average demand
Hydrogen unlimited unlimited
Grid size
Natural gas unlimited unlimited
Electricity current HV transmission grid

(ENTSO-E + dena I), exten-
sion optimized

current HV transmission grid
(ENTSO-E + dena I), exten-
sion optimized

Table 5.6.: Assumptions for infrastructure per energy sector in 2020 and 2050

a All bioenergy power plants are run as CHP plants. For 2020 it includes gas and waste CHP.
For 2050, parts of the biogas is fed to the natural gas grid to provide more flexibility.

Power plants

For existing conventional power plants in Germany, the geo-referenced database intro-
duced in Subsection 2.3.3 was refined based on the TUM-IfE power plant database [87]
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and the UBA Database [145]. Currently installed power plants are shown in Figure 5.7a.
In the 2020 scenarios, conventional power plants are predefined by a scenario developed
by the VDE [151]. The projection includes planned capacity additions and units un-
der construction. The distribution of capacities across model regions is assumed to be
proportional to today’s conventional power generation capacities. For 2050, the con-
ventional power plant fleet is optimized, with the constraint that only Gas CCGTs or
Gas GTs can be built.
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Figure 5.7.: Total installed capacity of conventional and renewable energy technologies
per model region

For renewable energy capacities an additional database published by the German TSOs
is used [144], as their capacities increase rapidly in Germany. Figure 5.7b shows the re-
sulting total installed bioenergy, geothermal, hydro, solar and wind capacity per region
(as of 31.08.2011). For 2020 and 2050 important VRE capacity additions are assumed,
following the report prepared for the German Ministry of Environment [86]. These sce-
narios reflect the announced political targets. For 2020, the regional distribution of
renewable capacities is assumed to be proportional to today’s renewable power gen-
eration capacities. For 2050, the regional capacities are projections based on current
installations, growth rates and the technical potential [86].

Heat and hydrogen sector

In the hydrogen sector, only the natural gas reformation is modeled and a lifetime of 50
years is assumed. Current capacity is deduced from the hydrogen demand to be covered
in each region. The capacities per technology are listed in Table E.7 in the Appendix.
For the heat sector natural gas heating is assumed as reference technology. Its capacity

in 2020 and 2050 is deduced assuming an average lifetime of 30 years. In addition to
that, heat-led CHP plants are included in the model.
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Combined heat and power generation

The assumptions for CHP generation taken for 2020 lead to a contribution of 20% to the
power supply from heat- and power-led CHP plants. This is a conservative interpretation
of the political target to reach 25% share in 2020 [22]. Only the heat-led CHP plants are
simulated explicitly. Heat-led CHP processes include gas, waste and bioenergy fueled
plants. In the 2020 scenarios, they are summarized to the Bioenergy process, which
is classified as local generation and thus follows the heat demand (see Table 5.3). It
contributes 10% of total electricity generation. On top of that, 22% of coal and 11% of
lignite plants are CHP units, making up for another 10% of electricity supply. However,
as these plants are power led, i.e., their dispatch is determined in the power sector and
as they contribute only about 10% of heat supply, the heat production of these plants
is not included in the model.
In 2050, gas CHP plants are added by the optimization. The CHP coefficient of

gas CHP plants is assumed to be 0.6. Bioenergy CHP plants are included in the 2050
scenario as well (Table 5.6). The total biogas availability for CHP-plants and direct
biogas use is determined based on the total Biogas potential in Germany [86].

Storage and HV transmission grid data

Energy storage is possible in all energy sectors. However, in the heat and the electricity
sector it is rather limited. For the heat sector a storage capacity sufficient to store
average demand for one hour is assumed. For electricity storage, existing pumped hydro
units are included. Only in the hydrogen sector, long term storage is possible (see also
[87]). Due to the high energy density of hydrogen, the hydrogen storage size is assumed
to be unlimited. Through the coupling of the power to the hydrogen sector, it becomes
also available for long term electricity storage.
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Figure 5.8.: HV-transmission grid in Germany

The HV power transmission grid is deduced from a database on the German 220
and 380 kV transmission grid [150]. It is furthermore assumed, that the grid extensions
identified in the dena I study [28] are realized and that all power poles carry the maximum
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possible number of systems, i.e., are fully used. For the natural gas grid, the transport
capacities between regions are determined by the optimization.

5.3. Results: energy sector coupling as VRE integration
measure

The optimization results show that energy sector coupling facilitates the integration of
VREs into the German power sector. The description of the result starts with an overview
of the systematic advantages of the energy sector coupling. Second, the individual
coupling technologies and their interrelations are explored in more detail. Third, the
implications of the energy sector coupling for the power market are analyzed.

5.3.1. System effects of energy sector coupling in Germany

Import: 1233 TWh

Power sector

Hydrogen
 sector

Heat sector

Natural gas 
sector

Natural gas: 45 TWh
Biogas: 70 TWh

Natural gas: 37 TWh

Renewable 
energy 
ressources
Other fossil 
ressources

Biogas: 90 TWh
Natural gas: 1149 TWh

Electric heater: 11 TWh
Biogas CHP: 81 TWh
Gas hea ng: 1035 TWh

Electricity: 11 TWh

Gas power plants: 23 TWh
Biogas CHP: 63 TWh
Renewable energies: 244 TWh
Other Fossil power plants: 248 TWh

Transmission and  storage losses: 7 TWh
Excess: 0 TWh

Biogas : 160 TWh

Losses

LossesLosses

Losses

Gas reforma on: 30 TWh

Hydrogen Demand: 30 TWh 
(excl. refinery by-products)

Heat Demand: 1147 TWh
(excl. high temp. process heat)

Electricity Demand
560 TWh

Figure 5.9.: Sankey diagram of the energy flows in the Base 2020 scenario. Power plant
conversion losses of other fossil resources are not shown.

Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 provide an overview of the resulting energy flows between
the modeled energy sectors.
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Figure 5.10.: Sankey diagram of the energy flows in the Base 2050 scenario

The most prominent effect in the model is the strong coupling between the power
and the heat sector. It increases with increasing VRE contribution, i.e., from the Base
2020 to the Base 2050 scenario. Natural gas is substituted with electricity. In most
cases, this electricity stems from VREs, which cannot be integrated in the power sector:
in hours of high VRE supply, temporary electricity oversupply is used to power electric
heaters. The heat sector acts as sink for the oversupply due to VREs. In 2020, an export
of 11 TWh electricity to the heat sector results. In 2050, the coupling between power
and heat increases to 137 TWh of heat generated by electric heaters and also CHP is
used for more efficient use of natural gas.
The options to use hydrogen as long term electricity storage or to produce gas from

hydrogen via methanation are not used in the Base scenario for both years. The elec-
tricity oversupply is used to satisfy the heat demand and is thus no longer available to
be exported to the hydrogen sector.

Figure 5.11 shows this effect in more detail. In the uncoupled case, important electric-
ity oversupply results from the model for both scenario years. National HV transmission
grid extensions already reduce the overproduction considerably. In the 2020 scenarios,
national grid extensions and energy sector coupling both achieve to almost entirely elim-
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Figure 5.11.: Effects of energy sector coupling to overproduction and cross-sector bal-
ance

inate the overproduction. In the 2050 scenarios, this can only be realized with energy
sector coupling and HV transmission grid extensions.
It is furthermore interesting to note, that in the No New Grid, Coupling scenario

in 2050, electrolysis is part of a cost-optimal system. The large electricity oversupply
can not be absorbed by the regional heat sectors alone and in regions with high VRE
capacities, export of electricity to the hydrogen sector occurs simultaneously. With
grid extensions (New Grid, Coupling (Base) scenario), the regional electricity oversupply
can be transported to other regions and is used to supply the heat demand in other
regions. In this case, and in the 2020 scenarios, the coupling of the electricity sector
to the hydrogen sector is uneconomic. This is due to the lower investment costs of
the coupling technology for the case of the heat sector: an electric heater costs only
90 e/kWel, while the investment costs for electrolysis amount to 500 e/kWel. Yet, the
possible savings per MWh are similar, as the replaced fuel (natural gas) is the same in
the two cases.
The third conclusion which can be drawn from the figure, is that the role of the trans-

mission grid changes. While in 2020, energy sector coupling decreases with transmission
grid extensions, in 2050, the energy sector coupling increases with grid extensions. With
intermediate VRE shares (2020), energy sector coupling can help to mitigate grid exten-
sions for the integration of VREs. With high VRE shares, transmission grid extensions are
used for stronger energy sector coupling: the amount of heat generated from electricity
increases with increasing power transmission capacities. The local electricity oversupply
is too high to be absorbed by the local heat sector and thus transmission grid exten-
sions are necessary to export local electricity oversupply to other regions’ heat sector.
This point will be elaborated in more detail in Subsection 5.4.2, where the effects on a
European level are estimated.

In addition to the reduction of oversupply, the energy sector coupling has another
advantage: if electricity from VREs replaces natural gas, total emissions can be reduced.
The results show, that the electricity sector and the carbon free excess electricity act
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as drivers for emission reductions in other sector. As figure Figure 5.12 indicates, the
emission reduction in the Base 2020 amount to 40% (compared to 1990 levels) and to
more than 60% in the Base 2050 scenario. In 2020, the coal power plants are partly
used to power the electric heaters. This effect is compensated by reducing the discarded
excess electricity from VREs. In 2050, the change in total emission reduction from the
No New Grid, No Coupling case to the Base scenario amounts to 4 percentage points.
This additional emission mitigation occurs mainly in the heat sector. It is driven by the
excess electricity from VREs.
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Figure 5.12.: Effects of energy sector coupling to emission reduction and CO2 mitigation
costs

The emission reduction is computed based on an estimate of 1990 CO2 emissions. The
1990 emissions of the modeled sectors are estimated by backcasting the model results
for the Base 2010 scenario following the real emission reductions in Germany from 1990
to 2010. Emissions from CHP are split to the heat and power sector in accordance
to the CHP coefficient. The 2010 model results are in accordance with statistic data:
the United Nations Climate Change Secretariat (UNFCCC) reports 949 mio. tons of
CO2 for the analyzed energy sectors [146]: 302 mio. tons from the power sector and
647 mio. tons from the remaining energy sector excluding. The model results are only
3% lower (923 mio. tons).

While the level of achieved emission reduction compared to 1990 only changes very
little due to the energy sector coupling, the CO2 mitigation costs are reduced consider-
ably, as Figure 5.12 shows. In the Base 2020 scenario, the mitigation costs are reduced
by more than 16% compared to the No New Grid, No Coupling scenario, thanks to
national grid extensions and the coupling. In 2050, a reduction of more than 65% is
achieved. The mitigation costs are computed compared to the Base 2010 scenario. The
overall costs reduction result mainly from reduced fuel costs, but also from the assumed
cost reduction for VRE.
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5.3.2. Relative roles of the coupling technologies

Heat sector

(a) Heat from Electricity (Base 2050) (b) Heat from Gas CHP (Base 2050)

Figure 5.13.: Share of heat supply from electricity and gas CHP power plants per region
in 2050

In the Base 2050 case, 10% of the heat demand is covered by electric heating technolo-
gies. Another 10% are supplied by natural gas CHP plants. These two technologies lead
to a strong coupling between the power and the heat sector in the Base 2050 scenario.
In the Base 2020 scenario the coupling is less strong.
The results from the regionally resolved model show, that these two heating tech-

nologies are used for different purposes. While the electric heater is used in the north,
gas CHP plants are used in the south (see Figure 5.13). The highly fluctuating wind
energy leads to highly fluctuating electricity excess with rather high peaks. Due to its
low investment costs, the electric heater is well suited to absorb such fluctuations. The
electric heatpump is not used in the Base 2050 scenario, as its investment costs are
comparatively high. In the south, power generation from solar PV is predominant. As
identified by Richter for the city of Augsburg [124], the power generation from heat-led
CHP combines well with the residual load. This is reconfirmed on a German level by the
results shown in Figure 5.13. Electricity generation from heat-led CHP power plant is
anti-correlated to the power supply from solar PV in Germany: it is high in winter and
low in summer, when a large share of electricity is covered by solar power. In response to
the projected regional distribution of wind and solar capacities, this leads to a regional
distribution of different heating technologies.

A sensitivity analysis towards the assumed gas price (see Table 5.1) reveals further
important properties of the technologies. As Figure 5.14 shows, higher gas prices lead
to stronger replacement of natural gas in the model results. In the 2020 scenarios,
where a total of 44 GW of coal, lignite and nuclear power plants are still on line, these
cheap baseload power plants are used to feed electric heaters and heatpumps to reduce
gas-consumption for very high gas price scenarios. Due to their high efficiency, electric
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Figure 5.14.: Sensitivity of heat and electricity generation to the assumed gas price

heatpumps are an attractive technology if high gas prices are assumed. The same effect
occurs in the 2050 scenarios. Furthermore, due to their high efficiencies, the usage of
CHP plants increases with the gas price. For very high gas prices of 75 e/MWh, CHP
plants are used to generate electricity efficiently, which is then in turn used to supply
heat demand with heatpumps.

Hydrogen sector

Because of its smaller absolute size and the high costs of the coupling technologies in
comparison with the heat sector, the hydrogen sector plays a smaller role in the energy
sector coupling.
In the 2020 scenarios, only little excess electricity occurs and all of it is exported to

the heat sector, even if electrolysis costs of 200 e/kWel are assumed (see Figure 5.15).
This competitive situation becomes more evident for the 2050 scenarios. Without the
coupling to the heat sector (New Grid, No Heat Coupling), about 45 TWh hydrogen is
produced by 15 GW of electrolysis capacity. The market potential of the electrolysis is
reduced to zero through the coupling of the heat sector to the electricity sector (Base
2050 scenario). With high gas prices or without grid extensions, the coupling to the
hydrogen sector is cost-optimal in regions with high VRE shares and 3-4 GW of electrol-
ysis capacity results from the model. If the costs of electrolysis remain at today’s level
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Figure 5.15.: Electricity excess and flows to and from other sectors: sensitivity of hy-
drogen coupling to heat coupling. All values are shown in electrical energy
(TWhel), except the hydrogen used for methanation, which is shown in
terms of the lower heating value of hydrogen (TWhH2).

of 1000 e/kWel, it is not used in the model in both scenario years.

In the Base scenarios, long term hydrogen storage is not used for seasonal electricity
storage. However, in the 2050 scenario, where no heat coupling is possible (New Grid,
No Heat Coupling), hydrogen is used as seasonal storage. The total hydrogen storage
capacity necessary to realize this scenario amounts to 18 TWh. This is in accordance
with other studies. Based on an intertemporal optimization Kuhn [87] determines the
storage additions for Germany until 2050. He finds, that about 11 TWh of hydrogen
storage need to be added until 2050, assuming perfect interconnection within Germany.
Due to the regional resolution in this analysis, the resulting storage size is higher than
the one found in Kuhn [87].
If transmission grid extensions in Germany are not allowed, but the coupling to the

heat sector is (No New Grid, Coupling scenario), the hydrogen storage is used as well,
but a lot less. Hydrogen storage is only used in regions with very large VRE supply and
where the heat sector is not large enough to absorb the electricity oversupply.

The power-to-gas option is also not used in the Base scenarios. The overall costs of
power-to-gas, including electrolysis and methanation are very high and therefore it is only
used in the model if a high gas price, no transmission grid extensions and an exclusive
coupling of the power sector to the hydrogen sector are assumed. In this so-called
Methanation scenario, about 140 TWh or 20% of power production are transformed to
hydrogen, of which about 50% is then transformed to gas (see Figure 5.15). The other
half of the produced hydrogen is used directly (25%) and retransformed to electricity
after seasonal storage (25%). The natural gas generated from hydrogen allows to export
the excess electricity to other regions. The electricity which cannot be used in the
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respective regions is transported via the gas grid. The total annual transport is shown
in Figure 5.16. It amounts to 10% of the regional gas demand at its maximum. The
existing gas grid infrastructure may thus be sufficient to realize the additional gas energy
transport.

(a) Annual gas transport (b) Annual gas consumption

Figure 5.16.: Annual gas transport and gas demand in the Methanation scenario

Power sector

Figure 5.17a shows the total installed power plant capacity per technology and the
supplementary power mix for selected scenarios. The VRE share increases from about
15% today to 66%a in 2050, while the capacity of dispatchable power plants remains
close to the peak load in all cases, as the model setup does not allow to reduce peak
demand level. Despite more flexible demand through the coupling, the dispatchable
power plants thus face lower FLHs with increasing VRE penetration.
This effects of the energy sector coupling to the dispatchable power plants is shown

in more detail in Figure 5.17b. In the 2020 scenarios, only little change in power plant
dispatch occurs due to the coupling. With coupling and no grid extensions, the total
supplementary power generation increases slightly. This is because conventional power
plants use the energy sector coupling to export their electricity to the heat sector and
therewith restore their level of FLHs. National transmission grid extensions counterbal-
ance this effect: more VRE generation can be integrated in the power sector directly
and thus less conventional power generation is required in total. In the 2050 scenarios,
the same effect occurs. The contribution of Gas CHP plants increases with coupling and
decreases again with national grid extensions. Through the coupling, the residual load
can be flattened close to regions with high VRE penetrations, so-called VRE hotspots,
and thus CHP generation can fit in the residual load. With grid extensions, less conven-
tional power generation is needed.

aWhile the assumed capacity of wind and solar power for the 2050 scenarios is sufficient to supply
100% of the electricty demand in average, temporary oversupply leads to a lower contribution of
VREs to the satisfaction of demand
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Figure 5.17.: Power plant capacity and conventional power generation with energy sector
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(a) 2020 (b) 2050

Figure 5.18.: Transmission grid additions in the Base scenarios

Grid extensions within Germany are built to export electricity from regions with high
VRE supply to other regions. The smoothing effect of increased interconnection between
these VRE hotspots is rather limited on this geographical scale, as was also shown in
Chapter 3 in the time series analysis for Germany (see Figure 3.8). From the optimiza-
tion, the most prominent grid extensions resulting from the optimization are connections
from North-Western Germany, where large wind capacities are assumed, to load centers
in South-Western and central Germany (Figure 5.18). Furthermore, increased east-west
connections are cost-optimal, to integrate wind generation from North-East Germany.
These connections are also used to increase the coupling of the power to the heat sector
as soon as the regional sinks become insufficient.

5.3.3. Market effects of energy sector coupling in Germany

Through the merit order effect, an increasing VRE contribution can lead to a decrease in
momentary but also in average electricity price, as shown in Chapter 4. Like transmission
grid extensions, energy sector coupling increases the flexibility of the power system and
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this is reflected in the electricity market. The results show that energy sector coupling
reduces the low-price events and increases the market value and revenues of the power
generation technologies, especially of VRE technologies.
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Figure 5.19.: Histogram of the average German electricity price. The dashed lines indi-
cates the annual average.

Figure 5.19 shows the effects of energy sector coupling to the electricity prices, derived
from the marginal costs of electricity resulting from the optimization. It presents the
histograms of the prices with and without sector coupling and with and without national
transmission grid extensions. The combined effect of both measures, energy sector cou-
pling and grid extension, leads to a 4 e/MWh increase of the average electricity price
in the 2020 scenario and to a 7 e/MWh increase in the 2050 scenario. The periods
of low electricity prices are reduced through energy sector coupling, as the prices are
lower bounded by the costs of the replaced fuel in the coupled energy sector. In the
Base scenarios, this is natural gas used for space heating. The total fuel costs including
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emission allowances amount to 31 e/MWh. In the Base 2050 scenario, shown in the
bottom right figure, this price level occurs in about 35% of the simulated hours due to
the strong power to heat coupling.
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Figure 5.20.: Market value per technology and the influence of energy sector coupling
and transmission grid extensions in Germany. Standard deviation and min-
imal and maximal values across the model regions are indicated with the
black lines.

Thanks to the reduction of low price events, the market values of the generating
technologies increase through energy sector coupling. The market value is defined as the
average price that a generator achieves at the electricity market (see Subsection 4.4.4).
Figure 5.20 shows the market value per technology in Germany for different scenarios.
For the 2020 scenarios, similar conclusions as in Chapter 4 can be drawn from the

results: baseload power plants profit from a smoothened residual load, be it through grid
extensions or additional demand through energy sector coupling. Similarly, electricity
from VREs has a higher value if the excess electricity is exported to other sectors. The
market value of wind energy recovers to the 2010 level, while the increase of the market
value of solar PV is less pronounced. This reflects the difference in cost-optimal coupling
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technology between regions with high wind and regions with high solar capacity. Excess
electricity from wind turbines is consumed by electric heating technologies directly, while
in regions with large solar PV generation less excess generation is exported to the heat
sector. For lignite and gas CCGT plants, a decrease in market value from the No New
Grid, Coupling to the New Grid, Coupling scenario is observed. With cost-optimal
German transmission grid extensions, increased import of electricity from VREs into
western Germany results from the model. Lignite and gas power plants, mainly located
in western Germany, can be identified as units, which are discriminated by the grid
extensions.
For the 2050 scenarios, the market values for the dispatchable power plant types

are higher. Gas power plants mainly set the electricity prices and thus the average
electricity price is higher. With energy sector coupling and grid extensions the market
values generally increase. If no VRE integration measure is taken, the market value of
VRE technologies in turn is very low. With energy sector coupling, the regional excess
electricity is exported to the heat sector and thus the prices become lower bounded and
the market values rise, but neither for wind nor solar PV they recover to 2010 levels.
National transmission grid extensions lead to a further increase of the market value
of offshore wind. This technology benefits most from stronger connection of northern
Germany to the rest of the country.
The annual revenues per technology and scenario are shown in Figure 5.21. They

reveal the same effects as the market values: VREs and baseload power plants profit
most from the integration measures in the 2020 and 2050 scenarios. For lignite and
gas CCGTs, the above described disadvantageous position reappears: their revenues de-
crease with transmission grid extensions. Nuclear power plants benefit from the energy
sector coupling, as they can be run more smoothly thanks to the coupling or even con-
tribute to it.

Just as in Chapter 4, it is found, that the technical system integration measures of
energy sector coupling, reduces the market effects of VREs. The higher flexibility in the
system is also reflected in the market: VREs are easier to integrate an thus have a higher
value for the system, a higher market value.

Although the overall effect of energy sector coupling to the electricity market is simi-
lar to the one of transmission grid extensions, several differences can be identified. The
absolute German market values are lower than the European average presented in Fig-
ure 4.9. This is due to the different power plant fleets in Germany compared to the
European average, including larger VRE capacities in Germany, but also to the assump-
tion, that international trade is impossible in the analysis in this chapter. Finally, in the
2020 scenario setup in this chapter, conventional power plant capacity is imposed, while
in Chapter 4, it is partly optimized. The level of the revenues, in turn, is comparable
between the two analyses.
Despite these differences in absolute values, the relative effect of the VRE integration

measures can be compared based on the change in market value. The increase in market
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Figure 5.21.: Annual revenues per technology and the influence of energy sector coupling
and transmission grid extensions in Germany. Standard deviation and min-
imal and maximal values across the model regions are indicated with the
black lines.

value between the No New Grid, No Coupling and the No New Grid, Coupling scenario
of this chapter quantify the effect of energy sector coupling. The effect of a supergrid
is measured by the relative increase of market value between the No New Grid and
the New Lines scenario of Chapter 4. For wind onshore, the market value increases
by about 30% due to coupling. A European supergrid raises the wind market value by
30% in European average as well, but in Germany by less than 10%. With a European
supergrid, the import of wind power from other countries impacts on the market value
of German wind power. For solar PV, the market value is increased by 16% due to
the coupling, while with a European supergrid it only increases by 3% in Europe and in
Germany. As discussed in the foregoing chapters, large transmission grid extensions are
less beneficial for solar PV than for wind energy. For nuclear power plants, the average
European market value is increased by 13% through the supergrid. In Germany, only
a small share of European nuclear capacity is installed in the 2020 scenario and the
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market values increase only by 2%. With energy sector coupling, the German market
value of nuclear power plants is raised by 3%, comparable to the effect of a supergrid
for German nuclear power plants. Also, all other conventional generators benefit from
a European supergrid on a European average: their market values increase with grid
extensions. This is not the case with energy sector coupling, which reduces the market
value of natural gas according to the results. Energy sector coupling mostly affects VRE
technologies directly, while the European supergrid influences the all power generation
technologies.

5.4. Energy sector coupling versus European supergrid

The model results show that the heat sector can provide a very effective sink for tem-
porary excess electricity. The power-to-heat option allows to smoothen the electricity
demand and to reduce regional excess electricity. These two effects can also be achieved
with a European supergrid. In this chapter, the VRE system integration achievable with
the two measures of energy sector coupling and a European supergrid are compared.
Furthermore their interaction is studied.

5.4.1. Comparison of the system integration benefits of both measures

To compare the two VRE system integration measures, the power system properties
defined in Chapter 3 are used as metric. Overproduction and the mismatch parameter |∆|
with respect to the new, flexible demand are computed for cases with and without energy
sector coupling, in order to asses the role of the coupling for VRE integration. Based on
the VRE share and mix, the results from the different VRE system integration measures
can be compared. The Base 2020 scenario corresponds to α=39%, β=75% and Base
2050 α=66%, β=75%. For the computation of α and β, perfect interconnection within
Germany is assumed. Figure 5.22 shows the overproduction and mismatch |∆| for
the different scenarios. The blue bars show the mismatch and overproduction of the
respective European scenario.
Both measures, energy sector coupling and a European overlay grid achieve almost

complete elimination of excess electricity. The European supergrid eliminates excess
through smoothing of VRE supply. With energy sector coupling, the heat and also the
hydrogen sector act as sinks for the excess electricity. Through the additional demand,
the total electricity demand adjusts to the VRE supply and the mismatch is reduced.
With 38% VRE share (2020), the mismatch is reduced from 70% in the uncoupled,
no-grid case by grid extensions within Germany and energy sector coupling to 62%. A
European overlay grid achieves the same mismatch. In 2050 (66% VRE share), the
reduction through grid-extensions and coupling is generally more pronounced. This is
because higher VRE capacities are assumed for 2050 and thus larger excess electricity
occurs initially. Also for the 2050 scenarios, both measures are comparable.
In contrast to the European supergrid, the energy sector coupling does not allow to

reduce the necessary supplementary capacity. In the scenario definition in this analysis
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Figure 5.22.: Fundamental properties of the German power systems with different VRE
integration measures

excess electricity can be exported to other sectors and thus electricity demand increased
in hours of high VRE supply, while the reduction of demand in hours of low VRE supply
is only possible via the usage of storage. In the optimization results, storage plays a
minor role only and supplementary capacity is thus not reduced.

5.4.2. Interaction of a European supergrid and energy sector coupling

While up to now, both measures have been studied independently, this section investi-
gates the interdependency of the power-to-heat option and a European supergrid. The
interaction between German transmission grid extensions and energy sector coupling al-
ready revealed that the transmission grid changes role with increasing VRE share. This
finding is reconfirmed on the European level by the results presented in this section.

Model setup and scenario definition

The URBS-EU model is employed to analyze European transmission grid extensions and
the coupling of the power to the heat sector simultaneously. The optimization can chose
the most viable VRE integration option. Following the parametric approach taken in
Chapter 3, the European power system is optimized for every possible VRE share α
and mix β. For the comparison of the two measures, the VRE share α is computed
with respect to the original electricity demand excluding the increase in demand due to
energy sector coupling. This enables the comparison of this analysis to the results from
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Chapter 3, but differs from the approach in Figure 5.22.
For each configuration, the cost-optimal mix between transmission grid extensions

and the coupling of the power to the heat sector is computed with the model. Just as in
Chapter 3, two scenarios are taken into account: one, where current dispatchable power
plants are assumed to be in place, and one, where a cost-optimal supplementary power
plants fleet is assumed (see Table 5.7). The cost-optimal supplementary capacities are
obtained from simultaneous grid and supplementary capacity optimization. They are
taken from the results of the Grid and Power Plants scenario from Chapter 5. Thus, in
both scenarios, VREs and supplementary capacities are defined by the input, while grid
extensions and power-to-heat sector coupling are determined by the optimization.

Scenario Grid extension Power-to-heat Dispatchable power plants
Grid and Coupling,
current supplemen-
tary capacity

optimized optimized current power plant fleet

Grid and Coupling,
cost-optimal supple-
mentary capacity

optimized optimized cost-optimal power plant fleet
(from Chapter 3, Grid and Power
Plants scenario)

Table 5.7.: Scenario definition

Based on the results from the detailed analysis of energy sector coupling for Germany
described above, two simplifying assumptions are taken. First, the coupling to the
hydrogen sector is not included in this analysis, as the above results revealed its minor
role. Second, only the electric heater is available as coupling technology. The results
from the German model showed that, with current gas prices, the electric heater is more
attractive than the heatpump, due to its low investment costs.
Furthermore, the heat sector is not modeled explicitly. Instead, the export of electricity

to the heat sector is simulated via a generation process with negative variable costs: once
the infrastructure, i.e., the electric heater, is installed, the generated heat can be “sold”
to the heat sector for the price of the replaced fuel, the natural gas price. Taking into
account the price of carbon emission allowances, the price of replaced fuel amounts to
31 e/MWh. The capacity of the electric heaters is limited to the minimal regional heat
demand. The amount of electricity that can be exported to the heat sector is thus
limited by a constant value across the year. Due to low availability of data on the hourly
profiles of heat demand per region in Europe, the minimal regional heat demand has
been chosen as upper bound in order to provide a conservative estimate of the effects
of the power-to-heat option.
The minimal heat demand per model region is deduced in two steps. First, the total

regional heat demand is estimated based on the heating degree days per country [45],
as well as the regional electricity demand serving as indicator for energy demand in
general. Second, the ratio between average and minimal computed hourly heat demand
in Germany (0.33) is used to determine the minimal heat demand in other European
countries.
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All other data and assumptions are as defined in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.23.: Grid extensions and electricity export to the heat sector. The two columns
show the two scenario sets: with current and with optimized supplemen-
tary capacities. The first row shows the results from Chapter 3 for grid
extensions for comparison. The second and third row show the results
of the scenarios where the power-to-heat option competes with European
grid extensions. Grid extensions are the increase in grid capacity and length
(GWkm) with respect to the current ENTSO-E grid.
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The results of the interaction of the two VRE system integration measures are shown
in Figure 5.23. It shows the grid extensions and electricity export to the heat sector for
each VRE share α and mix β. In the first row, the results from Chapter 3 are shown for
comparison.
For both scenarios, with current and with optimized supplementary capacities, the

coupling to the heat sector reduces the European transmission grid capacity growth for
small to intermediate VRE shares. For high VRE shares, however, the cost-optimal grid
growth with coupling to the heat sector largely exceeds the grid extensions resulting for
the non-coupled cases. These results confirm the finding from the German scenarios:
with increasing VRE share, the transmission grid changes role. With low to intermediate
VRE shares, the coupling of the power to the heat sector mitigates transmission grid
extensions. It is cost-optimal to rather use the local sink for excess electricity than to
export the excess to other regions via increased transmission grid extensions. This is
the case until about 50% VRE share in both scenarios. The increase in grid due to
the coupling is more pronounced with high solar shares (β ≤30%). With higher wind
shares (β ≥50%), additional grid for coupling only results from VRE shares of 70-80%
on. Generally, with increasing VRE contribution, the local sinks become insufficient and
transmission grid extensions are built in the model to foster the coupling of the power to
the heat sector. The power-to-heat option thus drives additional grid extensions. This
effect differs depending the assumption on supplementary capacities. With current sup-
plementary capacities, the additional grid capacity increases from 200% to 450% on top
of current ENTSOE grid capacity due to the coupling; with cost optimal supplementary
capacities it increases from 450% to 650%. As shown in Chapter 3, the grid growth
saturates for very high VRE shares with current capacities. Existing capacity is used for
the power supply in hours of low VRE availability. Through the inclusion of power-to-
heat option, the benefits from grid extensions are increased as they can help to export
more electricity to the heat sector. This is not the case with cost-optimal supplementary
capacity, where the grid extensions for the uncoupled case do not saturate.
The last row of the figure shows the electricity export to the heat sector. It increases

with VRE share. In the scenario with current supplementary, the power to heat coupling is
stronger than in the scenario with cost-optimal supplementary capacity. This is due to the
fact that existing power plants with low fuel costs, such as coal or nuclear power plants,
export their power to the heat sector. The FLH reduction of baseload power plants due
to increasing VRE contribution is compensated via the power to heat coupling. This
possibility is exhausted to its maximum: the upper bound of power export to the heat
sector of 60% of total electricity demand is reached. In the scenario with cost-optimal
supplementary capacity, the coupling is less strong. The cost-optimal power plant fleet
mainly consists of gas power plants for high VRE shares (see Figure 3.13). Therefore, the
replacement of natural gas in the heat sector via power from these plants is uneconomic.
The power-to-heat coupling is solely driven by the excess electricity from VRE, as can be
seen if the results in this section are compared to the overproduction shown in Figure 3.3:
for a wind contribution β of around 80%, for example, the overproduction remains lower
for high VRE shares. The power to heat coupling is lower for this VRE mix as well.
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5.5. Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, energy sector coupling as large-scale VRE integration measures has been
analyzed. The results show that the heat sector provides a large sink for the temporary
electricity oversupply caused by VREs. Moreover, the export of electricity to the heat
sector is economically more attractive than the export to the hydrogen sector due to
its relative costs structure. While costs savings for replacing conventional fuel in the
heat or hydrogen sector are comparable – in both cases natural gas is replaced, the
investment costs for coupling the power to the hydrogen sector are higher. Given the
large thermal demand and the relative economics of hydrogen versus heat, the model
shows that the cost-optimal system would not employ long-term electricity storage via
hydrogen generation both in the 2020 and the 2050 Base scenarios. Instead, the power
sector is strongly coupled to the heat sector.
Thanks to the regionally resolved and technology specific modeling, the optimal con-

version paths from power to heat can be resolved for different locations and cost as-
sumptions. The results show that the deployed heating technologies are complementary
to the regional VRE power supply: highly flexible electric heaters are used in northern
Germany close to variable excess electricity from wind energy. Heat generation from
CHP is centered in the south, because its seasonal supply pattern is anti-correlated to
the large supply from solar PV in these regions. With increasing gas prices, electric
heatpumps become more attractive, because of their high efficiency and the resulting
natural gas savings.
Denying the model the option for coupling power to heat, other measures to manage

VRE oversupply are deployed in the simulations. Especially for the high VRE shares
in the 2050 scenarios long term electricity storage via hydrogen becomes cost-efficient.
However, the power-to-gas option, i.e., using the natural gas grid as a high-capacity
energy transport infrastructure, is used only in a very specific scenario setup where, in
addition to the exclusive coupling of the power to the hydrogen sector, grid extensions
are prohibited and a tripling of the gas price is assumed. With current gas prices and
available coupling options, the power-to-gas option is not part of the cost-optimal mix.
The model excludes alternative electricity storage options, such as compressed air

storage, extension of the pumped hydro storage reservoirs or batteries. Due to their
restricted potential as well as their high costs compared to hydrogen, their role for the
integration of large VRE shares is potentially rather limited. Energy storage in the
heat sector, does not play a major role for VRE integration in the present analysis.
Even assuming larger heat storage of 6 and 12h, the heat generated from electricity is
consumed directly rather than being stored before. This is due to the large heat demand.
The results furthermore demonstrate that energy sector coupling helps to efficiently

reduce green house gas emissions of the complete system. The mitigation costs are re-
duced substantially, by 15% and 65% compared to the uncoupled case in 2020 and 2050,
respectively, as the energy sector coupling introduces a low cost option for emission mit-
igation through the replacement of natural gas in the heat sector. In the power sector,
the emissions rise slightly compared to electric storage options since VRE undersupply
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situations cannot be covered with stored carbon free energy but have to be closed with
fossil fuel. The emission savings in the other sectors, heat and hydrogen, overcompen-
sate this increase. This can be explained by the low efficiency of long-term electricity
storage which makes direct use of temporary VRE surpluses even for “low” quality ener-
gies like heat beneficial. In the light of ambitious green house gas reduction pledges in
Germany and Europe, the important cost-reduction potentials should not remain unused.

In analogy to Chapter 4, the VRE system integration measure also reduces the im-
pacts of VREs to the electricity market. The market value of VREs is raised through
energy sector coupling. A lower bound for the electricity prices is introduced as soon as
the excess electricity is exported to other sectors and the electricity price stagnates at
the price of the replaced fuel. VRE technologies benefit most from this change in prices.
The market value of onshore wind is increased by 30% and the one of solar PV by 16%,
thanks to the coupling. But also for dispatchable generators advantages arise, mainly
for baseload power plants such as nuclear in the 2020 scenarios. In comparison to the
benefits for market integration of VREs from European transmission grid extensions, the
energy sector coupling affects VREs in a more direct manner. The reduction of zero
price events is mainly to the benefit of VREs. The benefits for conventional generators
are lower, i.e., the increase in market value and revenues less pronounced. European
transmission grid extensions smoothen the prices instead of introducing a lower bound.
Accordingly, all generation technologies see an increase in market values.

Comparing energy sector coupling to the measures of building a European supergrid
analyzed in the foregoing chapters, it is found, that the achieved VRE system integration
is similar. Through the energy sector coupling, additional electricity demand in hours of
high VRE supply is created and the residual load becomes smoother. Excess electricity
and the mismatch |∆| between supply and demand are reduced. The comparison of the
results to the those in Chapter 3 shows that the energy sector coupling achieves similar
misfit and overproduction reduction as a powerful European overlay grid in the 2020
scenario. All excess electricity production due to VRE is absorbed by the heat and the
hydrogen sector. In the respective European scenarios (α = 38%) the smoothing effect
of the supergrid eliminates all overproduction as well. In the 2050 scenario, the coupling
alone reduces the overproduction from 30% to 7% but can only reach the same level
of 1% as the corresponding European scenario (α = 64%), if German transmission grid
extensions are realised in the mean time.
Another observation is that the role of the transmission grid changes with increasing

VRE share. In the 2020 scenarios, the absorption of regional excess electricity through the
heat sector makes transmission grid extensions initially less attractive. With increasing
VRE shares in the German 2050 scenarios the regional heat demand is insufficient to
absorb all the oversupply, especially in regions with large VRE capacities. In this case,
the model decides to realize transmission grid extensions to strengthen the energy sector
coupling. Electric oversupply from northern Germany is then exported to the heat sectors
of other regions.
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Including the power-to-heat option in the URBS-EU model, its interaction with Euro-
pean transmission grid extensions is analyzed. In the results of this parametric study the
change of the role of grid extensions becomes even more evident. While at lower VRE
shares, the power-to-heat option helps to mitigate transmission grid extensions, from
VRE shares of 50% on additional transmission grid extensions results from the model,
as the regional sinks for excess electricity become insufficient.
This behavior is very advantageous for future system design as the two VRE system

integration measures do not contradict each other. Temporary oversupply from VREs
can be managed by energy sector coupling locally until transmission grid extensions are
realized to accommodate larger VRE shares.

Having drawn these conclusions it should be noted that the results should be inter-
preted with caution. The analysis is centered around the challenge to integrate the VREs
into the power sector and thus does not include all technical details of the hydrogen and
the heat sector. Specifically, the scenarios do not consider direct renewable supply for
the heat and hydrogen sector, or likely efficiency measures to reduce demand. In this
case, the amount of electric energy that can be exported to these sectors would be
reduced. Moreover, the transport sector is not considered, where electric or gas driven
cars could provide large new sinks for electric surpluses. Given the high value of energy
in the transport sector, this option could change the picture significantly, potentially in
favor of the power-to-gas path with its large implicit storage potential. Despite these
restrictions, the results concerning the usage of electric heaters to absorb electrical over-
supply from VREs are rather robust, as this mature, low-cost technology can still fit well
into other heat supply structures. In contrast, usage of electric energy in the transport
sector depends significantly on new technologies that are not market competitive today.
Similarly, the analysis of the power-to-heat on a European scale has to be understood

as a first order estimate, as the temporal variations in heat demand are not included.
However, the methodology is sufficiently detailed to reveal the principal dynamics of the
interaction between the two measures.





6. Synthesis and outlook

In this thesis, the effects of large shares of VREs on the European power system have
been analysed and the system benefits of transmission grid extensions and energy sector
coupling quantified. The results suggest that, under the chosen scenario assumptions,
both measures are cost-effective. European transmission grid extensions smoothen the
VRE supply considerably and therewith simplify their integration. The analysis of energy
sector coupling reveals that the heat sector provides an attractive sink for excess elec-
tricity from VREs. In addition to the system benefits, positive effects of these measures
for the market integration of VREs have been identified. A benchmarked, spatially and
temporally highly resolved energy system model has been used for the analysis.
This chapter provides a synopsis of the results, after discussing the employed method-

ology. Finally an outlook for further research is given.

6.1. Discussion of the applied methodology

The design of future power systems with large VRE shares is optimized with the URBS
model generator. The methodology allows for high spatial and temporal resolution as
well as the inclusion of the technical details of the power system and its dispatch. It
is therewith well suited for the analysis of VRE integration in the power system. With
its position between system planning and dispatch simulation, URBS contributes to the
field of hybrid energy system models.
However, several details, such as start-up times, load-dependent efficiencies, forecast

uncertainties etc. are not modelled explicitly. As a consequence, the flexibility of the
system is potentially overestimated and the computed VRE system challenges, such as
overproduction and necessary dispatchable capacities have to be understood as lower
bounds. The benefits of the analyzed integration measures, in turn, are possibly under-
estimated. Furthermore, the simulation of power flow is carried out with a transport
model. By taking the conservative assumption of using transmission lines only at their
natural power, the likely underestimation of necessary grid extensions can be addressed,
as was shown in a comparison of the model results to a load flow simulation. Finally,
three measures have been taken to overcome the imprecision introduced by including
only a few weeks in the optimization. The careful selection of representative periods,
the coupling of the time series analysis to the optimization model and the deployment
of several years of meteorological data all lead to considerable increase of robustness of
the results.
The benchmark of the model results to historic data demonstrates that, despite the

simplifications, the model captures the large and complex system in a sufficiently realistic
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way.
In this thesis, the long term development of the power system is not endogenous to

the model. Instead, a parametric approach is chosen to analyze different VRE scenarios,
precisely every possible VRE share and mix. This provides insights on the systematic
effects of different resource mixes and may serve as a new approach to the analysis of
future power system development.
With its features and the carefully selected simplifications, the model allows to an-

alyze a large area in high temporal and geographical resolution. The inclusion of a
comparatively high level of technical detail, high spatial and temporal resolution, and
the coverage of a wide area and large number of possible future scenarios, makes the
approach uniquely positioned to provide insights on the VRE integration challenges and
measures in Europe and Germany.

6.2. Synthesis of the results

6.2.1. VRE system integration

Large shares of VREs lead to important challenges for the power system. The results of
the parametric study in Chapter 3 quantify these challenges.
First, if no VRE integration measures are taken, large excess electricity generation

result. Overproduction rises steeply with VRE sharea, from less than 10% of total load
at a VRE shares of 30% up to 60% at a shares of 60%. This is due to the low geographic
and temporal correlation of VRE supply and load as well as the high temporal variability
of VRE supply. Thanks to the sampling of a large parameter space, the necessary
VRE capacity to achieve any given VRE share can be quantified. It increases with
overproduction and reaches up to 6 times the peak load for a VRE share of 80%.
However, as the VRE capacity is limited by the technical potential for wind and solar
generation, such high shares cannot be achieved, but only about 60%.
In terms of system adquacy, a challenging property of VREs is their low capacity credit,

also caused by low geographic and temporal correlation of VRE supply and load. The
results show that, in the absence of a supergrid, the capacity credit remains below 5%
for most of the scenarios. As a consequence, large supplementary capacity is necessary.

A powerful European overlay transmission grid smoothens the VRE supply, and this
entails two major benefits for VRE integration, as the results show.
First, overproduction is reduced. At 80% VRE share, the computed overproduction is

reduced to 20%, down from over 100% without grid extensions. With it, the necessary
wind and solar capacity decreases. Consequently, the possible achievable VRE share is
increased, assuming the same technical potential. According to the results, a European
supergrid would allow to increase the possible VRE share from 60% to more than 85%.
Second, the average European capacity credit of wind energy is increased from less than
5% to more than 10% for VRE shares with important contributions from wind energy.

aVRE share refers to directly usable VRE energy, excluding oversupply.
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The requirements of holding dispatchable capacity available for system reliability can
thus be reduced considerably with a supergrid, from 100% of peak load less than 60%.
The smoothing effect of the supergrid mainly occurs for wind energy, as the diurnal
pattern of solar energy is very similar across Europe.
Both benefits lead to lower costs of electricity generation, as less VRE and supple-

mentary capacity are necessary. For a VRE share of 60%, the analysis shows that a
supergrid reduces the costs of electricity by about 10 e per MWh load (e/MWh), while
the costs for the transmission grid extensions amount to 3 e/MWh only. In the entire
parameter space, the costs of the supergrid do not exceed 3.5 e/MWh and are always
cost-effective, according to the results. Compared to the VRE investment costs, the
computed grid costs remain below 25% for all conceivable VRE scenarios.

In addition to the comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the supergrid, the parametric
approach allows to identify important features of power system design with high VRE
shares.
First, ideal VRE configurations can be identified. Minimizing the mismatch between

VRE supply and the load, the ideal VRE share and mix with and without European
supergrid were determined. With a supergrid, a VRE share of 80%, of which 85% is wind
energy and 15% solar PV, is desirable according to the results. Without transmission grid
extensions, the optimal configuration is 60% VRE, 75% wind and 25% solar share. The
large share of wind energy in both cases results from the shape of solar PV generation:
the steep mid-day peak leads to large overproduction and thus increasing mismatch
between load and supply. Wind energy in turn is also available at night. Furthermore,
with a supergrid, wind energy can provide a fairly “smooth” power supply. In low-
connection cases and thus with higher variability of the wind supply, the ideal share of
solar energy is higher, as it has the advantage of higher temporal and also geographical
correlation with the load.
Second, major transmission corridors can be identified from the findings in Chapter 3.

In the so-called “must-have” grid connections, beneficial for a large range of possible
future VRE shares and mixes, are identified. These are strong north-south connections
from North-Western Europe to the load centers further south, an offshore grid in the
North Sea and the connection of the Iberian peninsula to France. With increasing
VRE share, north-south connections in central Europe as well as connections to South-
Eastern Europe gain importance, as wind generation in the North Sea increases. Given
the uncertainty of future development of wind and solar installations in Europe, the
identified corridors, which are no-regret options, can provide valuable guidance to grid
infrastructure planning.
Finally, conclusions on the supplementary electricity generation can be drawn. The

model results indicate that the dispatchable power plant fleet should become more flex-
ible with increasing VRE contribution. In the scenarios with a supergrid, the share of
baseload power plants is drastically reduced in the cost-optimal mix from a VRE share
of 40% on. They are displaced by more flexible, less capital intensive power plant types
such as natural gas CCGTs or GTs. In proximity to VRE hotspots, this displacement
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happens at lower VRE shares already and is, of course, more pronounced without major
transmission grid extensions.

In contrast to the pan-European measure of building a supergrid, the more local VRE
integration measure of energy sector coupling has been evaluated for the example of
Germany in Chapter 5. Especially, if no grid extensions are realized, high excess electricity
occurs. This local electricity surplus can be used to replace other means of generation
in the coupled sectors, the heat and hydrogen sector. The findings demonstrate that
this measure is also very effective in terms of VRE system integration.
According to the results, energy sector coupling reduces the excess electricity produc-

tion in Germany considerably. For a VRE share of about 40%, it is reduced from 5% in
the uncoupled case to zero and for a VRE share of about 65% from 30% to 7%. For
the lower VRE share, the achieved elimination of excess is identical to the effects of a
supergrid. For the higher VRE share, the effect of the supergrid is more pronounced:
it reduces overproduction to 1%. Only with German transmission grid extensions, the
same reduction of misfit can be achieved with energy sector coupling.
The second benefit of energy sector coupling is its potential contribution to the de-

carbonization of other sectors. A fully decarbonized power sector could thus serve as
driver to mitigate CO2 emissions in the heat and the hydrogen sector, which is a very
cost-effective measure for emission reduction, as the findings show. Through the cou-
pling, the mitigation costs are reduced by up to 50% compared to the uncoupled case.

Through the inclusion of several plausible conversion and storage technologies in the
optimization, most economic technology choices in energy sector coupling can be iden-
tified. The interrelations between the different conversion technologies, storage options
and the transmission grid are taken into account and therefore detailed recommendations
for future system design can be extracted from the results.
The results in Chapter 5 reveal a dominant role of the heat sector providing a large

sink for the temporary electricity oversupply caused by VREs. Moreover, the export
of electricity to the heat sector is economically more attractive than the export to the
hydrogen sector due to its relative costs structure. As a consequence, long term storage
and methanation are displaced by the power-to-heat option. All excess electricity is
exported to the heat sector for VRE shares of 40% and 66% in the Base scenario, where
energy sector coupling and national transmission grid extensions are included.
Thanks to technological and geographical detail included in the model, optimal con-

version paths from power to heat could be identified for different locations. The deployed
heating technologies are complementary to the regional VRE power supply: highly flex-
ible electric heaters are used in northern Germany close to highly variable excess elec-
tricity from wind energy. Heat generation from CHP is centered in the south because
its seasonal supply pattern is anti-correlated to the large supply from solar PV in these
regions.
The third important finding concerning the system design is the interaction of trans-

mission grid extensions and energy sector coupling. The results from the study of Ger-
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many and the estimate of the interaction between energy sector coupling and European
transmission grid extensions both show that the role of the transmission changes with
increasing VRE share. At lower VRE shares, the absorption of regional excess electricity
through the heat sector makes transmission grid extensions initially less attractive. With
increasing VRE shares, the local sink, the heat demand, is insufficient to absorb all the
excess electricity, and transmission grid extensions are realized to strengthen the energy
sector coupling. The parametric study of the interaction of both measures on European
level reveals, that this switch occurs at a VRE share of 50%.
This behavior is very advantageous for future system design: the two VRE system

integration measures do not contradict each other. Energy sector coupling can be used
to manage temporary oversupply from VREs locally until transmission grid extensions
are realized to accommodate larger VRE shares.

6.2.2. VRE market integration

The VRE system integration challenge is also reflected in the electricity market. The
inclusion of highly fluctuating resources, where regional excess occurs and, additionally,
zero marginal costs reign, leads to significant impacts on the electricity price in energy-
only markets.
The results presented in Chapter 4 quantify this effect. For a VRE scenario reflecting

European targets for 2020, the merit order effect reduces the average electricity price by
5 e/MWh or 8%, assuming nodal prices. In regions with high VRE supply, the effect is
more pronounced. For example in North-Western Germany the average price is reduced
by 9 e/MWh or 17%. Furthermore, the price dynamic changes from demand to supply
driven leading to an increased price uncertainty.
As a consequence of the merit order effect, the market value of VREs is reduced:

whenever high VRE supply is available in a market region, the prices in this region are
lowered by the VRE supply itself. However, according to the findings, the lower wholesale
prices also affect other market participants. The market value and revenues of conven-
tional generators are reduced as well, especially for base load technologies in proximity
to high VRE supply, such as nuclear power plants in North Germany for example. The
reduced average electricity prices lead to an increased gap between total average costs
of power supply and average electricity price. These results show that the possibility to
recover the total system costs on an energy-only electricity market is reduced substan-
tially due to high VRE shares.

The analyzed VRE integration measures make the power system more flexible. The
findings show, that this increased flexibility facilitates the market integration of VREs.
A European supergrid smoothens VRE supply. Through increased interconnection

the burden of integrating VRE supply is shared between market regions. VRE supply
peaks can be exported to other regions and conventional power generation is run more
continuously in regions with high VRE capacity. Chapter 4 quantifies the consequences
for the electricity markets: the geographic price variability is reduced and the average
price level is raised. In the importing region more expensive generation will be displaced,
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but in the exporting region zero price events can be avoided. Thanks to the non-linear
shape of the merit order curve, in total, this leads to an increase in average price level,
as the results show. The effect on European average is a 2 e/MWh price increase.
For regions with high VRE supply this effect is more pronounced. In North-Western
Germany for example, the price is raised by 5 e/MWh. Opposite to the raised price
level, the total costs of electricity supply are reduced by about 1 e/MWh (including the
costs for grid extensions). The gap between costs of electricity and the electricity price
can thus be reduced by the supergrid.
The higher prices but also the more continuous dispatch of conventional power plants

thanks to grid extensions bears important benefits for all generators: the average market
value and revenue is increased for all technologies. VREs and baseload power plants
benefit most: their market values and revenues is found to increase sharply, by 31% and
14% for onshore wind and nuclear repectively. This effect is especially pronounced in
regions with large VRE capacities such as Germany, Spain and Great Britain or with large
nuclear capacities, such as France. For the majority of mid and peak load technologies,
the results show an increase in market value as well, but in regions importing VREs,
an economic disadvantage can result, i.e., lower market values. This is for example the
case for Gas CCGTs in Italy, where the import of electricity from France and Germany
impacts on this generation technology.
In summary, the findings show that transmission grid extensions help to reduce the

effects of VREs to the market. The increased exchange through larger interconnector
capacity is to the advantage of most, but not all countries and technologies.

With energy sector coupling, local electricity surplus is used to replace natural gas in
the coupled sectors, the heat and the hydrogen sector. Excess electricity regains a value.
As the results in Chapter 5 indicate, this effect leads to a reduction of the impacts of
VREs to the electricity market.
Energy sector coupling introduces a lower bound for the electricity prices. The level of

the lower bound is defined by the value of the replaced fuel. On average, this leads to an
increase of electricity prices of 4 e/MWh to 7 e/MWh for the 2020 and 2050 scenario
respectively. As the energy sector coupling mainly occurs during hours of high VRE
supply, its effects are most pronounced for wind and solar generators. According to the
model results, the market value of wind onshore and solar PV increases by 30% and 16%
respectively for the 2020 scenario. The market effects of the European supergrid for wind
energy are comparable, but for solar PV, the supergrid leads to an increase in market
value of only 3%. This reaffirms the above findings, that solar PV benefits less from
transmission grid extensions in Europe, but also shows that, the energy sector coupling
acts more directly on VRE generators than the European supergrid. The increase in
market value for conventional generators due to the coupling amounts to only 1-3%, an
order of magnitude below the effect of the supergrid of up to 13% market value increase.
In absolute terms, the market values achieved in Germany with coupling remain below
the level achieved in the scenario with a European supergrid, as the replaced fuel price
in the heat sector is lower than the electricity price, to which the system restores with
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grid extensions.
Other than European transmission grid extensions, energy sector coupling only slighlty

alleviates the market impact of VREs to dispatchable power plants, yet it provides an
attractive business case for excess electricity from VREs.

The combined analysis of VRE system integration measures and their implications
for the electricity markets reveals that the analyzed measures entail important benefits
for VRE market integration. The more flexible or VRE-adapted the system, the higher
is the values of VREs to the system and consequently, their market value increases.
Additionally, some dispatchable generators can benefit from a more flexible power system.

6.3. Outlook
The findings provided insights on VRE integration with transmission grid extensions and
energy sector coupling, based on a hybrid energy system model. Further improvements
of the methodology but also the application of the URBS model generator to other VRE
integration questions are recommended. Selected aspects are provided below.
With its position between detailed simulation and long term planning models, pos-

sible improvements of the URBS model generator can, on the one hand, be directed
towards more technical detail. More realistic power flow simulation should be included,
the lower voltage level grid and also more detailed modeling of power plant dispatch.
The latter may furthermore allow for a more realistic simulation of the wholesale market.
On the other hand, the inter-temporal characteristics of infrastructure investment deci-
sions could be included in the model via a coupling of the model to an inter-temporal
optimization or the extension of the optimization horizon to several years or decades.
Having studied two VRE system integration measures with URBS, the analysis of other

VRE integration measures in terms of system and market integration effects is desirable.
The parameter space defined in Chapter 3 and the identified system parameters proved to
be very helpful and could serve as metric for future studies of the long term development
of power systems. The analysis of the interaction of local and large scale integration
measures in Chapter 5 only provides first insights and is recommended to be pursued
further. Last but not least, further quantitative analysis of the relevance of the technical
system properties for VRE market integration is suggested.
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B. Linear programming

The mathematical, standard formulation of a linear optimization problem is

min cTx (B.1)
with Ax = b (B.2)

x ≥ 0 (B.3)

x are the variables to be determined by the optimization, c, b and A are exogeneous
parameters. The boundary conditions Ax = b and x ≥ 0 define the feasible solution
space. Many energy system models can be written in this form.
Numerous algorithms to efficiently solve the above defined linear program, i.e., to

find the minimum of the objective function in the allowed solution space, have been
developed in the field of mathematical optimization. In this thesis, the CPLEX solver
is applied. It is based on the simplex algorithm. This algorithm takes advantage of the
fact, that the optimal solution of a linear problem is always located at a vertex of the
feasible region. The simplex algorithm therefore evaluates the value and the gradient of
objective function at a starting vertex. Based on the gradient, the next vertex is chosen
and the procedure is repeated until the optimal solution is found . With this iterative
method, the algorithm approaches the global optimum [118].
Optimization theory shows in the “duality principle”, that every optimization problem

has a dual problem. It states that, if the primal or dual problem has an optimal solution,
the corresponding problem has an optimal solution as well. Furthermore, the solutions
of the dual and the primal problem are identical. For the above defined primal problems,
the dual problem is

max bTw (B.4)
with ATw ≤ c (B.5)

It can be shown that the dual solution w corresponds to the derivative of the primal
objective function with respect to the corresponding boundary condition [118].
The economic interpretation of the dual solution is of importance: if the objective

function is a cost function, the dual variables are the marginal costs. They quantify by
how much the total costs would change if the respective boundary condition was relaxed
by one unit. The dual variable to the condition guaranteeing that demand is met (in
URBS the Energy Balance Equation (equation 2.34)), gives the increase in costs if unit
unit more was to be produced. These marginal costs of energy, can be interpreted as
wholesale price of the commodity [16].





C. Annuity of investment costs

Investments in power system infrastructure are taken over several years, while in the
model one typical year is optimized. The total investment costs KI

i given in Table 2.10
are therefore taken into account in the optimization with their annuities. An annuity is
the annual capital expenditure occurring for an investment. It is computed based on a
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), also known as discount rate, r of 7% and
a technology-specific depreciation period Ti.

κI
i = KI

i ·
(1 + r)Ti · r
(1 + r)Ti − 1 (C.1)

The depreciation periods Ti per technology are given listed in the table below.

Technology T (years)
Bioenergy 25
Coal 30
Gas GT 25
Gas CCGT 25
Geothermal 25
Lignite 30
Oil GT 25
Oil CCGT 25
Nuclear 40
Hydro run of river 40
Wind Onshore 20
Wind Offshore 20
Solar PV 25
Hydro storage 70
HV lines 40
HV cable 40

Table C.1.: Depreciation periods per technology assumed for the computation of the
annuity of investment costs (the depreciation period can differ from the
technical lifetime given in Table E.1).





D. List of symbols for URBS

Symbol Explanation
Sets Size
co, coin, coout ∈ Co Commodities
Covre ⊂ Co Variable renewable commodities
Code ⊂ Co Demand commodities
Cosec ⊂ Co Secondary commodities
g ∈ G grid type
i ∈ I |X × P × Co× Co| Generation unit
Ivre ⊂ I |X×P×Co×Covre| Generation unit with variable renewable input
j ∈ J |X × St× Co| storage unit
k ∈ K |X×N (x)×G×Co| grid line
p ∈ P Generation process type
tr ∈ TR Real time steps
t ∈ T, T ⊂ TR Modeled time steps
t0, tN First and last modeled time step
tf ∈ TF, TF ⊂ T First time steps in modeled periods
tl ∈ TL, TL ⊂ T Last time steps in modeled periods
te ∈ TE, TE := TF ∪ TL Edge time steps of modeled periods
tft, tlt First and last time steps for period of step t
st ∈ St storage type
x ∈ X Model regions

Table D.1.: List of symbols for sets
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Symbol Explanation
Parameters Domain
afi I availability factor for generation units
c0,min,max

i I Installed, minimal and maximal generation
capacity

cfi(t) Ivre × T Capacity factor for VREs
cStin0,min,max

j J Installed, minimal and maximal storage input
capacity

cStout0,min,max
j J Installed, minimal and maximal storage out-

put capacity
cSt0,min,max

j J Installed, min. and max. storage size
cTr0,min,max

k K Installed, minimal and maximal grid capacity
d(co, x, t) X × T × Code Demand for a commodity
ηi I transformation efficiency
ηin,out

j J Storage in- and output efficiency
fprod(p, coin, coout, x) X × P × Co× Co Share of one generation unit in total com-

modity production per region
f cons(p, coin, coout, x) X × P × Co× Co Share of one generation unit in total com-

modity consumption per region
κinv

i I Annuity of inv. costs for generation units
κfix

i I Fix O&M costs for generation units
κvar

i I Variable costs for generation units
κfuel

i , κco2
i , κO&Mvar

i I fuel, CO2 and variable O&M costs for gen-
eration

κinv
j , κfix

j J Annuity of inv. and fix costs for storage
κ

inv,in/out
j , κ

fix,in/out
j J Annuity of inv. and fix costs for storage in-

and output
κvar

j J Variable storage in- and output costs
κvar

k , κfix
k , κinv

k K Annuity of inv., fix and variable costs for
transport

λk K Losses along line k
lg(p, coin, coout, x) P ×Co×Code×X Flag indicating local generation
τi I power change factor for generation unit
v0

j J Storage filling level energy at t0
w(t) T Weight of modeled time step

Table D.2.: List of symbols for parameters
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Symbol Explanation
Variables Domain Note: all variables are positive
Ci I Generation unit capacity
CStj J Storage size
CStinj , CStoutj J Storage in- and output capacity
Cons(x, co, t) X × T × Co Total commodity consumption and export
Ein

i (t) T × I Energy consumption (input)
Eout

i (t) T × I Energy production (output)
EStinj (t), EStout

j (t) J × T Storage in- and output
ε(p, coin, coout, x) P × Co× Code ×X Total local generation per unit
F imp

k (t) K × T Import along grid line k
F exp

k (t) K × T Export along grid line k
Kinv,Kfix,Kvar Cost components
Prod(x, co, t) X × T × Co Total commodity production and import
Vj(t) J × T Stored energy
V seas

j (te) J × TE Counter for seasonal storage
z Total system costs

Table D.3.: List of symbols for variables





E. Data

E.1. Input data for URBS-EU

Process Lifetime (yrs)
Bioenergy 35
Coal 45
Gas CCGT, GT 30
Geothermal 30
Lignite 45
Oil CGGT, GT 30
Solar PV 30
Wind 30
Nuclear 50
Hydro run of river 75

Table E.1.: Average lifetime per technology [75, 115]
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Region Coal Gas GT Gas CCGT Lignite Oil Nuclear
A 47 1 167 1 767 - 6 -
B 17 2 445 2 997 - 15 4 207
BG 130 741 118 2 550 - 4 000
BH-Co 550 160 103 3 055 100 -
Ch - 150 381 - 1 1 220
CZ 193 1 188 845 2 473 22 3 902
D-EnBW 2 666 1 387 508 - 2 1 310
D-EON-M 136 342 20 - - 1 360
D-EON-N 5 070 1 200 442 - 2 2 739
D-EON-S 448 1 698 947 - 8 2 698
D-RWE 9 263 3 285 2 520 3 438 42 -
D-VET 2 501 1 872 3 725 6 294 340 -
DK-O 582 209 661 - 112 -
DK-W 857 264 679 - 95 -
ES-NW 800 969 12 631 50 1 038 1 960
ES-O 711 6 728 14 861 80 908 5 300
ES-S - 900 4 023 - 32 -
F-NO 13 1 663 4 542 375 785 25 386
F-NW - 492 564 - 7 21 294
F-SO - 353 1 865 - 232 10 406
F-SW - 159 29 - 2 6 530
FIN-N - 0 - - - -
FIN-S 560 1 289 173 - 159 6 700
GB-N 1 860 1 042 518 - 17 1 364
GB-S 1 630 11 630 27 521 - 144 8 340
GR - 1 473 3 799 2 007 842 -
H 330 2 389 2 325 440 174 3 000
I-N 7 124 18 355 5 853 - 61 -
I-S - 3 280 895 - 240 -
I-Sar 650 - 555 - 80 -
I-Siz - 1 656 115 - - -
IRL - 1 022 3 500 - 202 -
IRL-NI - 560 587 - 87 -
Kro 710 421 803 - - -
Lux - 16 445 - 0 -
N-M - 325 - - - -
N-N - 215 0 - - -
N-S - 260 432 - - -
NL 4 790 3 807 9 442 - 20 1 000
P-M 616 41 830 - 41 -
P-N - 5 1 005 - 63 -
P-S 800 592 3 689 - 193 -
PL 12 028 1 129 3 372 4 557 - 3 000
Ro 800 739 1 074 786 53 2 880
S-M 114 0 0 - 2 3 240
S-N - - - - - -
S-S - 434 0 - 13 3 506
SK 46 437 1 761 341 13 3 874
SLO - 318 112 600 - 727
SRB - - 560 1 093 - -
Total 56 041 78 808 123 598 28 138 6 154 129 943

Table E.2.: Remaining conventional power plant capacity in 2020 in Europe (MWel).
Input for scenarios in Chapter 4.
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Region Hydro Geothermal Bioenergy Solar PV Wind Onshore Wind Offshore
A 9 887 1 952 322 2 578 -
B 111 - 815 1 340 1 959 2 361
BG 1 851 - 344 303 855 401
BH-Co 4 220 - 220 17 400 200
Ch 11 270 - 272 922 300 -
CZ 975 - 508 1 695 743 -
D-EnBW 970 - 456 10 713 475 -
D-EON-M 254 - 357 3 881 2 584 -
D-EON-N 20 - 706 3 985 6 190 17 692
D-EON-S 878 - 668 11 903 332 -
D-RWE 350 - 2 083 11 334 6 275 -
D-VET 1 357 8 1 781 9 937 10 579 1 624
DK-O 3 - 290 4 520 1 073
DK-W 1 - 140 2 1 941 426
ES-NW 4 940 - 624 2 178 14 717 -
ES-O 8 151 - 3 597 7 825 13 953 -
ES-S 893 - 507 3 442 4 366 -
F-NO 4 155 4 852 957 5 039 -
F-NW 720 4 116 708 12 598 -
F-SO 11 551 4 145 2 470 1 637 -
F-SW 3 332 4 100 1 265 4 535 -
FIN-N 1 772 - 156 1 294 1 176
FIN-S 1 282 - 1 849 9 441 588
GB-N 1 365 - 273 65 9 158 9 581
GB-S 162 - 8 366 2 615 2 290 6 851
GR 2 451 - 600 2 450 6 964 536
H 51 - 1 040 63 750 -
I-N 11 952 843 9 081 2 812 476 1 585
I-S 949 - 1 823 4 962 4 850 1 585
I-Sar 106 - - 826 1 617 -
I-Siz 95 - 574 - 2 568 -
IRL 162 - 970 9 3 655 -
IRL-NI 76 - 303 7 618 377
Kro 1 788 - 190 8 1 400 660
Lux 44 - 18 113 131 -
N-M 5 696 - 30 - 1 740 -
N-N 3 783 - 10 - 1 410 -
N-S 18 319 - 56 4 510 480
NL 39 - 1 642 722 5 629
P-M 767 10 24 291 2 294 504
P-N 2 334 10 41 190 1 464 504
P-S 1 257 10 292 1 019 1 102 1 007
PL 808 - 310 3 4 988 1 663
Ro 6 655 - 417 260 2 720 1 280
S-M 4 478 - 425 5 350 350
S-N 11 640 - 219 1 839 909
S-S 251 - 716 2 700 1 399
SK 1 559 - 86 300 350 -
SLO 932 - 11 139 106 -
SRB 2 153 - 1 17 80 -
Total 148 817 899 45 057 92 096 152 070 54 812

Table E.3.: Renewable energy technology capacities in 2020 in Europe (MWel). Input
for scenarios in Chapter 4
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E.2. Input data for URBS-D

Region Coal Gas GT Gas CCGT Lignite Oil Nuclear Gas heating Gas reformation
DE21 306 31 21 - 116 - 8 179 175
DE22 1 313 2 728 114 586 33 - 11 455 137
DE23 2 738 1 531 43 785 2 - 13 174 137
DE24 - 217 326 74 5 - 15 272 172
DE25 1 050 2 078 256 92 21 - 16 878 177
DE26 730 1 455 3 479 - 268 1 410 14 656 153
DE41 2 876 149 1 454 - 43 1 310 8 068 118
DE42 786 1 061 135 - 217 - 23 383 207
DE71 711 3 339 510 - 3 1 329 7 259 98
DE72 8 121 1 925 2 833 3 273 52 - 17 677 272
DE73 1 456 1 791 1 616 40 82 - 18 869 208
DE74 157 1 262 1 832 4 681 81 - 14 734 153
DE75 2 218 1 049 2 285 685 36 - 17 141 210
DE76 - 336 28 - 22 - 6 000 74
DE81 742 2 911 2 515 440 292 - 21 470 164
DE82 409 62 271 - 80 - 5 864 77
DE83 639 404 1 770 2 292 28 - 12 257 116
DE84 - 330 - - 18 - 13 159 92
Total 24 251 22 660 19 489 12 949 1 400 4 049 245 495 2 740

Table E.4.: Assumed installed conventional (MW) capacities in Germany 2020.
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Region Hydro Geothermal Bio CHP Solar PV Wind
DE21 - - 1 163 3 126 5 118
DE22 27 - 1 219 2 261 5 178
DE23 51 - 1 319 1 649 4 237
DE24 91 - 402 2 409 1 171
DE25 487 - 1 129 7 198 819
DE26 1 549 4 1 285 8 952 81
DE41 148 4 759 2 819 213
DE42 697 - 1 436 6 709 533
DE71 - - 619 1 738 1 335
DE72 40 - 1 277 2 623 1 316
DE73 58 - 821 2 330 1 808
DE74 143 - 445 1 771 1 533
DE75 215 - 745 3 106 1 660
DE76 657 - 665 4 615 94
DE81 1 033 0 2 275 2 664 8 885
DE82 0 - 245 186 328
DE83 34 - 1 066 2 651 3 409
DE84 119 - 1 131 3 192 3 881
DE80 - - - - 4 534
DE20 - - - - 11 266
Total 5 350 8 18 000 60 000 57 400

Table E.5.: Assumed installed renewable energy capacities (MW) in Germany 2020.

Region Hydro Geothermal Bio CHP Solar PV Wind Gas reformation
DE21 - - 209 4 647 6 965 110
DE22 20 - 326 6 590 8 194 86
DE23 37 - 455 8 562 6 715 86
DE24 66 - 478 7 509 3 840 107
DE25 356 - 743 11 914 1 340 111
DE26 1 131 4 846 10 075 980 95
DE41 108 4 311 5 071 600 73
DE42 508 - 828 10 239 3 675 130
DE71 - - 201 3 070 2 455 61
DE72 29 - 923 7 455 2 255 170
DE73 42 - 336 6 623 4 480 130
DE74 105 - 446 6 646 2 170 96
DE75 157 - 798 9 274 3 655 131
DE76 480 - 297 4 170 1 410 46
DE81 754 0 1 429 10 829 14 285 102
DE82 0 - 341 1 549 200 48
DE83 25 - 954 8 095 4 865 73
DE84 87 - 642 7 124 6 840 58
DE80 - - - - 6 710 -
DE20 - - - - 36 454 -
Total 3 904 8 10 563 129 441 118 088 1 712

Table E.6.: Assumed installed capacities (MW) in Germany 2050.
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2020 Electricity 2050 Electricity 2020/50 Heat
In/Output Reservoir size In/Output Reservoir size C, CSt
power C CSt power C CSt

Model region (MW) (MWh) (MW) (MWh) (MW,MWh)
DE21 - - - - 4638
DE22 120 600 456 1242 5952
DE23 220 940 230 1093 6810
DE24 - - 940 4336 8431
DE25 328 1850 464 2980 9194
DE26 515 5330 598 6468 7838
DE41 - - - - 4464
DE42 5164 32316 4816 37390 12420
DE71 - - - - 3863
DE72 153 590 154 605 9770
DE73 150 747 168 859 10177
DE74 500 6500 750 6500 8076
DE75 - - - - 9264
DE76 - - - - 3105
DE81 126 987 94 987 10579
DE82 - - - - 3105
DE83 1603 12638 1603 13231 6574
DE84 1170 4609 1260 4609 6617

Table E.7.: Heat and electricity storage size in the Base scenarios in Chapter 5

Region Household sITS Industrya

DE21 21.39 9.66 10.82
DE22 29.05 11.98 13.42
DE23 35.73 11.99 13.43
DE24 39.54 15.02 16.84
DE25 44.74 15.52 17.39
DE26 36.51 13.34 14.94
DE41 18.51 10.28 11.52
DE42 65.37 18.12 20.30
DE71 17.21 8.53 9.56
DE72 39.05 23.76 26.63
DE73 50.75 18.17 20.37
DE74 43.09 13.36 14.97
DE75 42.08 18.39 20.60
DE76 12.50 6.50 7.28
DE81 67.41 13.53 15.17
DE82 13.53 6.73 7.54
DE83 34.83 10.15 11.37
DE84 40.93 8.06 9.03
Total 652.22 233.08 261.18

Table E.8.: German heat demand per sector and region (TWh), 2010

a excludes high temperature process heat.
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Figure F.1.: Market value per generation technology for the four scenarios with current
market areas. Standard deviation and minimal and maximal values across
the model regions are indicated with the black lines.
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Figure F.2.: Revenues per generation technology for the four scenarios with current mar-
ket areas. Standard deviation and minimal and maximal values across the
model regions are indicated with the black lines.
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Figure F.3.: Relative change in revenue with VRE additions compared to Base. The
countries are plotted in decreasing order of VRE capacity additions. After
the country names VRE additions until 2020 are indicated in GW. Current
market areas are assumed.
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